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Preface 
This thesis is about the treatment of time and the behaviour in time of dis-
crete dynamic systems, in particular the systems of interest in computing 
science, such as distributed computing systems and computer networks. As 
the subtitle indicates, we use the declarative formalism Funmath as a 
means for exposition. Funmath itself is not the central topic of the paper, 
but a rather extensive discussion of this formalism is given to elucidate the 
style of usage to which basic operators will be put in the subsequent chap-
ters. 
The central topic is to provide a first step towards the unification of the 
wide variety of formalisms existing in computing science for dealing with 
(discrete-)time behaviour of systems. The current state of affairs can be 
characterised as follows: 
a) Current formalisms stand isolated from each other and from the main 
body of mathematics, since each has its own special-purpose language 
syntax and semantics. Although this semantics can be expressed at the 
meta-level using standard mathematics (set theory, domain theory), this 
is of no practical consequence when using the language, as this meta-
level description usually lacks the conciseness and clarity needed for 
design formalisms. 
b) Each of these formalisms is suitable for expressing only one particular 
mathematical model of the class of systems considered. Within each of 
these formalisms, abstraction is possible only through hierarchical 
decomposition (hiding details) not through a change of view. Expressing 
other models, abstractions or views requires different formalisms. 
c) In each of these formalisms, the set of primitives is built into the 
syntax. Later adaptation, modification or extension requires revision of 
the language. 
This is unsatisfactory because of the following reasons: 
Preface 
a) Especially for the practitioner, it is conceptually more useful if new for-
malisms can be exposed incrementally, building on top of existent 
knowledge, rather than starting again from the ground level every time. 
b) Practical systems require for their analysis and design a variety of 
mathematical modele, and it must be possible to express the interrela-
tion between these models explicitly. This is possible in a convenient 
way only through a unified approach. Also, hierarchical abstraction 
(without change of view) is useful only for the restricted class of "self-
similar" system models. 
c) Even within a special purpose formalism, better insights (due to experi-
ence with usage) soon lead to the desire to add or modify primitives of 
the language, and this necessity becomes more important as the primi-
tives are of a "higher level". 
As mentioned earlier, the fact that the semantics of isolated formalisms can 
be expressed at the meta-level within the language of mathematics is of no 
practical consequence to the user. Certain denotational descriptions of im-
perative programming languages map programs to functions, but this does 
not make it possible to use the powerful and elegant techniques of 
functional programming within the language itself. 
Although we will show that the declarative formalism used is powerful 
enough to express the semantics of other formalisms (which is called "shal-
low embedding" here), the approach advocated is to subsume existing 
formalisms by means of suitable operator definitions ("deep embedding") 
without losing any of the conceptual, notational or manipulative advantages 
of the subsumed formalisms. 
The characteristic written in italic is crucial. Indeed, one might argue 
tha t it is a well-known mathematical fact that "everything" can be 
expressed in the formalism of set theory, and that algebraic logic is also able 
to express logic formalisms in an algebraic way. However, the fact is that 
these existence arguments have not led to a formalism with the 
aforementioned characteristic. The formalism of set theory is too low level, 
and designed for the study of the foundations of mathematics rather than 
actual usage in applied mathematics and systems engineering. A similar 
remark holds for the lambda calculus. 
Specialised logic-based formalisms are still emerging without exploiting 
the advantages of the algebraic view. Therefore we can only conclude that 
attempts to put the aforementioned existence arguments into actual usage 
have failed because the necessary characteristics were lost. Indeed, if the 
attempts had been successful, there would be no further justification for the 
isolated formalisms themselves. 
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This observation shows that making a successful attempt is highly non-
trivial, and that the judicious definition of operators within the language is 
an important research task, and hence a crucial element in this thesis. In 
fact, the degree to which certain operator definitions appear self-evident in 
retrospect can be seen as a measure of quality of the deep embedding. 
We have also said that this thesis is only a first step. Some readers may 
have liked numerous application examples. However, we have preferred at 
this stage to show how existing formalisms can be embedded faithfully (and 
often even with the same syntax) in a broader framework, to make certain 
that no single important features of these formalisms are lost in the 
attempt. 
We anticipate that, in actual application examples (which will be the 
topic of further research) more useful operators will emerge than the ones 
resulting from this embedding. The examples given in this thesis provide 
guidance for the style of expressing these new operators in an existing 
framework, rather than designing a new formalism. This is the kind of 
flexibility required by the practising engineer. 
Unavoidably, this thesis builds heavily on work of others. Colleagues who 
contributed are acknowledged in the text, wherever appropriate. However, 
contributions that are definitely the author's own are almost nowhere 
stressed as such, but as it is important in a thesis to mention these contri­
butions explicitly, this omission will be corrected in the following outline of 
the monograph. 
Out l ine of t h e Thesis 
In chapter 1, an informal introduction in the research area of this thesis is 
given. This chapter is intended for readers without any background in 
mathematics or computing science whatsoever. From a technical point of 
view, it does not contain any new or original ideas, so readers with more 
relevant experience may safely skip it. We hope, however, that some of the 
personal opinions of the author presented in this chapter will make reading 
it worthwhile, even for seasoned experts in the field. 
Chapter 2 contains an elaborate introduction in Funmath. Although 
Funmath itself is not the main topic of the thesis, we felt that such a chap­
ter is useful and even necessary for two reasons. First, up to now, there 
were no full descriptions of Funmath available in the open literature, and 
secondly, the author contributed substantially to the development of the 
language. Collecting the bits and pieces of Funmath and presenting them in 
a single unified presentation was certainly a contribution of the author. At a 
more technical level, the author defined two variants of a typed and filtered 
lambda abstraction, namely E \ χ: Χ Λ Ρ and χ: X I P. In conjunction with 
the range operator {), this yields the traditional notation for set abstraction, 
15 
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together with all additional properties inherited from the mathematical con-
cept of a function. In developing the theory on contractions of relation 
chains, the author formalised the idea of a transformational proof in 
Funmath. 
In chapter 3, some examples of the use of Funmath are given. Although 
these examples were primarily developed for their application in later chap-
ters, they are quite general in nature and have a wider applicability than 
the embedding of formalisms alone. In particular, the novel view on lan-
guages, trees, grammars and parsers in a declarative fashion is a contribu-
tion of the author. The declarative treatment of matrices in Funmath is a 
novel approach, although others have followed different approaches to reach 
the same goal. The work on declarative definitions of algebras was done by 
the author in close co-operation with his promotor. 
In chapter 4, the notion of system is investigated, as well as several mod-
els of time. A clear and succinct unification of various time models is 
reached here. 
The declarative theory on algebras, as developed in chapter 3, is applied 
in chapter 5 to modal algebras, which are an extension of the well-known 
Boolean algebras and an abstraction of so-called temporal calculi. It is 
shown how modal algebras can subsume temporal logic in the aforemen-
tioned sense of "deep embedding". 
Finally, chapter 6 introduces state-based techniques for the specification 
and verification of discrete dynamic systems. First, a declarative description 
of the well-known concept of finite automata is presented, and the notions of 
implementation and behaviour are introduced. In the second part, some of 
the short-comings of finite automata are solved by introducing behaviour 
algebras to express the temporal behaviour of systems. As behaviour alge-
bras give rise to paradoxes, some techniques to solve these are discussed. 
16 
Chapter 1 
An Informal Introduction 
This monograph is about mathematical techniques for description and anal-
ysis of distributed discrete systems. These techniques are intended to be 
applicable to the design and verification of discrete systems such as com-
puter networks and digital circuits. As time often plays a special role in 
these systems, extra attention will be paid to modelling time and temporal 
behaviour. Before we start developing the mathematics, we will describe the 
main application areas and introduce some fundamental notions. The aims 
of this chapter are to introduce the "real world" concepts that will be the 
topic of the formal analysis in the sequel, and to explain the relevance of the 
research topic. This chapter will by its nature be informal. 
Roughly speaking, a distributed system consists of a set of components 
working together to achieve some common goal. These components are 
themselves systems (perhaps even distributed as well). We will start with 
an elaboration of the term "system". 
1.1 Systems 
A system is a distinguishable and observable part of the world. The notion of 
"world" is not restricted here to physical or concrete objects only. It encom-
passes both physical reality and more abstract objects, such as ideas, facts, 
executions of computer programs and so on. A part of the world is distin-
guishable if we can tell for any element of the world whether it belongs to 
that part or not. Any system has a (concrete or abstract) boundary, through 
which the system interacts with its environment. The environment in gen-
eral consists of all elements in the world that do not belong to the system, 
but usually we will restrict ourselves to only those objects that influence the 
system under consideration. Note that the environment is itself a system, 
Chapter 1 
and that the boundary of the system and the boundary of the environment 
coincide. 
For the purpose of this thesis, we assume that any system is completely 
characterised by a set of quantities whose value can be observed. Any possi­
ble set of values for these quantities is called a state of the system. In 
general, not all combinations of values are possible. So when we call the set 
of all combinations of values the value space, and the set of possible combi­
nations the state space, it is clear that the state space is a subset of the 
value space. 
An observation is an interaction between system and environment 
(taking place at the mutual boundary) through which information about the 
value of certain quantities is conveyed between system and environment. 
Intuitively, there are two classes of observations, which may be called 
"reading" and "writing". When reading a value, the environment does not 
cause changes in the state of the system. When writing, the state is changed 
by the environment. Reading can be described as "obtaining output", while 
writing can be described as "providing input". The notions of input and 
output, however, require some additional discussion. 
In mathematical terms, the value space is a Cartesian product, and 
hence, the state space, as a subset of a Cartesian product, is a relation. We 
say that a system is well-behaved if it is possible to partition the observable 
quantities in two classes, called / and О for the moment, satisfying the fol­
lowing two criteria: 
• the quantities in I can take on any possible combination of values, i.e. 
the quantities in I are mutually independent. 
• for any combination of values for the quantities in I there exists exactly 
one combination of values for quantities in O, i.e. the quantities in О 
depend on the quantities in I. 
The static behaviour of well-behaved systems can be described mathemati­
cally by a function, mapping values of / tot values of O. Note, however, that 
there may be many distinct /-O-partitions for any given system, each of 
them providing a basis for a functional description of system behaviour, 
whereas there is only one relational description. 
The relational description of systems is more general than the functional 
one, for two reasons: it abstracts from the often arbitrary partitioning of 
input and output, and it is possible to give a relational description even if 
the system is not well-behaved, and an 7-0-partitioning does not exist. 
As an example, consider a system consisting of a cylinder with a piston. The 
cylinder is filled with a gas, and we can observe three quantities: the 
temperature Τ of the gas, its pressure ρ and its volume V. Repeated ob-
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servations will show that the values of these quantities satisfy the following 
relation: 
PV -n 
= a 
Τ 
where a is some constant. 
We can make three distinct 7-O-partitions: any two quantities can be as­
sumed input whereas the remaining one is output: 
pressure ( V, Τ ) = 
temp(p,V) = ^ 
a 
η . 7 1 
volume(p,7 ,) = 
Ρ 
A system is said to be dynamic if its state changes over time. For dynamic 
systems, the state at time t is given by a function φ € Τ—ïState, where Τ is 
a set representing time. Such a function is called a behaviour of the system. 
In general, a system can exhibit many different behaviours depending on 
interactions with the environment. Returning to our cylinder for a while, we 
may observe that the state is stable (i.e. it does not change over time). When 
we start to heat the cylinder, so that the temperature rises, while at the 
same time immobilising the piston (and hence keeping the volume 
constant), we will observe an increase in pressure. If we however, heat the 
cylinder, and at the same time pull out the piston to increase the volume of 
the gas, the observed behaviour may be completely different. The cooling 
effect of the expanding volume may be greater than the heating effect of our 
external heat source, causing the temperature of the gas to decrease, even 
while it is heated. However, in all cases, the system will traverse a path 
through the state space, and each path represents a possible behaviour. 
Since the path is determined by causes external to the system (the heat 
source and the piston pulling mechanism do not belong to the 
cylinder/gas/piston system), many paths may be traversed. Each path 
corresponds to some possible behaviour. 
A system is said to be discrete if the observed quantities can take values 
from a discrete set only. If we also assume that the state of any system is 
well defined at any point in time, then the state changes of a dynamic dis­
crete system have to be both atomic and instantaneous. Atomicity refers to 
the fact that during the transition the system is in no defined state, i.e. the 
transition can not be decomposed into two or more transitions, occurring in 
sequential order. A transition is said to be instantaneous if it takes no time 
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at all. So, if a dynamic discrete system changes its state at time Tfrom state 
ρ to state q, there is a real valued ε, such that for any t e (T-e, T), the sys­
tem will be in state ρ while it will be in state q for any t e (Г, Г+е). For the 
moment, we leave the state at time Τ undefined, but since the state is 
defined at any time, it must be either ρ org. If a system is in state ρ at time 
T, then there is a time interval D, such that TeD, and for all teD, the sys­
tem is at time t in state p. 
Discrete systems do not exist in physical reality, but at a suitable level of 
abstraction, digital circuits, computers and computer networks may be 
considered as such. 
1.2 Digital Circuits 
Although we hope that the approach taken in this monograph has a much 
broader application area, our inspiration came from problems encountered 
in designing computer network protocols. A computer is any concrete 
system capable of processing data. The notion of data refers to any physical 
representation or description of elements of the world. The term processing 
refers to any manipulation of data, including generation, storage and 
transformation (both in form and in contents). 
The elements of the world may be represented in any form, although 
current technology favours electromagnetic fields where a certain property 
(intensity, frequency) may take one of two possible values (binary represen­
tation). This value may vary with place and/or time. Normally, we abstract 
from the actual physical representation, calling one of the two possible 
values "0" and the other one " 1 " . We discretise time and space by using 
strings of these two numbers. Each element of the string (such an element 
is often called a bit) corresponds to the physical quantity at a certain place 
and/or time. So, in this kind of model, data is essentially a string of binary 
numbers, and a computer is a machine capable of manipulating these 
strings. This model is of course not always appropriate, but we will return 
to this later in this chapter. 
Computers are extremely versatile machines. They owe this versatility to 
the capability to store arbitrary binary strings for later use (in practice only 
limited by their size) and the fact that they are programmable. The 
computer manipulates the data stored into it under control of a program. 
This program may be altered to allow for different possible manipulations. 
At a rather low level of abstraction, a computer program may be considered 
as a sequence of instructions, where each instruction either specifies an 
elementary transformation or provides clues on where and how the program 
has to be continued. The program itself may be considered as data and 
stored in the computer. 
20 
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These complex machines have to be built up from basic building blocks. If 
we consider a computer as a manipulator of binary strings, the building 
blocks will be components that perform basic operations on bits. These 
components have some inputs and some outputs which can be either 0 or 1. 
The actual realisation of the components depends on the realisation of the 
two binary values. The value of the outputs is a function of the value of the 
inputs. Of course they can also be considered as systems in our relational 
sense. The observable quantities are the values of inputs and outputs. 
The values of the input may change over time, and of course, the values of 
the output have to change accordingly. The output of some simple compo-
nents will follow changes in the inputs immediately (neglecting a small 
delay caused by the internal mechanism of the component). A characteristic 
of such components is that the value of the output depends only on the 
current value of the inputs, and not on the history of the component (i.e. the 
sequence of input values that were once offered to the component). Such 
simple components are called combinational. To construct storage elements, 
combinational components are clearly not sufficient. A characteristic feature 
of a storage element is that its output may reflect its input at an earlier 
point in time, and not at the current time. So the output depends on the se-
quence of inputs, rather than on one input combination. Components show-
ing such behaviour are designated sequential components. 
Sequential components are usually built using feedbacks: some of the 
outputs are fed back to the inputs. Now the output depends on the output, 
and it will be clear that this may cause problems. In general, the equation 
describing the behaviour of a sequential system does not have a solution. 
The physical interpretation of such an equation could be an oscillating 
output (where the output changes from 1 to 0 and back rapidly, even while 
the input does not change) or an output value that does not correspond to 
either 0 or 1. To avoid such situations, a clock is introduced. A clock is a 
device that produces a discrete sequence of clock ticks. This enables us to 
talk about the previous clock tick or the next clock tick. The notions of a 
unique previous or next moment do not exist in continuous models of time 
(how long ago would the previous moment be?). The clock is connected to the 
sequential component, and in the discrete time model, the output of this 
component is considered only at the clock tick. This induces a discrete 
sequence of outputs, even if the input may change at any time (even 
between clock ticks). We can talk of the previous or the next output. This is 
the key to the solution of the looping problems caused by feedback. The 
current output does not depend on the current input and (due to the feed-
back) the current output itself, but on the current input and the previous 
output. 
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So the introduction of a clock is necessary to avoid the problems in loop­
ing. However, even when no feedback loops are used, a clock may be nec­
essary. We already mentioned the negligible delay in the change of output 
due to a change of input of a combinatorial component. However, basic com­
ponents are often combined to build larger components. The total delay of a 
cascade of basic building blocks can no longer be neglected, the more so 
because some of the outputs are depending on longer cascades than others. 
The outputs will hence change at different times, and it is even possible that 
an output changes more than once before a new stable state is reached. The 
clock may be used to hide the transient period, provided the time between 
two successive ticks is larger than the time needed for the system to assume 
a well-defined output. 
1.3 Computers and Computer Networks 
Because computers must be able to support a wide range of possible data 
manipulations, they are quite complex machines at the level of the basic 
building blocks as introduced in the previous section. This complexity may 
hamper both the design and the use of computers, and can only be managed 
if the machine is considered as being composed of several large-scale compo­
nents. For instance, we could distinguish between devices for input and 
output, for storage of data and for transformation of data. Such a large-scale 
decomposition is shown in figure 1. 
1 ' 
I/O 
1 i 
"4-* Storage * - • 
w 
manipu­
lation 
i 
ι 
Figure 1: Large-scale decomposition of a computer 
The input/output (or I/O) device will accept certain representations of data 
and transform them into a binary representation, suitable for manipulation 
by the computer. Conversely, it will transform binary strings into represen­
tations that are better suited for use by the outside world. The storage 
device is capable of holding data for a longer or shorter time, and the trans­
formation device will carry out the actual transformations on the strings. It 
will also control the I/O device. 
The devices must necessarily communicate. Data must be transferred 
from one component to the other. This is the first form of data communica-
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tion that we encounter. It anses naturally from the division that was intro-
duced to manage complexity. 
The refinement of a computer doesn't stop at this level. Many of the com-
ponents shown can be subdivided. There will be many different I/O devices, 
depending on the form of the input or output. A storage device usually con-
sists of a relatively small part, that can be accessed quickly, but has a rela-
tively high cost per unit of storage and a much larger part, that has the 
disadvantage of being slow but is relatively cheap. The transformation 
device usually contains a general purpose processor (also called a central 
processing unit or CPU), but special purpose manipulation units (such as 
floating point arithmetic units) are often found. This more detailed view of a 
computer is depicted in figure 2. 
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Figure 2: More detailed decomposition of a computer 
To increase speed or reliability, components of a computer may be dupli-
cated. The duplicated parts may share common resources. Duplicated parts 
may communicate between each other to exchange data (such as intermedi-
ary results) and to organise their common use of the shared resources. An 
example of such a situation is depicted in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Computer with multiple manipulation units to 
increase processing speed and improve reliability. 
In this example, an array of transformation units shares a common store 
and common I/O devices. Each transformation device can communicate with 
its left and right neighbour. Of course, all these devices have access to their 
common store and to the I/O devices. 
Our model of a computer now consists of a set of mutually interconnected 
devices. However, each of these devices can itself be considered as a 
(sometimes simple) computer. Each device has some I/O parts to facilitate 
the communication with other devices. Many devices have their own storage 
capacity (e.g. registers in a CPU) and many devices may manipulate data 
and execute commands (like disk controllers computing a physical address 
where stored data can be found from a logical address provided by the 
CPU). Indeed in any modern computer system many devices are realised 
using general purpose microprocessors, each of which can be regarded as a 
computer in its own right. Of course, we can now start all over, refining each 
of the devices, but after some iterations of this process, the resulting com-
ponents are so elementary that there is little point in continuing. However, 
we have established an important fact: certain computers are themselves 
sets of interconnected and communicating computers! 
Instead of going down from a single computer into its internals, we can go 
up as well, from the single computer to a set of mutually interconnected and 
communicating computers. The computers may exchange data because they 
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are connected to a communication network that is capable of transferring 
data over longer distances. This distance could be anywhere between the 
size of a building (local area network) and the world (wide area network). A 
set of computers, connected by a communication network is called a 
computer network. 
The difference between a computer (considered as a set of communicating 
components, which are themselves small computers) and a computer net-
work is only a matter of scale. There is no absolute criterion to distinguish 
the two. 
1.4 Distributed Systems 
Computer networks are a prerequisite for the construction of so-called dis-
tributed systems. In such a system, the components are systems (digital 
circuits, computers or computational processes), working more or less inde-
pendently of each other to achieve a common goal. In order to achieve this 
goal, the entities have to exchange data and share resources available to 
them. As sketched in the previous section, any sufficiently powerful (and 
hence complex) computer can be considered as a distributed system, but at a 
larger scale, systems may be distributed as well. There are many reasons 
why systems may be distributed, we mention only a few (see also [VIS87]): 
• The task has an inherent geographical distribution. Thie is the case in 
computer network applications such as electronic mail systems, where 
sender and receiver may be separated far apart geographically. Process 
control systems are often distributed for similar reasons: the process to 
be controlled may be spread out over a large area, and data from differ-
ent places is needed to take appropriate control decisions. 
• The task is too complex to be performed by a single computer within the 
available time. Deployment of extra machinery might help in such a 
case, although a distributed system requires extra execution time for 
the necessary exchange of data. So, having twice as much computing 
capacity does not guarantee that the job will be done twice as fast. 
• The task is too important to be hampered by any hardware failures. 
Programs are always executed on physical machines that may fail. So 
even correct programs will not always produce correct results. For some 
tasks, such failures may be unacceptable. To diminish the probability of 
these failures, more machines may be used to execute the program. 
Although the probability that at any given time at least one of these 
machines will be out of order increases as more machines are added to 
the set, the probability that all machines are out of order decreases. 
• Utilisation of system components may be optimised. Some data manipu-
lation tasks require expensive equipment that is not used very often. If 
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every computer had to be equipped with such an expensive but little 
used component, the cost of the manipulations could be unacceptable. 
Utilisation of such expensive components can be increased by allowing 
several machines access to them. 
So, there may be good reasons to design a distributed system. However, 
experience shows that such a design is difficult. Without additional tools, it 
is close to impossible to certify the correctness of a design. The aim of this 
monograph is the development of mathematical means to describe and 
analyse distributed systems. The tools needed for verification of designs of 
distributed systems can then be built on the mathematical framework that 
we will develop. 
1.5 Levels of Abstraction 
A computer can be denned as a machine that manipulates strings of bits. 
However, it is important to understand that this reflects only a certain view. 
This view may be useless for certain purposes. Hardware designers for 
instance, will often use less abstract descriptions, and programmers on the 
other hand need a much more abstract model. Certain views will distinguish 
aspects that are not distinguished in other, more abstract, views. When 
composing a system from a set of simpler ones, the complexity of the whole 
will increase. However, to insure the correctness of this system, the overall 
complexity has to be kept within manageable limits. This can be achieved in 
many ways, but it always boils down to the same principle: disregard irrele­
vant details of the composing subsystems by choosing more abstract descrip­
tions. It is far from trivial to decide which details are irrelevant, and which 
models can be used to provide more abstract descriptions. A set of such 
models is called a level of abstraction. A level of abstraction that disregards 
details still visible at another one is said to be higher than the other. Higher 
levels of abstraction are used to describe more complex systems. We will 
quickly review the possible levels of abstraction at which one can describe a 
computer or a computer network. This overview does not pretend to be com­
plete, nor is it original. A similar scheme is given for instance in [TAN90]. 
• Physical level. At this level, electrical phenomena within devices 
(possibly including the individual electrons) are studied. Quantum 
mechanics and the laws of Maxwell are used to describe the behaviour 
of elementary components, such as transistors and conductors. 
• Circuit level. The first abstraction is to treat circuits (i.e. collections of 
interconnected devices) as a whole. Observable behaviours manifest 
themselves as currents and voltages at certain points in an electrical 
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circuit. At this level, device laws and KirchofTs laws are used to model 
the behaviour of the system. 
• Logical level. For binary machines, only two voltage levels are consid-
ered. We can abstract from the actual values of these levels, and say 
that one of them represents "low" or "0" and the other represents "high" 
or "1" . The behaviour of circuits (often called gates in this view) can be 
modelled using a two-valued Boolean algebra. 
• Register transfer level. The gates can be combined to form components 
such as adders and storage elements. These components can be 
described using discrete algebra as well. An interesting aspect of this 
level is the treatment of time. At the previous levels, time had often to 
be considered as a continuum, that is, the real numbers had to be used 
to model the passage of time. However, sequential circuits work with an 
externally provided discrete clock. The state of the system is only 
considered at certain well defined points of time (e.g. when the external 
clock makes a transition from low to high). So from this level on, time is 
considered a discrete phenomenon. At this level of abstraction we actu-
ally have a discrete system in the sense of section 1.1. 
• Organisational level. The discrete components introduced at the register 
transfer level may be combined to build a simple computer. Exactly how 
components are combined is described at the organisational level. A 
machine described at this level executes an instruction at each tick of an 
external clock. 
• Architectural level. The architecture of a computer provides a specifica-
tion of all possible instructions and a precise definition of their effect. 
The architecture also specifies how the store is organised (i.e. how data 
is chunked into pieces, and which instructions may be used to store and 
retrieve these chunks). It also explains which elementary input and out-
put operations are available. At the architectural level one abstracts 
from the technology used to realise the instructions. 
• Operating system level. The architecture provides the user with a bare 
computer. Although this machine is programmable and hence flexible, 
working at this level has some disadvantages. The resources provided 
by the machine are not always utilised efficiently and their usage is not 
protected. The purpose of an operating system is to manage the scarce 
resources of the machine [TAN87J. To the user, this resource manage-
ment is in general fully transparent. At this level, a computer is mod-
elled by a set of system calls. 
• Programming language level. We can abstract from particularities in 
the architecture and the operating system by introducing a high level 
programming language. Such a language can be seen as defining an 
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abstract machine. So-called imperative languages are based on an 
abstract machine that is close to the conventional Von Neumann archi-
tecture. It has an explicitly addressable store, and only a single trans-
formation unit, which is obvious from notions like variable and sequen-
tial execution that are so predominant in these languages. At a some-
what higher level of abstraction we find the pseudo-declarative lan-
guages. There are almost as many computational models as there are 
languages of this kind. However, they are often based on (lazy) term 
reduction. Over the past decade, much effort has been put in designing 
concrete architectures, capable of efficient evaluation of pseudo-declara-
tive programs. The level of abstraction of both imperative and pseudo-
declarative languages is high enough to facilitate relatively easy adapta-
tion of programs to different machines. 
• Application level. Most users see a computer at a still higher level of 
abstraction. They ignore technical aspects, sometimes even the distinc-
tion between hardware and software, and they see only a special pur-
pose machine. An architecture with a suitable program can be seen as a 
word processor, a bookkeeping machine or a database machine. 
Although such applications may still offer much flexibility to their 
users, they are not always programmable. Ideally, this level is com-
pletely described in terms of the application area only. 
It is important to note that any system can completely be described at any 
level of abstraction, possibly yielding unmanageable large and detailed 
descriptions. So, a level of abstraction offers tools to hide irrelevant detail, 
enabling one to describe larger systems in less detail. 
1.6 Layers of Functionality 
Systems offer some functionality to their users. As this functionality can be 
quite complex, so are the systems offering them. One only has to consider 
modern large-scale computer networks to realise that these are truly 
systems of "unprecedented complexity", as is often said. To realise such 
complex systems, often a layered model of functionality is introduced. A 
well-known example of these models is the ISO-OSI Reference Model 
[IS083J. In such layered models, each layer is a system in itself, offering a 
subset of the desired functionality of the complete system, and each layer 
uses the functionality offered by the layer below it to implement its own 
functionality. 
The ISO-OSI Reference model for instance uses seven such layers of 
functionality, the first five of which are briefly summarised here: 
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• At the lowest layer (Layer 0, the Medium Layer), one finds a system 
that only transmits signals of some sort (usually electromagnetically) 
over a transmission path. 
• The layer immediately above it (Layer 1, the Physical Layer) transmits 
a bit stream over this medium, by translating bit sequences into certain 
shapes of signals. It uses the functionality of Layer 0 to transmit these 
signals. There may be, however, transmission errors at this layer, that 
is, the sequence that is received is not necessarily the same as the 
sequence that was sent. Errors may be caused by shortcomings of the 
medium, as well as by external influences, such as lightning. 
• Layer 2, the Data Link Layer, offers an error-free data link to its users. 
It accepts bit sequences from its user, modifies the sequences to enable 
the receiver to detect (and possibly correct) errors in the received 
sequence. It sends this modified bit sequence, using the functionality of 
Layer 1. At the receiver side, the Data Link Layer performs the neces-
sary checks, and it computes the original bit sequence, to deliver this to 
the receiving user. This layer offers a reliable channel between two 
partners. 
• Layer 3, the Network Layer, extends this to a large set of partners. 
Using functionality of this layer, one can set up communication chan-
nels between any two partners in the set. The Network Layer offers 
functionality to find partners and establish a route to them. However, it 
may introduce errors that are not detected by the Data Link Layer, 
especially errors which do not occur during transmission but during 
storage and handling in intermediate nodes along the path from sender 
to receiver. 
• Layer 4, the Transport Layer, detects and corrects the end-to-end errors 
introduced at the Network Layer. So, the Transport Layer offers a reli-
able channel between any two partners in the net. 
The layers of functionality should not be confused with levels of abstraction. 
Levels of abstraction deal with descriptions of systems. At each level, a 
complete system may be described, although a too low level will yield a very 
complex and detailed description. On the other hand, layers of functionality 
deal with the systems themselves, and the way in which they are organised. 
Most layers of functionality (all, except for the highest one), provide only a 
part of the system. 
There are relations between layers of functionality and levels of abstrac-
tion. First, a system becomes more and more complex with increasing layer 
of functionality. To describe such a complex system, higher levels of abstrac-
tion may become necessary. On the other hand, the layers of functionality 
are also useful in the description of complex systems. One can describe a 
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system at a certain layer by assuming some (abstract) description of the 
lower layers. Doing so, only the layer itself has to be described, and this may 
be well feasible, even at lower levels of abstraction. Due to the need for 
higher levels of abstraction for the description of systems at higher layers of 
functionality, and the fact that layering may help in decomposing a system 
and describing the system parts only, has caused much confusion between 
these two notions. 
1.7 Specification, Verification and Realisation 
Before any system (including, but not limited to, computers and their pro-
grams) can be realised, it has to be properly designed. Designing a system is 
usually a process involving many stages. The result of the first design stage 
should be a detailed description of the required behaviour of the system, 
that is, an account of what the system is supposed to do. At the final stage, 
also the internal structure of the system has to be described, that is, a 
detailed account has to be given on how the system is to be constructed in 
order to realise the required behaviour. Using terminology introduced by 
Wupper [WUP90], a description of the required behaviour is called a 
specification of the system, and a description of the structure is called a 
design. Note that both specifications and designs are descriptions, that is 
they are formal objects or sentences from some (formal) language. 
The system itself is not at all a formal object in this sense. It is a real-
world concrete system, in the sense as introduced in section 1.1. A system 
has some behaviour (in terms of interactions with the environment), and 
this behaviour is often expressed mathematically, by objects in some math-
ematical domain. Wupper provided the following diagram, in which 
specifications, designs, systems and behaviours are related: 
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The relations in this diagram can be defined only informally. However, they 
must be defined in such a way that the diagram commutes. If a system S is 
a realisation of a design D, and D satisfies the specification P, then S must 
be an implementation of P. Similarly, if S i" a realisation of P, and Ρ 
requires the behaviour B, then S must have B. Fu 'К.тпоге, if a system S is 
an implementation of a specification P, and S has the behaviour B, while Ρ 
requires the behaviour B', then В should be sufficiently close to B'. The 
model sketched here is quite general, and its applicability is much broader 
than computers and their programs. For this reason, it is not possible to 
provide less vague definitions of the relations mentioned here. Exactly what 
is meant by "sufficiently close" and "satisfies" depends on the problem area 
under consideration as well as on the formalism used to express 
specifications and designs. 
The path from specification to design is in general quite hard. Often 
many intermediate stages are necessary. Starting from a pure specification 
(which ideally provides no information at all about how the system should 
be realised), one gives a high level design, consisting of the organisation and 
mutual relations of a few large-scale components in the system. These 
components themselves are described only by specifications. Now the 
specification of these components is refined in a similar way, to provide a 
design in terms of sub-components (given by a specification only) and their 
organisation and mutual relations. This top-down process is repeated until 
there are only specifications left of trivial components. 
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At each step along the path from specification to design, detail is added, 
and design decisions are taken. Adding detail could be done in an informal 
way, relying on the skill of the designer. Ad-hoc methods are used, whose 
correctness is proved afterwards. However, this approach is not recom­
mended. It may be hard to write a more detailed specification if ad-hoc 
methods are not obvious. Furthermore, ill-founded detailing may introduce 
design errors that are only found when it is too late. It is better if one has a 
set οι transformation rules that could be applied more or less thoughtlessly 
to obtain the next step on the way to a design. If this new specification has 
more detail than the old one, we call the transformation also refinement, 
and a transformation rule yielding a more detailed specification is called a 
refinement rule. If the result of the transformation is necessarily correct 
with respect to the original specification, we say that the transformation or 
refinement rule is correctness preserving. It is often argued that the use of a 
limited set of (correctness preserving) transformation rules in the design 
process kills the creativity of the designer, and precludes any form of design 
freedom. However, this is not true. Creativity and design freedom is now 
reflected in the choice of transformation rule that is to be applied, as well as 
in the formulation of new rules. 
Designs, specifications and behaviours are formal and mathematical 
objects, and their relations may be defined mathematically. However, 
systems are physical objects, and the relation between systems and their 
design, specification and behaviour can only be defined informally. Whether 
a system has a certain behaviour can not be proved mathematically, one can 
only gain confidence by conducting a series of experiments or tests. Such 
testing is sometimes referred to by the term conformance testing. In the 
special case, where a system is a computer together with a program that is 
executed on that computer, some additional properties hold. The computer 
is a physical system, but the program is still some formal object. Hence the 
relation between a program and its design can be defined formally, and it 
can be proved mathematically that a program is a realisation of a design. In 
any case, the design itself is expressed in terms of a programming language 
(this is not the case for the specification!) and the program and its design 
coincide. Dijkstra has advocated that testing of programs is not necessary, 
as they can be proved correct [DIJ76J. However, for the case of software 
systems actually running on a physical computer, this is not true. 
From the times of Plato on, a distinction is made between form and sub­
stance of physical objects. It is widely accepted that imperfections of the 
substance have their consequences for the possible form of objects. Bridges 
may collapse under the weight of too many cars, and light bulbs may burn if 
the filament is too fragile. Too overcome these problems, the form of the 
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objects is changed. Bridges are built more solidly, and filaments are made 
sturdier. In fact, the whole of engineering deals with shaping objects within 
the constraints put forward by the substance. Whether this succeeds can 
only be verified through testing, since the imperfections of the substance 
can never be known beforehand. 
Ever since the introduction of computers and computer programs in the 
beginning of the fifties, people have believed that programs are objects with 
form only. There is no substance of which programs are made, and hence, 
imperfections in the substance can never compromise them. This has lead to 
the idea that software systems could be written correctly, that is that they 
behave as expected in all circumstances, and that this correctness can be 
achieved for arbitrary complex systems by means of logical thought only. 
This is based on two misconceptions. First of all, there is substance involved 
in the computer programs, or at least in their executions: the computer 
hardware may at any time fail to behave as expected, causing programs to 
crash, even if they have ran correctly before the failure. A system is a 
program and a computer, and the combination of the two involves 
substance, as well as form. A formal proof of correctness of the software part 
doe not guarantee flawless operation of the system as a whole. 
The second misconception is the overestimation of the human mind. Just 
as we cannot lift stones of arbitrary weight, jump arbitrary high or run arbi-
trarily fast, our minds can not handle concepts of arbitrary complexity. To 
eliminate both the failures of the substance and our limited mental capaci-
ties, testing of almost substanceless objects as computer programs remains 
necessary. On the other hand, just as mankind produced tools to overcome 
its own limitations (cranes to lift heavy stones, elevators to move us up to 
higher planes and transportation systems like bicycles and airplanes to 
move faster than we can run) there is a need for tools to assist us in design-
ing complex systems. These tools are becoming more and more available, 
but as they may contain errors, the result of a tool-based design still has to 
be tested to convince oneself of its appropriateness. 
1.8 Formal Techniques 
Now we know that specifications play such an important role in the design 
and implementation of complex systems, we may ask: "How can specifi-
cations and designs be expressed?". Of course, natural language could be 
used to describe both the behaviour and the structure of systems, but expe-
rience shows that this is not the best approach. Natural language 
specifications may suffer from any or all of the following drawbacks: 
• They can be incomplete, that is, deriving an implementation or a more 
detailed specification may be hampered because the specification does 
not provide enough information. 
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• They сап be ambiguous, some parts may have several conflicting, yet 
equally likely, interpretations. 
• They only support intuitive manipulations, that is, deriving another 
specification or even an implementation, is based fully on the intuitive 
understanding one has of the meaning of the specification, and not on its 
formal meaning. 
Avoiding ambiguity, as well as trying to establish completeness, will in 
general yield long texts that are difficult to read and understand. An ex­
ample of this is found in codes of law. Lawyers have tried to formulate the 
laws as completely and unambiguously as possible. However, they have 
never succeeded, and judges or juries are always necessary to interpret the 
law, and to decide whether one's behaviour is an infringe. Some people have 
argued that this level of ambiguity and incompleteness is a desirable prop­
erty for legal systems, since no two people and no two circumstances are the 
same. What has to be considered wrong at one place could be considered 
right at other places, even without introducing arbitrariness and injustice. 
However, for the specification of distributed systems both incompleteness 
and ambiguity have to be avoided. So, if natural language is not sufficient 
for our purposes, we must look for another language to express specification. 
Some desirable properties of specifications follow from the discussion 
above, while some others follow easily from practical considerations. Fol­
lowing Brinksma [BRI88J, as well as [IS088], a specification should meet 
the following criteria: 
• A specification should be complete. That is, the specification should 
describe all properties of a system that are of interest at the considered 
level of abstraction. 
• A specification should be consistent. That is, it should not be possible to 
derive both that a property holds and at the same time that it does not 
hold. 
• A specification should be concise. Small specifications are easier to 
manipulate than large ones, so over-abundance of symbols has to be 
avoided. 
• A specification should be unambiguous. As noted above, ambiguity is to 
be avoided at all times. 
• A specification must be well-structured. The structure of a specification 
may affect its readability. A well-structured specification will be easier 
to maintain and manipulate. However, the structure of a specification 
should not enforce the structure of an implementation. 
Now, from the requirements for individual specifications follow some re­
quirements for the language as a whole. [IS088] mentions the following 
ones for the specific case of protocol description languages: 
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• The language should be expressive. Both services and protocols have to 
be expressible in the language. The language should allow the descrip-
tion of systems both at different levels of abstraction as at different 
levels of functionality. Furthermore, these descriptions have to be 
concise. 
• The language should be well-defined. The meaning of any expression in 
the language should be unambiguously known, preferable as some 
object in a mathematical model. 
• The language should be abstract. Two kinds of abstraction must be 
distinguished. First of all, one must be able to abstract from details that 
should not be visible at the current level of abstraction. Second, one 
must be able to abstract from possible implementation techniques. A 
specification should be independent from any method of implemen-
tation. 
The list of requirements for a specification language is impressive. It is not 
clear how a language can be constructed that satisfies all requirements. 
There is not even a way to verify whether a proposed language satisfies the 
requirements, since many requirements involve a subjective opinion. Which 
specifications are concise, which are well-structured? However, we will start 
our quest for a specification language in mathematics, since mathematics 
provides the tools for reasoning about specifications and proving their prop-
erties. However, a language (in the sense of a notation for objects) is not 
sufficient. It is not even the most important aspect of a mathematical theory 
of specification and verification. Not the specifications themselves are 
important, but the possibilities to manipulate the specifications is of 
interest. Manipulating specifications requires a style of reasoning, based on 
the abstract mathematical notions used in the model underlying the 
notation. This is captured in the following definition: 
A formalism for a set of notions, is a notation for expressing these 
notions and a style of reasoning about these notions. 
Techniques to describe systems and to reason about them using a formalism 
are called formal techniques. So the main theme of this monograph will be 
the construction of a formalism to describe discrete dynamic systems, and to 
reason about them. 
1.9 The aim of this monograph 
The problem identified above is not new. Over the past decade, many re-
searchers have worked on it, and many proposals for solutions have been 
made. However most of these proposals start by stating that dynamic 
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discrete systems in general, and distributed systems in particular are new 
phenomena in the history of mankind, and no appropriate mathematics has 
been developed in the past to model them. So they set out to design com-
pletely new branches of mathematics or even completely new logics. For 
several reasons, we believe this approach can not bear fruit, and we claim 
that traditional mathematics is powerful enough to describe and analyse the 
class of systems under consideration. We are even convinced that traditional 
mathematics must be used for these purposes. The reasons for these claims 
and convictions are as follows: 
• Dynamic discrete systems are not at all new. Many well-known systems 
in physics and in engineering can be and have been considered as such, 
even if they are not at all related to computer science. Examples can be 
found e.g. in operations research, where factories and transportation 
systems are studied and optimised. The solutions proposed in these 
areas almost invariantly use traditional mathematics. 
• Dynamic discrete systems should not be studied in isolation. They are 
always part of larger systems, and they can always be discussed at 
several levels of abstraction. In many cases, formalisms based on tradi-
tional mathematics are well-established for the description of these 
larger systems or these other levels of abstraction. If traditional math-
ematics is used as well for the description of dynamic discrete systems, 
it is easier to study the relations between the various systems and levels 
of abstraction. 
Setting up new branches of mathematics obscures the relations with other 
fields of science, and other levels of abstraction. Stressing these relations, 
rather than hiding them is one of the main goals of this monograph. 
It is not our aim to design a formalism for the specification of dynamic 
discrete systems. Rather, we will study a more general formalism for 
specification of systems. This formalism, called Funmath [BOU90a, 
BOU90b] consists of a strongly typed functional language, as well as a 
transformational style of reasoning. The sentences of the language are so-
called formal function definitions, whose primary interpretation are (higher 
order) mathematical functions. (For certain systems, there are other inter-
pretations as well, in terms of structure of electrical circuits, but we will 
ignore these in this thesis). A proof in this formalism is a sequence of 
expressions where each expression (except the first one) follows from its 
immediate predecessor by application of a simple transformation rule. The 
transformation rules establishes also a relation between two successive 
terms. Under certain conditions, from the sequence of related expressions, 
one may conclude a relation between the first and the last expression in the 
sequence. This will be exactly the relation that has to be proved. Using 
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Funmath allows us to define mathematical objects in a very precise way (as 
strongly typed functions). We will also be able to give proofs with a rigour 
that is seldom found in engineering or even in mathematics. The following 
chapters may convince the reader of the truth of our claims. 
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A Declarative Specification Formalism: 
Funmath 
In this chapter a function-based mathematical notation is introduced, to-
gether with a transformation-based proof style. The formalism (notation and 
style of reasoning) is called Funmath. Funmath was originally developed by 
R.T. Boute, as a tool for a wide variety of engineering applications, covering 
the specification and design of electronic circuits as well as programs 
([BOU89aJ, [BOU89b], [BOU90b]). Over the years, Funmath was exten-
sively used by Boute and his co-workers at the Computer and Communica-
tions systems group at the University of Nijmegen, in particular Luc Rooij-
akkers, Frank van den Beuken and Huub van Thienen should be mentioned 
as major participants in this research. During this period, the presentation 
of the language towards prospective users has been simplified and made 
more uniform. In the mean time, researchers felt free to design and use 
their own variants of the language for experimental purposes. There is still 
no ultimate defining report on the language Funmath, so it can not be guar-
anteed that the language as described in this monograph will be identical to 
the language that will eventually be considered "official" Funmath. The 
transformational style of reasoning, however, remains the heart of the for-
malism because of the rigorous proofs it induces. 
An important design criterion for Funmath was its resemblance to the 
standard mathematical notation. The advantage of this decision is obvious: 
the notation barely needs any introduction, since anyone with a basic back-
ground in mathematics should be able to read the formulae. 
In this thesis, the versatility of Funmath is demonstrated by using it for a 
purpose that was hitherto unseen in computing science. We do not apply 
Funmath to design systems such as digital circuits or protocols. The main 
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aim of our work is to compare and unify several formalisms used for specifi-
cation and verification of concurrent systems. In order to do so, Funmath is 
used as a metaformalism, i.e. a formalism in which other formalisms can be 
expressed or embedded. 
The aims of this chapter are twofold: first we want to introduce the for-
malism and secondly we will justify some of the concepts of Funmath, either 
in a thorough mathematical way or using philosophical and stylistic argu-
ments. In the next chapter, the notions introduced here are illustrated by 
formalising concepts and proving some theorems with a general applicabil-
ity, notably about trees, grammars and algebras. In chapter four some the-
ory specific to the topic of this monograph will be developed (about specifica-
tion formalisms and temporal models). 
A note on the order of presentation seems in place. Ideally, mathematical 
concepts are introduced in such an order that at any place in the presenta-
tion, new concepts are introduced by using only those concepts that have 
been introduced earlier. The advantage of this approach is that circularities 
are avoided. Although such an ideal, linear presentation is possible for 
Funmath, it turns out to be very confusing. Some concepts can only be 
partially introduced, this partial introduction is used to define new concepts, 
which are in turn needed for the complete discussion of the first concept. In 
some cases, concepts have to be introduced in three or even more stages, 
mixed with (partial) definitions of other concepts, whose complete introduc-
tion is also deferred. For didactic reasons, we have decided to present 
Funmath in a more readable, although mathematically perhaps less sound, 
order, where concepts are introduced completely before other concepts are 
introduced. Where needed, a forward reference to the appropriate section is 
made, and sometimes we even give a quick informal exposition, foreshadow-
ing the formal discussion later. 
2.1 Funmath and Systems Semantics 
Funmath arose from work done on the notion of systems semantics and its 
application [BOU86a, BOU88bJ. In system semantics, one has a formal ob-
ject representing a (electrical) system. Such a formal object is left uninter-
preted at first, but so-called semantic functions can be defined over the set 
of formal objects, mapping each object onto a value in a semantic domain. 
As an example, let S be the set of formal objects, then a function cost can be 
defined, mapping each se S onto some cost s e IR. Cost s represents the cost 
associated with the system represented by s. Other semantic functions can 
be defined to model other aspects of the system, such as its static or 
dynamic behaviour, its heat dissipation, its structure, etc. These functions 
can be applied on the same formal object s, which can hence be used 
throughout the analysis. 
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To use the principle of system semantics, two requirements have to be 
fulfilled: First one needs methods to specify mathematical domains to 
express the semantic aspects under consideration. For cost and heat dissi­
pation, this may just be the real numbers, but for structure and behaviour 
more complicated domains may be necessary. Second, the set of formal 
objects has to be defined in such a way, that it is easy to define functions 
over it. Usually, this is done by using some formal language for the formal 
objects, and define the semantic functions using syntactic or structural 
induction over the syntactic structure of the objects. 
In the early years of system semantics, the language GLASS was defined 
for this purpose [BOU90c, SEU91]. Further research led to the design of 
Funmath. In Funmath, the formal objects have a syntax very close to con­
ventional mathematics. The primary interpretation (at least in this thesis) 
maps Funmath objects to mathematical objects in an almost trivial way. For 
instance, the Funmath object 
def square: IN—>DM 
with square η = n*n 
has as interpretation the function square, with domain IN, and mapping 
Xn.n*n. 
Although in this thesis only a limited use of Funmath is made, (restricted 
to the mathematical interpretation only), it is important to keep in mind 
that there are other interpretations as well. For instance, the Funmath 
object 
def f: FlxlR->IR 
with fix, y) = (x+y) * χ 
has the mathematical interpretation f = X(x, y ) 
define the structural interpretation by: 
(.x+y) * x, but one may 
Fig. 2.1.1. Structural interpretation off. 
The Funmath object 
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def g: Rx[R-*IR 
with g(x, y) = square χ + y*x 
has the same mathematical interpretation as f, but the structural interpre­
tation is quite different: 
X 
square 
* 
+ i 
У 
Fig. 2.1.2 Structural interpretation of g. 
It is for these other interpretations that Funmath is defined syntactically 
much more rigorous than the conventional language of mathematics, and 
for the same reason, some new syntactic constructs had to be introduced 
that are not found in regular mathematics. Due to the unifiying approach, 
however, F u n m a t h has much less constructs than conventional 
mathematical notations. 
Another interpretation of formal function definitions is as algorithms. The 
definitions given above can all be interpreted as a recipe to compute the 
function value from the arguments. In this way, a suitable subset of 
Funmath can be seen as a functional programming language. However, not 
all definitions are algorithms, that is, there are formal function definitions 
that have a well-defined mathematical interpretation as a function (and 
often also a well-defined structural interpretation as a system), but conven­
tional interpretation as an algorithm will result in non terminating compu­
tations. Consider for instance the definition: 
def f: n<-IR 
with fx=D{x-fx) 
Here, D is a real valued constant (Z)*-l). This definition is circular with 
respect to usual algorithmic interpretations (i.e. as rewrite rule). In compu­
tation oifx, the term f χ has to be evaluated itself at the right hand side. 
However, the mathematical interpretation is equivalent with: 
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def f : n<-IR 
with f x = Dx/a+D) 
This definition сап of course be interpreted as an algorithm. However, the 
first definition may be preferable, as it describes a specific well-known struc­
ture, namely a differential amplifier with feedback: 
'-fri-
Fig. 2.1.3 A differential amplifier with feedback 
The example above shows that some, but not all, Funmath formal function 
definitions can be interpreted as algorithms, and that others can be inter­
preted as electrical circuits. The subset of Funmath that can be interpreted 
as algorithms can be seen as a functional programming language. This sub­
set is called Comma (for COMputable MAthematics). The subset that can be 
interpreted as electrical circuits is called Reals (REALisable Systems). 
Characterisation of Comma and Reals, and implementing tools for their 
support (including a compiler for Comma), is current research, and we will 
not discuss this here further. 
2.2 Sets, Membership and Equality 
Predicate calculus, sets and functions are the basic concepts in modern 
mathematics as well as in our formalism. We assume that the reader is 
familiar with these concepts, so no attempt will be made to introduce them 
formally. Throughout this monograph we will use intuitive set theory, so we 
consider a set simply as a collection of objects. 
If an object л: belongs to the set V, we write xe V, otherwise we write xe V. 
So, xe V means "x is an element of V". But there is also another very com­
mon interpretation of the same formula in conventional mathematics, which 
is "x, where χ is an element of V". So, xe V is not only used to state a prop­
erty of x, but also to introduce a new name χ for an object in V. We avoid this 
double usage of notation by writing x: V for the introduction of a new name. 
Membership is a primitive relation between sets and objects. We need 
another primitive relation between the objects themselves: equality. If the 
object χ is equal to the object y, we write χ = у. Two objects are equal if they 
have exactly the same properties. 
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Equality has some properties that are well known, but worth mentioning, 
because we will frequently use them in the future: 
• Reflexivity: For all objects x, we have: x=x. 
• Symmetry: For all objects χ and y we have x=y if and only if y=x. 
• Transitivity: For all objects x,y and ζ we have: if x=y andy=z, then 
x=z. 
• Substitutivity: If x=y, then in any context, the name χ may be 
replaced by the name y, as both names refer to the same object. 
For practical reasons, the requirement thatx=y if and only if all properties 
that hold for χ must also hold for y is often relaxed to all properties of inter­
est. Such a weaker form of equality is called an equivalence, and if χ and y 
are equivalent (i.e. they share all properties of interest) we say that χ equiv­
ales y. An equivalence is also reflexive, symmetric and transitive, but in 
general, it is not substitutive. 
2.3 Functions 
Given two arbitrary sets A and B, a function f from A to В is a rule which 
assigns to each object aeA (the argument) exactly one object beB (the 
image). A symbol representing a function is called an operator. The image is 
often denoted by an application, that is a juxtaposition of an operator and 
its argument. The exact syntactical shape of an application depends on the 
affix convention of the operator. We distinguish several affix conventions, 
among which prefix, postfix and infix are the most important. If/"is a prefix 
operator, then the expression fa denotes the unique value be В that is 
assigned to a by f. This expression is called a prefix (function) application. If 
ƒ is a postfix operator, then this unique be В is denoted by a f. This 
expression is called a postfix function application. The object α in both 
applications is called the argument of the application. Infix operators are 
used only for functions over pairs. Rather than writing for instance + (x, y) 
we prefer the infix notation x+y. Other (semetimes quite exotic) affix 
conventions will be introduced whenever necessary. 
A function f from a set A to a set В is completely characterised by two 
items: its domain denoted by Ί) f (which by definition is the set A ) and its 
mapping, which assigns exactly one beB for each aeA. This means that two 
functions are equal if and only if they have the same domain and the same 
mapping. 
The equality f = g for two functions f and g holds if and only if <Df = D g 
and for all χ e (Df:fx=g x. Conversely, if χ = y then for all functions /"such 
that χ e 2? f, we have f χ =fy. This property, which seems to have been 
known already to Leibniz, will therefore be referred to as Leibniz' Rule. This 
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rule is sometimes taken to be the sole criterion for equality, leading to a cir­
cular "definition" of equality (see for instance [D&S90]): 
• χ = y if and only if for all functions f such that χ e 'Df,fx=fy. 
• f=gif and onlyif ©ƒ= Œ)g and for аіідсе 'Df,fx=gx. 
Consider some function /"with domain A. The range of ƒ is the set of 
images of elements of A. For reasons that become clear later, the range off 
is denoted by {ƒ}• So, be (/) if and only if there exists an element ae 23/", such 
that fa = b. Any set В such that {ƒ} с В is called a codomain off. As a fore­
taste of the elegance introduced by the functional approach and the notation 
of Funmath, consider the quadruple a, b, c, d. This is a function in 
Funmath: (о, b, с, d) О = α, (α, b, с, d) 2 = с, etc. Clearly, the range of this 
function is a set containing exactly the four elements a, b, с and d. This 
range is denoted in Funmath by [a, b, c, d), which is notationally exactly 
identical to the common notation in conventional mathematics for this set. 
So, the functional definition of tuples together with the definition of the 
range operator {-), although perhaps a bit strange at first glance, yields a 
very familiar notation! This notation has one drawback, however. Conven­
tionally, lal is used to denote the singleton containing a. If α is a function, 
however, then [a] is the range of a, and not the singleton containing α only, 
and [a\ is not even defined if α is not a function. This problem is solved by 
the introduction of an explicit injection function ι, mapping an object to the 
singleton containing that object. So, we write ι α to denote the singleton that 
is commonly denoted by la). 
If V is a set and fis a function, then V is called closed with respect to f if 
for all υ e V, f ve V as well. As an example, consider the set {0, 1} and the 
multiplication and addition function · and +. Vis closed with respect to · but 
not with respect to + as 1+1 is not in V. 
If fis a function with domain A, and В is a set, such that for all α e A, f a 
e В, then fis said to be a function from A to B. The set of all functions from 
A to S is denoted by A—>B. As an extension not generally accepted by other 
members of the Funmath community, we use the notation B<—A with the 
same meaning: A—>B = B<r-A. The operator <- has a higher priority than -», 
so A->CY-fl reads A-KC<-B) =A^>(B^>C) =A^>B^>C, as -» is right associa­
tive. The pragmatics of these operators is as follows. When introducing a 
prefix operator ƒ denoting a function from A to B, we write f. B*-A. When 
introducing a postfix operator g denoting a function from A to B, we write g: 
A^>B. The notation A—»C<—В is reserved for curried functions in two argu­
ments, which are curried in both arguments: +: DM—>IN<—IN. 
These conventions have some manipulative advantages over the conven­
tional one, where all function types are written as A—>B. First, the type of a 
function composition can be derived easier from the types of the compo-
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nents: if/: C<-ß and,?: Bt-A, then/"о g: СІ-А, derivable by simple head-tail 
composition of the types of the components. Note that f о g is again a prefix 
symbol. 
This use of arrows is pragmatic only, as the affix convention is formally 
indicated by placeholders —.-fisa postfix operator, g - is a prefix operator 
and - θ - is an infix operator. So as a rule, we write - f : A->B, but this has 
the same meaning as - f : B*—A. So, the placeholder - indicates the affix 
convention for the operator. The use of —» or «- in the corresponding type 
definition is arbitrary, but will be guided by the pragmatic rules explained 
above. 
Some observations with respect to conventional mathematics are in place. 
First, it is worthwhile noting that we do not introduce functions as sets of 
pairs. Rather, functions are considered primitive objects. Pairs on the other 
hand are defined as functions: (a, 6) 0 = a, and (a, b) 1 = b, Ί) (a, b) = (0, 1). 
We will come back to this definition of pairs later. Secondly, more syntacti­
cally, we write f χ, rather than fix), omitting unnecessary parentheses. 
Whenever needed to resolve ambiguities, parentheses may be placed around 
the application as a whole, as in (fx). Note t h a t / a 6 is to be read as (fa) b. 
Finally, the notion of codomain is relative in Funmath. Contrary to func­
tions in customary conventions in mathematics, Functions in Funmath have 
more than one codomain. It is not possible to speak of the codomain. 
However, if S is a codomain of a function /'with domain Λ, we say t h a t / i s a 
function (rom Λ to В. 
Functions always have exactly one argument, but this may be a composite 
one, corresponding to the colloquialism of "functions with more arguments". 
Suppose that we have two sets A and B, and a third set C, and we want to 
define a function mapping the combination of an object aeA and an object 
beB onto an object се С. To achieve this, a and b are combined into a single 
argument which is a pair of objects (i.e. an object containing two other 
objects). In this case, we write f (a, b) =c where (a, b) denotes the pair com­
posed of the objects a and 6. Such a function will be called Cartesian, after 
the mathematician and philosopher Descartes. We will come back to pair 
formation and Cartesian products later. The type of this function is AxB —» 
C. 
For every Cartesian function, a higher order function can be defined by 
so-called Currying (after the logician Curry, who formalised this technique). 
A higher order function is a function whose domain or range (or both) is a 
set of functions. To the aforementioned Cartesian function f corresponds a 
higher order function f0 with domain A and codomain the set of functions 
B-+C. So, /o e A—>B—>C. The function f0 is constructed in such a way, that 
(f0a) b = f(a, b) = ceC for any as A and beB.f0 is the curried form off. 
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Since currying occurs so often in Funmath, associativity of the function 
application and «— are to the left, allowing us to write f e С*—Bt—A, rather 
than fe (C«-B)<-A, and fa b rather than (fa) b. The associativity of -» is to 
the right, consistent with Ci-B<-A = (С<-Я)<-А =Л-»(В->С) = A->ß->C. 
The fact that both application and <- have the same associativity (which is 
useful for prefix operators only) is another advantage of the use of «- rather 
than —» for prefix operators. 
Whether Currying or the Cartesian formulation is preferred depends on 
the intended symbolic manipulations (which in turn depend on the applica-
tion area). Defining and using higher-order functions that are the Curried 
versions of some (not explicitly defined or used) Cartesian function is some-
times called partial parameterisation. The result of such a partial parame-
terised application is again a function: if ƒ e C*-B*-A is applied to an object 
aeA only, then the result is a function g=fae C<—B, satisfying g b = fa b 
€ C. This mechanism is quite useful, so we will often prefer the Curried 
version over the Cartesian one (see e.g. [HEN80, DHT82, EIS87, B&W88].) 
Note that we get the possibility for partial parameterisation for free. It is 
a consequence of the definition of higher order functions, and no special 
notions or notations are required. However, this partial parameterisation is 
only partially possible. We must supply the arguments in a fixed order from 
left to right, possibly omitting the rightmost ones. Depending on the 
application area and the intended use of the operators, it is sometimes 
possible to decide which arguments are most likely to be omitted. These 
arguments have to be the rightmost ones. However, this is not always 
possible. In particular, many dyadic functions (i.e. functions with two 
arguments) occur for which this cannot be decided. This implies that the 
order of arguments in the function definition can not be established. 
However, for these functions infix operators could be used. If - Φ - : 
A—>C<—B, then the full application α θ b e С. The le fi application denotes a 
function: α Θ - e C<-S, and the right application denotes also a function: 
- θ b e A-*C. The full, left and right application satisfy the following 
equalities: 
a®b = (a ®)b = α ( Θ 6 ) 
Note that, if : A-»C<-B, then a @ : C*-B (and indeed, α θ - is a prefix 
operator, as suggested by the direction of the arrow) and θ b:A^>C (- θ b is 
a postfix operator). 
Two higher order operators are of general importance, as they can be used 
to construct new functions. These operators, ° for function composition, and 
& for function merge, will be introduced here only informally. A more 
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precise, and slightly more general, definition is given in section 2.13. 
However, the early informal introduction here is necessary as both compo­
sition and merge will be frequently used. 
Given f: C*-B and g: B*-A, then fog : Ci-A, such that fog a = f[g a) for all 
aeA. The function f°g is called the composition offandg. Clearly, TKf°g) = (D 
g, and ( f°g ) с ( f )• Hence, any codomain of/"is also a codomain oí fog. 
Given two functions, fandg, such that their domains are disjoint, (i.e. Of 
Г\ 'Dg = 0) , we define the function f& g as the function whose domain is T)f 
u "Dg, and whose mapping is given by (f&,g)a =fa, for ae'Df, and (f&g)a 
= g a for ae 'Dg. The function ƒ"& g is called the merge of/"and g. Obviously, 
{f&g]={f)v{g}. 
2.4 Mathematical Objects and their Representations 
Until now, we considered a set as a collection of mathematical objects. Func-
tions map objects to objects. Sets and functions are considered mathematical 
objects as well. The notion of mathematical object seems to be of great 
importance to our theory, as it underlies all concepts introduced so far. 
However, the introduction of mathematical objects poses several prob-
lems, mainly of a philosophical nature. A mathematical object is an entity 
without a physical existence. The only thing that we can see and 
manipulate is a representation (that is a string of symbols) of a 
mathematical object, e.g. "3" or "III" for the number three. The lack of 
physical existence has an important consequence: it is impossible to derive 
properties of such an object in an experimental way. To see whether an 
object has a certain property, we can only manipulate its representation 
according to previously agreed rules. This view assigns eminent importance 
to representations and rules. In fact many mathematicians reject the notion 
of mathematical objects completely. To them there is nothing more than 
representations and transformation rules, and the represented objects do 
not exist at all. Mathematics is just a game, where one tries to derive a 
result starting from some initial representation, using derivation rules only, 
without any reference to the represented objects. 
This view has undoubtedly its advantages. A formal proof, that is a mere 
sequence of derivations, can be objectively verified. There is no such thing as 
common sense or intuition involved in such a proof, and the use of "obvious" 
(but unproved) facts, originating from one's flawed intuition, can be avoided. 
However, there are disadvantages too, mainly of a psychological nature. 
A mathematical object, if it exists, exists in ones mind. It has a mental 
reality, rather than a physical one. Not all intuitions about these objects are 
false, and they may provide guidance in the construction of a proof, even if 
this proof is formal in the sense of the previous paragraph. This psychologi-
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cal advantage of mathematical objects is the reason that so many people 
insist on their existence, even when they are aware of the pitfalls. 
We do not attempt to settle the debate between the advocates of the exis­
tence of mathematical objects and their opponents. We will use the psycho­
logical advantages of assuming their existence, but all our proofs will be 
formal. However, this view requires us to refine the notion of equality, since 
we are no longer interested in equality of objects but equality of representa­
tions. As we saw before, two different representations can be considered 
equal, as they represent the same object. 
Usually, we will identify objects and representations, but for the following 
discussion we need to distinguish them. Therefore, if л: is some representa­
tion, the represented object is denoted by І Ы . Ideally, each object of interest 
has at least one representation, but there may be many representations for 
the same object. We define the equivalence = by: x~y if and only if Ix l = Kyi. 
Informally speaking, two representations are considered equivalent if they 
represent the same object. For instance, "8", "VIII", "5+3" and "10 - (1+1)" 
are all representations of the number eight. Clearly they do not all share the 
same properties, such as the number of symbols or the kind of operators 
they contain, so they can not be equal in the previously defined strict sense. 
However, the properties in which they differ are syntactic only, and are not 
considered relevant. 
Whether x~y can not be determined without making explicit reference to 
the represented objects \Lxl and СуЗ. As we stated above, such reference is 
formally impossible. Therefore, a set of representations is often equipped 
with an equivalence Ξ, together with formal rules to prove whether χ = у 
holds or not. Now two objects χ and у are said to represent the same object if 
and only if χ = y. The transformation rules do not make reference to the 
represented objects, but are phrased in terms of representations only. They 
can be seen as transformations of representations, and χ = у if and only if 
both χ and у can be transformed following these rules to a representation z. 
Although proving *=y is formally impossible, it is an ineradicable habit of 
engineers and applied mathematicians to use informal mental objects. This 
means that they may decide whether x=y holds or not based on their (not 
necessarily wrong) intuition. They use the equivalence Ξ as a formal variant 
of their cherished equivalence =. Now using both relations = and = may lead 
to conflict if they are not identical. Two cases occur. First we may have that 
x=y whereas it is not the case that we have x=y. This means that there are 
two representations for the same object ixl that can not be proved to be 
formally equal. In this case, we say that = is incomplete, because it distin­
guishes two representations on syntactic properties only. Incompleteness is 
not dangerous, only inconvenient. We will never replace the representation 
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χ by y, although this would be an allowable operation, because we can not 
formally prove their equivalence. 
The converse is worse. It could be possible that we can formally prove 
that x=y, although informally, we do not have x=y. This means that we as­
sume two representations equivalent, although they represent different ob­
jects. In this case, we say that = is inconsistent. Inconsistency is a much 
greater threat than incompleteness. In an inconsistent system, we may 
wrongly replace a representation by another one, yielding nonsensical re­
sults. For instance, in an inconsistent system, we may be able to prove that 
0 Ξ 1, although 0 and 1 are to represent different objects. An inconsistent 
equivalence ignores more than syntactic differences only. 
Inconsistency and incompleteness originate from a comparison between 
the equivalences Ξ and =. However, if we take a strictly formalistic point of 
view, the equivalence => does not exist, and hence there is no inconsistency 
or incompleteness. An object in this approach "is" just an equivalence class 
of the set of representations R, so the set of objects is simply R/=, and by 
definition, Kxl = lyl if and only if x=y. For this reason, an object and its 
representations may be identified, and we write just x=y rather than^^y. 
2.5 Operators and Expressions 
Mathematical objects are usually denoted by expressions. Syntactically, an 
expression is a string of symbols, satisfying a certain (formal) grammar. The 
constituents of an expression can be either subexpressions, operators or con­
stants. Note that for the moment we do not allow variables to occur in 
expressions. This implies that each expression can be unambiguously inter­
preted as an object, and hence we will identify variable free expressions and 
objects. A constant is a single symbol representing some definite object. 
Operators are symbols representing functions. Their syntactical aspects will 
be elaborated next. 
Each operator has a fixed number of arguments. This number is called 
the adicity of the operator. Although the adicity may be arbitrary large, we 
will encounter almost exclusively operators of adicity 1 and 2 in practice. 
Operators of adicity 1 are called monadic operators, and those of adicity 2 
are called dyadic operators. 
For each operator, there is an affix convention, that is a rule for the place­
ment of its arguments. Monadic operators are either prefix or postfix. A pre­
fix operator has its argument written to its right, as in # χ (here # stands for 
some operator). Postfix operators have their argument written at their left 
sides, as in χ #. Whether an operator is prefix or postfix is mainly deter­
mined by preference (often inspired by tradition), rather than mathematical 
necessity. 
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Dyadic operators are written with one argument to the left and the other 
to the right, as in 3 + 5. This causes ambiguities in expressions containing 
more than one infix operator. It is not clear whether the argument y in the 
expression x®y®z is an argument of θ or of®. Since different interpreta­
tions may yield different results, such ambiguities have to be resolved. One 
way of doing so is by writing parentheses around sub-expressions, as in 
(χΦν)®ζ and x@(y®z). However, to avoid proliferation of parentheses, a bind­
ing power (also called priority) and a direction of association may be defined 
for each dyadic operator. Whenever dyadic operators are introduced, this 
binding power and direction of association will be specified. 
The binding power determines how expressions containing operators of 
different priority are to be read: if ® has a higher priority than Θ, then 
а®6 с is to be read as (а®6)Фс and not as a®(b®c). The direction of associa­
tion determines how expressions like аФоФс where the operators have the 
same binding power, should be read: if the association is to the left it reads 
(аФб)Фс, if it is to the right it reads аФ(о с). Operators for which аФ(бФс) = 
(а©6)Фс for all possible arguments a, b, с are called associative. 
Monadic operators in our convention, always have a stronger binding 
power than operators with a higher adicity, so f χ + у reads (f χ) + у and not 
fto+y). 
2.5.1 A Basis for a Representation Language 
Suppose we have a set V, a set О of operators over V, (with notational rules 
for each operator), and a set С of constants (i.e. representations of (some of) 
the elements of V). The sets О and С form a basis for a representation lan­
guage for V. We will denote this language by ΊΧΟ, C). A string σ of symbols 
belongs to Σ(0, С) if one of the following requirements hold: 
• σ contains exactly one element, which is a member of C, 
• σ consists of an operator Φ e О, and for each of its arguments a sub 
expression σ', such that σ' e Σ(0, С) and σ' is a representation of an 
appropriate argument value for Φ. 
Note that the syntactic structure of КО, С) is in fact fully determined by the 
syntactic aspects of the operators in O. 
The semantics of this language follows immediately from the semantics of 
the operators. Each expression stands for an object in V. If σ is just the 
single constante, then с stands for the object denoted bye. Otherwise, if o i s 
an operator with the appropriate arguments σ', then σ stands for the result 
of the operator applied to the meaning of the argument sub expressions σ' 
(which can be determined by applying this set of interpretation rules recur­
sively). We do not place any constraints on Σ(0, С). In particular: 
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• Not each object in V need to be representable in Σ(0, С), i.e. it may be 
convenient or unavoidable to allow elements υ e V for which there is no 
expression σ e НО, С), such that υ is the meaning of σ. 
• Not each expression needs to have a value in V, due to the fact that У 
need not be closed under all operators of O. So Σ(0, С) may contain 
representations of objects that do not belong to V. 
• An object ν e V may have several representations in Σ(0, С). We do not 
require the designation of a preferred representation (normal form) 
among the possible representations oft;. 
Since we do not distinguish between objects and their representations, we 
will not distinguish between the language Σ(0, С) and the set of represented 
objects Vç.V. The language serves only as a vehicle to write down the ele-
ments of V. 
2.6 Types 
Funmath is a strongly typed language. The notion of type is well-known in 
mathematical logic and in many programming languages. However, 
Funmath is not a programming language, and there are important differen-
ces between its type system and type systems found in programming lan-
guages. 
Types in a programming language primarily serve three purposes: 
• Improve style and legibility of programs by providing some advance 
information about the variables used. 
• They provide an aid in generating code (e.g. the compiler uses type 
information to allocate storage for a variable), 
• Types constrain the number of valid programs. If a language is defined 
by some grammar only, then each sentence that can be derived from 
that grammar is valid. However, many of these valid programs have 
unpleasant properties (such as usage of undeclared variables or non 
terminating loops). A type system may be provided to filter out those 
programs. 
The type information in the program does not only provide clues to the 
compiler to generate more efficient code, it also helps human readers to 
better understand programs. As such, types play an important role in 
design and maintenance of programs, although this aspect is over-estimated 
when typed programs are referred to as being "self-documented". 
The main aims of a type system in a programming language can only be 
met if the type correctness of a given program can be verified mechanically, 
that is we need a fixed procedure to answer the following questions: 
• Does this program have a type? 
• If it does have a type, which one? 
Sometimes these questions are weakened to: 
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• Does program Ρ have type Γ? 
This weaker question should also be mechanically decidable. 
Because of the undecidability of many unpleasant properties (such as 
non-termination), it is a challenge to design a decidable type system that 
filters out as many of the unwanted programs as necessary, without sacri­
ficing to many of the pleasant ones. 
However, in Funmath, types are introduced mainly for reasons of style 
(clarity) and as an aid in constructing proofs of theorems about objects. If it 
is known that all objects of a type Τ have some property, and we can prove 
that xe T, then χ has that property. 
There are no tools to verify the correctness of arbitrary type expressions, 
and hence we do not insist on decidability of the complete type system. As 
we will see, the type system in Funmath is so general that it seems hard to 
design a decision procedure for it. However, we should always be able to 
prove the assertion χ e X, although the proof technique may vary for differ­
ent occasions. 
A type in Funmath is simply a set of objects. For each object that we will 
define, a type will be specified. The type of an object is a set to which it 
belongs. Note that this set is not unique. An object may have several types. 
Types in Funmath are denoted by arbitrary expressions denoting sets. 
These expressions may involve all forms of set comprehension, but they may 
also involve predefined set constants and operators on sets. 
In this monograph, we will only consider the set constants 0 , B, IN, TL, <Q, 
and R, although other predefined types such as С may be included as well. 
These set constants are called predefined types. Three special types are also 
considered: the universal type 11, the type universe T, and the function type 
J. The allowed type operators in type expressions will be discussed later on. 
2.6.1 Predef ined Types 
We will use the following sets: 0 (the empty set), В (the set of Boolean num­
bers (0, 1)), IN (the set of natural numbers), 2 (the set of integers), Ü (the set 
of rational numbers) and IR (the set of real numbers). 
On these sets, the following dyadic operators are supposed to be defined 
with their usual meaning: 
• multiplication 
• / division 
• div integer division 
• mod remainder from integer division 
• Θ a®b = (a+b) mod 2 
• + addition 
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• - subtraction 
• =, <, <, >, > comparison operators 
• л а л bis the minimum of α and b 
• ν av bis the maximum of α and b 
These sets and operators are assumed to be known. An exception is perhaps 
the use of л and ν for minimum and maximum respectively and the fact 
that binary numbers are identified with truth values (where 0 is identified 
with false, and 1 with true). For instance, we define (a < b) = 1 if α is smaller 
than b, otherwise (a < 6) = 0. 
The justification for this decision is that the type В with operators л and 
ν (minimum and maximum, as defined above on R) yield logical conjunction 
and disjunction when restricted to B. Since we already have B, there is no 
need for an isomorphic type. All Boolean operators can be seen as natural 
restrictions of operators on real numbers. This yields many mathematical 
advantages that are not obtainable by using a set of truth values distinct 
from {0, 1}. We use the name "binary" rather than "Boolean" to refer to B. 
This leaves the name "Boolean" to refer to more general Boolean algebras. 
2.6.2 The Universal Type 
There is a special type in Funmath, called the universal type 11. This type 
contains all objects in the environment, including 11 itself. Having such a 
self-referential type causes of course inconsistencies. As an example, con­
sider the set 11', consisting of all objects that do not contain themselves. 
Clearly, l e 11', and INe 11', but lie. 11'. The famous Russell paradox is now 
formulated as: is lie It or not? 
The fact that we can express this and other paradoxes is, however, of no 
concern to us. On the contrary, any attempt to modify the language in such 
a way that they cannot be expressed would also make many other expres­
sions impossible. We will allow this, just as in arithmetic the expression 1/0 
is usually considered well-formed, even if it has no value. In the same sense, 
the expression lie II has no value, but this does not imply that there are no 
expressions at all that have values. Notice however, that although these 
expressions are considered syntactically correct Funmath, they do not 
belong to Funmath for semantic reasons. Funmath only allows expressions 
with a well-defined value. The Funmath syntax does not attempt to filter 
expression without such a value syntactically. 
In practice, such inconsistencies do never occur. The most important rea­
son for this is that we try to model physical phenomena. If this is properly 
done, the existence of the physical model for our theories guarantees that 
the theories are consistent. There is also a mathematical way to ensure con­
sistency. A subset 11L of the universal type can be layered. Layer 0 (denoted 
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by ZIQ) consists of objects that are not sets (such as numbers, functions etc.). 
Layer η (denoted by Ί1
η
) consists of sets whose elements belong to 11^ for 
some m<n. In practice, this layered subset of Zl can be used for almost all 
purposes. As II itself does not belong to any layer (and neither does If), we 
have that ΊΙ^ΊΙ. However, all objects in this thesis (except 11 and its rela­
tives) do belong to the layered set U¿. 
Two subsets of 11 need to be mentioned. First of all, the set Tof all types 
(including Titself). This type is particularly useful for the definition of type 
functions (i.e. functions whose domain or range contain types) and polymor-
phic functions. The type T, being self-referential, may induce anomalies 
similar to 11, but these are solved similarly. 
Finally, we have the type ^containing all functions. If A and В are types, 
then the set of functions from A to В is denoted by A-)B. This set is of 
course again a type. Clearly A-*B с 7· 
If /is some function, and В is a set, such that {ƒ} с В, we say that δ is a 
codomain of/". For any set B, the set of functions f, such that В is a codomain 
of/"is denoted by 7cod^· F° r а пУ s e tß ^ a n d B, A->B с Fcod Β Ε 7· Fcod i s 
defined formally defined by: 
def F C o d : ! P J < - T 
with FCodA = {f:!f\ ificA) 
6, -Тут, r -i- -ve 
The types introduced before may ^e usua uo шгш new types using a large set 
of type operators. The type operators include the following ones (but new 
ones will be introduced whenever the need arises). 
Τ Power type operator. <PT = { V I V Q Τ ) 
и Type union operator, χ e (T0 и Тг ) = (χ e Т0 or χ e 7\). 
η Type intersection operator, χ e (T0 г\Тг) = (xe Т0 and χ e Τχ). 
\ Type difference operator. T0 \ Tx = (χ e Γ0 and χ <t 7\). 
χ Cartesian product. TQXTX = {(a, b)\ a e TQ and 6 s Tj}. 
*- Function type operator. B*-A is the set of all functions with domain A 
and codomain B. 
• Block operator. This is a monadic operator, whose argument is a natural 
number, π η = (χ Ι χ e IN and χ < π). Clearly D 2 = В and ο η с IN. 
The operators are introduced here only intuitively. Many of them, however, 
will be formally defined later, when we have introduced more of Funmath. 
2.7 Name Definition 
An identifier is a name designating a mathematical object. There are no 
constraints in Funmath regarding the character set to be used for the for-
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mation of identifiers or the length of identifiers. Of course, one has the obli­
gation to choose identifiers in such a way that the resulting text is legible, 
clear and understandable. However, this is a responsibility of the user, and 
it is not enforced by the language. 
An identifier is either a constant or a variable (the latter only in the con­
text of abstractions, which will be defined later). There are many predefined 
constants, and we have encountered many of them already (IN, В, л, ν, +, 
div, mod, 0, 1 ). New constants are introduced by definitions of the form: 
def a: A with Ρ 
Here, a is an identifier, A is a (possibly restricted) type, and Ρ is a proposi­
tion. It is required that the defined object exists and is unique. (Note. These 
existence and uniqueness criteria are generally agreed upon in the 
Funmath community. However, it seems useful to reject the uniqueness 
criterion. If α is a constant defined by a non-unique proposition, then all 
theorems proved for a hold for all objects that satisfy the definition. This 
view is not (yet?) shared by all Funmath researchers). 
A restricted type is an expression of the form a : Τ AQ, where Τ is a type 
and Q is a proposition in the identifier a. If the identifier a is introduced by 
def a: T/\Q with Ρ 
then in all contexts where a is defined, we have aeT *Qa лРа. 
In fact, a: TAQ is shorthand for a: [b:T \ Q'\, where Q' is the same propo­
sition as Q, but whith all occurrences of α replaced by b. The main reason 
for introduction of restricted types is to avoid superfluous new identifiers 
like b. 
There are several ways to define an object. The choice should depend on 
style and clarity only. The following three definitions are all equivalent, in 
the sense that they define the same object: 
def a: T/\Q with Ρ 
def α: Γ with PAQ 
def a: 11 with (аеТ)лРлС 
Now the existence and uniqueness criteria state that the proposition ae Τ л 
Q а л Ρ a must have exactly one solution. This implies that typing is rele­
vant in the definition, and not only to increase clarity. 
def a: IN with a 2 = 9 —correct (1 solution) 
def a: IR with a 2 = -9 — incorrect (no solutions) 
def a: C with a 2 = -9 — incorrect (2 solutions) 
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def a: IN with a 2 - 9a + 18 =0 
— incorrect (2 solutions) 
def a: IN Λ a>4 with о 2 - 9o + 18 =0 
— correct (1 solution) 
def a: IN with (a 2 - 9a + 18 =0) л a>4 
— correct (1 solution) 
The same syntax can also be used to define constants to designate functions, 
provided we have some way to denote functions. This will be the topic of the 
next section. 
2.8 Function Denotation and Function Definition 
There is exactly one function e such that Ί) e = 0 . This is called the empty 
function, and it will be denoted by e throughout this monograph. However, 
whenever needed, another name may be introduced by a very simple defini­
tion: 
def empty: A<—0 with empty = e 
Recall that if α denotes an object, then we use the notation ν α for the single­
ton set containing a only. A function f such that Ί) f = ι α and f a = b is 
denoted by аул b. This notation can be used in a function definition: 
def f: ι a —> ι b with f = a УЛ b 
Note that if/*= аул 6, then we also have fa = b. This observation leads to an 
alternative, but preferred, syntax for the definition off: 
def f: ι α -» ι b with fa = b 
We can construct functions of a finite domain, by merging singleton func­
tions. 
def f: {a, b, c) -* \p, q) 
with f= at->p & bt-*q &сь-»р 
Obviously, we have fa = p,f b = q and f с - p. This leads to the following 
preferred syntax: 
def f: (a, b, c\ -» \p, q) 
with fa=p&fb = q&,fc=p 
Note that the & is retained in this syntax, although an expression of the 
form fa = b is a proposition and not a function, so the merge operator is not 
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applicable. The & here is syntactical only. A definition of this form is called 
a definition by cases. 
Functions with a richer domain cannot be defined in this way. One can 
define functions with a richer domain axiomatically, still avoiding variables. 
However, as such axiomatic definitions may be hard to read, we introduce 
variables by using so-called abstractions as function definitions. The sim­
plest form of abstraction in Funmath is based on typed lambda calculus, 
and is written as: 
x-.T.E 
where the λ symbol is omitted for convenience. The addition of an optional 
filtering predicate in the type is due to L.W.J. Rooijakkers. A Rooijakkers 
abstraction is a function denotation of the form: 
x-.TAP.E 
where χ is a variable or a tuple built recursively from variables, Γ is a type, 
Ρ is a restricting proposition (which is optional) and E is an expression. The 
Rooijakkers abstraction is just a lambda abstraction with a filtering predi­
cate. However, this filtering predicate is most useful in the alternative syn­
tax for abstractions, as introduced by the author, viz. E \ χ: Τ Λ Ρ and χ: Τ \ 
Ρ, which will be introduced and explained later. 
Both variants denote a function whose domain is the set of all χ satisfying 
xe Τ л P. To formally define its mapping, the concept of proper substitution 
is needed. As this is a well known but rather tedious definition, this will not 
be discussed here (see e.g. [H&S86] as well as many other basic texts on 
mathematical logic and λ-calculus). However, if E and F are expressions, 
then we write E[x:=F] to denote an expression obtained from E by proper 
substitution of all free occurrences of χ in £ by the expression F. Note that 
this notation is used at the meta-level only, as it is not syntactically correct 
Funmath. Now, the mapping of the abstraction can easily be defined: 
(*: Τ Α Ρ . E) F = Ε [χ := F] 
Omitting the λ symbol from abstractions allows us to define many common 
symbols in mathematics simply as (higher order) functions, as will be shown 
later. As an example, the universal quantor V can be defined as a higher 
order function, whose argument is a function with binary codomain. We will 
write, for instance, V JC: IN . P, which has exactly the same form as the corre-
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sponding conventional expression. If we had kept the λ, then our quantifi­
cation would have read V "for. IN . P, which is rather unusual. 
For the purpose of this thesis, two variants were proposed by the author, 
which are now accepted as part of Funmath as well. First, x:T f\P .E may 
be written as: 
E | x-.TAP 
and the special case x:T/\P.x (which is the identity on its domain) may be 
written as: 
χ:Τ\Ρ 
Note that {χ: Τ \ Ρ) = (χ | χ: Τ A P). 
These two variants are useful in combination with the range operator {-), 
as I χ | ι: Τ Λ Ρ } and ( χ: Τ \ Ρ ) are legal Funmath expressions denoting 
set comprehensions. As an example consider: 
( m: IN | m < η ) = π η, and 
( 2 m I m: TL ] = the set of all even numbers. 
The abstractions can be used to define functions. The most straightforward 
way to do so is: 
def f~ : B*-A 
with f=(x:A.E) 
We have fa = (χ: A. E) a = E[x:=a], leading to the following preferred syntax 
for this definition: 
def f-:B<-A 
with fa = E[x:=a] 
Note that the identifier a occurs free in this definition. However, we consider 
it automatically bound, as its type can be inferred from the type of f. A 
mathematically more precise definition would have been: 
def f- : B<r-A 
with Va:A.fa= E[x:=a] 
as this involves a defining proposition in the with part. However, explicit 
introduction and binding of the parameter a, together with a repetition of 
its type, is quite annoying and in fact totally superfluous. Although this 
form is, of course, legal Funmath, it is not preferred. Note that it is always 
clear that α is a variable, even if there exists an object a in the context of the 
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definition of f, for if this global object was intended (as in the case of 
definitions over finite domains) the function definition would not be well-
defined semantically: it defines the mapping only for a single point a in the 
domain, and not for the domain as a whole. 
A more general function definition involving abstractions is definition by 
cases. Suppose we want to define a function f such that T>f = A = A 0 u A1 ( 
and we want to define f with a different abstraction for each sub domain A0 
and Αγ Using function merge and Rooijakkers abstraction, this is simple: 
def f- : B<-A 
with /"= (x: A 0 . E0) & (x:Ax . E{) 
Just like previous examples, we would prefer to write the with part in such 
a way that the equations fa = E0[x:=a] (provided aeA0) and fa = Ei[x:=a] 
(provided ae Aj) are made more explicit. For this purpose, we introduce the 
following syntax: 
def f-:B<^A 
with loc a: A 0 .fa = E0[x:=a\ & 
loc a: A1. fa = E-¿x:=a\ 
The loc syntax introduces a variable ranging over a specified subdomain. 
This notation is compatible with the definition by cases of functions over a 
finite domain. Consider for instance a set A with a special element a0e A. 
Let A' = {a:A \ a*a0). A function/"with domain A can be defined by: 
def f-:B<^A 
with loc a: A'. fa =E[x:=a] 
& fa0 = bQ 
The fact that a0 is not declared local indicates that it is a name of a globally 
defined object. 
Finally, one more kind of function definition has to be discussed. Suppose 
we want to define f : A-*B, and there exists some function ρ e X—>A, such 
that ρ is injective, that is, for all x0, Xy in X, XQ**! implies ρ xQ*p χγ. Note 
that if ρ is injective, then it is bijective on {ρ ), that is, for any as[p ) there 
exists exactly one χ e X such that ρ χ = a. 
Using the notation [ E 0 | χ: Χ Λ ρ χ = α] to denote the unique object 
E()[x:=y] where у is such t h a t p у = a, the domain A may be split in two dis­
junct parts: ( ρ ) and A\( ρ 1. The definition of/"for sub domain ( ρ } makes 
use of the unique xe.X such t h a t p χ = α. This may be defined as follows: 
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def f-:B<-A 
with loc a: [ρ] . fa = [x:X Apx=a . E0] & 
l oca :A\(p ) .fa =Е
г
[х:=а] 
In this definition, E0 is an expression in which the variable χ occurs. The 
expression [χ: Τ . E] where Τ is the singleton 11, is in Funmath equivalent to 
E where x=t. See section 2.14 for a detailed discussion of the function [ ~ ] 
and its use for local definitions, usually expressed by w h e r e or let nota­
tions. As definition of this form occur frequently, we introduce the following 
abbreviation for it, which is based on the observation that ρ χ = α, through­
out the loc α: {ρ} . fa = [x:X /\ px =a . E0] part of the definition: 
def f-.B^A 
with loc x:X.f(px) = E0& 
loc a: A\{ ρ } .fa =E1[x:=a] 
This definition technique is often called "pattern matching" in functional 
programming languages, where it occurs frequently. Note, however, that in 
those languages, the set of allowed patterns is often limited syntactically, 
whereas Funmath allows any injective function ρ to occur in a pattern. 
The affix convention of a function symbol is specified in its definition, by 
so-called placeholders -. So f- defines a prefix operator, -/"defines a postfix 
operator and - f - defines an infix operator. Funmath allows many more 
affix convention, for instance to write the argument as a sub- or superscript 
to the function symbol. This is denoted by place holders as well: f_ for sub­
scripts and/" for superscripts. Combination of these are allowed as well: "/"is 
a postfix superscript operator. 
In case there is more than one argument for a function (as is for instance 
the case with infix operators), it must be determined which operand has a 
given type. For instance in - / - : AxB-*C, we need a convention to deter­
mine which operand (left or right) is of type A and which one is of type B. 
The convention is simple: we count placeholders from left to right and from 
top to bottom. So, in the example, the left operand is of type A, and the right 
operand is of type B. 
2.9 Function Application 
We have encountered many instances of function application already. For a 
given function /, we write the application of f to some argument a as the 
juxtaposition of /and a, where their relative positions are determined by the 
affix convention for /. An application is well-formed if the argument belongs 
to its domain. Applications that are not well formed are not allowed in 
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Funmath. Whenever an application is well formed, it denotes an object in 
the range of the function. 
In most cases it is easy to determine which part of an application is the 
function and which one is the argument, as only one parsing yields a well-
formed application, even in the higher-order case, where the argument is a 
function itself. However, in some rare cases confusion may arise. Consider 
for instance the following definitions: 
def JQ-.T 
with 7
c
=lf.7\ IflQVf) 
JQ is the set of all closed functions, that is the set of functions that map 
objects from the domain to (a subset of) the domain. Obviously, 7c С 7· 
def - id : 7^>7 
with fid =ƒ" 
Id is the identity on functions. Clearly, id e J
c
. 
def double - : 7c*~7c 
with doublef = f°f 
Now the application double id is ambiguous. Both interpretations (double 
applied to id and id applied to double) are well-formed. To solve such ambi­
guities, the symbols • and < are introduced. We write double » id for the 
application of id to the argument double, and double « id for the application 
of the function double to the argument id. 
The symbols » and , are not operators. They are only used to disambi­
guate expressions, in the same way as parentheses are used for the same 
reason. Just as parentheses may also be written in order to clarify the struc­
ture of an unambiguous expression, the symbols > and < may be used for the 
same purpose. 
2.10 Conditional Expressions 
A conditional expression is an expression whose value depends on a certain 
condition. Conditional expressions are well-known from programming lan­
guages (cf. if... then ... else ... in Pascal), but they occur frequently in more 
general mathematics as well (consider function definitions like: 
κ ι л J x'x-° abs(x) = { 
[-x,x<0 
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Conditional expressions are introduced in Funmath by three infix operators: 
?, 0 a n d | . The operator ? has a higher priority than 0, which in turn has a 
higher priority than SI We will discuss these operators informally (and even 
operationally) in some detail, before presenting the formal definition. 
An expression of the form с ? e is called a guarded expression. The guard с 
must be a binary value, and l ? e = e , 0 ? e i s undefined. We use the special 
symbol J- to denote undefinedness. A guarded expression holds if it is not 
undefined. 
There are two selection operators, • and-l-. Each of these is a dyadic infix 
operator, and their arguments are often called alternatives. The selection 
operator 0 is associative and commutative. Associativity makes it possible to 
write e0 D e1 D ... D en. Commutativity implies that the order in which the 
alternatives occur in the sequence is not important. Operationally spoken, 
the D operators filter the undefined operands from such a sequence. The 
remaining operands must all be equal to each other. In this case, the value 
of the conditional expression as a whole equals this unique operand value, 
otherwise it is conflicting. If the values of the defined operands are not 
equal, the alternative expression is said to be conflicting. 
The notion of conflict can easily be avoided with the non commutative 
variant4 of •. Operationally again, the sequence e<)4 βι 4 •·· 4 e
n
 selects the 
first e, that is not undefined. As an unguarded expression is never unde­
fined, this property of 4 can be used to provide alternatives that should hold 
whenever all other alternatives do not hold. Consider for example (c?e) 4 e', 
where e' is an unguarded expression. If c=l, then c?e is defined and equal to 
e, and the whole expression is equal to e. If c=0, then c?e is undefined, and 
the value of the whole expression is equal to e'. 
Consider an expression of the form e о D e ι 4 e-¿, where β 2 may be an 
unguarded expression. Clearly e 2 provides an alternative in case e 0 and Cj 
are undefined, but it should not provide yet another alternative in case e0 0 
ej is conflicting. For this reason, the definition of 4 provides also for conflict­
ing operands, in which case the result of 4 is also conflicting. However, the 
value of an alternative expression in which only non commutative selection 
operators 4 occur, can never be conflicting. 
To define these operators formally, the meta symbols ± and Τ are intro­
duced. We write e = ± to express the fact that e is undefined, and e = Τ to 
express that e is conflicting, these meta symbols do not represent objects in 
11. An expression is well-defined only if it is neither conflicting nor unde­
fined. The fact that e is well-defined can hence be expressed by stating that 
e e t t 
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def - ? - : B x f t - > f t 
with loc e: ft. 0 ? e = 1 
& loce: ft. l ? e = e ) 
def -Q-:ZP^Z1 
with loc e: î / . ( 1 D e = e) 
& loc e: ft. (е0 1 = г ) 
& ±D _L = _L 
& loc e: ft. (TDe = T) 
& loc e: ft . (e D Τ = Τ) 
& T D T = T 
& loc e: ft. eue =e)) 
& loc e, β': ft2 Л е * е ' . 
<?Dtr' = T) 
def 
- 4 - : 
with loc e: 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
loc e: 
loc e: 
loc e: 
loc e, 
1 ft2 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
ft. 
c': 
-»ft 
(±4e 
( e 4 l 
± 4 i 
(т4е 
( e 4 T 
т 4 т 
ft2. 
e 4 e' = 
= e) 
= e) 
= ± 
= T) 
= e) 
= T 
e 
It is easy to show that D is associative and commutative. The operator 4 is 
also associative, but it is not commutative, as α 4 b =a and 6 4 α = b for 
well-defined a and b. 
Conditional expressions can be denoted using these operators. Consider the 
following example: 
def abs: Z-»04 
with abs χ = (x>0 ?xüx<0? -χ) 
Although it is allowed to write alternative expressions with multiple alter­
natives holding, as a general rule, we will only use alternative expressions 
in which exactly one alternative holds. Such conditional expressions are 
said to be well-formed. Whenever the conditional occurs as the body of a 
function definition, we require that it is well-defined for any legal substi­
tution. This is, however, a matter of style, and it is not enforced by Fun-
math. The example definition of abs given above, satisfies this criterion, 
however, the following definition does not, although it is valid Funmath, 
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and the conditional expression is well-defined for any value of the variable 
x: 
def abs: Z-HN 
with abs χ = (x>0 ? χ 0 x<0 ? -x) 
For x=0, both x>0?x and x<0?-x hold, but they both evaluate to 0. This 
"nondeterministic" choice was introduced by Dijkstra ([DIJ76]). Note that 
the concept of well-formedness is a semantic one. It can not be enforced 
syntactically. 
As D and 4 are associative, it is sometimes convenient to write D (e0, i\, e<¿i or 
Τ (e0, e ι, e2) rather than e 0 D ex 0 e2 or e0-\ el 4 e 2 , just as it is sometimes 
more convenient to write Σ(1, 2, 3), rather than 1+2+3. This is especially the 
case when the list of operands is long, and each element can be described 
systematically using some paramcterised pattern. Consider e.g. Σ(ι: On . Γ 1) 
and G(i: • η . с t ? e i). In Funmath, this is achieved by defining Σ and D as 
suitable higher order functions. This is discussed in detail in section 2.14, 
but in the meantime, we will freely use the notation whenever necessary. 
Note in passing that the introduction of the meta symbols -L and Τ is neces­
sary only because we want to define a rather flexible and powerful mecha­
nism for conditional expressions. Of course, if we only allowed alternative 
expressions of the form с ? e 4 e', the "distfix" operator - ? - 4 ~ could be eas­
ily defined without meta symbols: с ? e 4 e' = (e', e) с. 
2.11 Sequences 
Sequences are well-known mathematical concepts in applied science. The 
special case of lists (sequences of finite length) is also known in functional 
programming languages, where they are often introduced as a primitive 
concept such as a special data type. As lists and sequences occur frequently 
in the areas to which Funmath is applied, they had to be incorporated in the 
formalism. However, there is no need to introduce them as a new primitive 
concept. Rather, they are defined as functions satisfying certain conditions, 
which implies that they have exactly the same manipulative properties as 
all other functions. 
We present sequences here in some detail for two purposes. First, they 
are used so often that they can be considered to belong to the core of the 
formalism, even while they are only derived from more general concepts. 
The second reason is that their introduction is an excellent example of the 
use of Funmath and its associated transformational proof style. 
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2.11.1 Introduction and Notation 
A subset X of IN is called a block if neX implies that (Vm:lN:m<n:meX). The 
function 
def • : Í1N «- IN 
with • η = [χ: IN | x<n ) 
is a so-called type function, as its range consists entirely of sets (see also sec­
tion 2.13.1). Clearly, the result of ün is a block for all arguments n. The set 
IN is itself a block. 
Another operator whose result is a set of natural numbers is the sub 
range operator. It is denoted by .. and its definition is: 
def - . . -:(NxtN ->!PIN 
with n..m = [xe IN Λ n<x л x<m . 1} 
It is easy to see that On = 0 .. (ra-1), and that m .. η = ü(n+l) \ Om for all 
тип. 
In Funmath, a sequence is a function whose domain is a block. Infinite 
sequences (or streams) over a type V are functions of type V<—IN. Finite 
sequences (or lists) of length η are functions of type V <— On. In both cases, 
V is called the base type of the sequence. An empty sequence over the type V 
is a function ε ε V<—0. A formal definition of the empty sequence is: 
def e : Ή<-0 with 1 
Lemma 2.11.1.1 
There is exactly one empty sequence. 
Proof 
Assume ε and ε' are empty sequences, then by definition, ε e î i<-0, and ε' e 
Î A - 0 . Clearly ©ε = Ί) e' = 0 . Now V(n : Ί) г . ε η = ε' η) holds vacuously, so 
by definition of function equality, ε = ε'. 
[End of proof] 
There is also a notation for non-empty finite lists. We simply enumerate the 
elements of a list p, starting with ρ 0 and writing ρ (л+1) immediately to the 
right of ρ η. The elements are comma separated, and the whole is often (but 
not necessarily) enclosed in parentheses, to avoid ambiguities. So we can 
write ρ = 3, 5, 3, 2, 7, 8, 5 which implies that p 0 = 3, p 2 = 3 and ρ 5 = 8 and 
so on, and σ = 3, (5, 3), (2, 7, 8), 5 which implies that σ 1 = 5, 3 (i.e. it is a list 
itself). 
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2.11.2 Sequence Type Operators 
As sequences are just functions, operations on them can be defined as 
higher order functions. The operators on sequences will be introduced 
shortly. We will first define some operators on types which have sequence 
types as result. 
• The type of all lists over V of finite length η is denoted by V . V" is an 
abbreviation for Vtn, where Τ is defined as follows: 
def - Î - : Tx IN -> Τ 
with Vtn = Dn^V 
It is clear that Vo = {ε}, since D 0 = 0 . 
• The type of all infinite sequences (also called streams) over V is denoted 
by V°°, so V" = BM->V. The postfix function operator °° is defined as 
follows: 
def - - : T-> Τ 
with V~ = N->V 
• The type of all finite lists over V is denoted by V , so V = и (n: IN . 
V<-a n) = u (n: IN . V"). The postfix function * is defined by: 
def - * : T-> Τ 
with V* = u (л: IN . V") 
Note. The higher order function U will be discussed in section 2.14. 
• The type of all (i.e. both finite and infinite) sequences over V is denoted 
by V°\ so V" = V* u V". The function ω is defined by: 
def - ω : Τ - > Τ 
with Г = * и Г . 
2.11.3 Operations on Sequences 
A few operators on sequences are defined. These operators are of course 
higher order functions, since their arguments are sequences which are 
themselves functions. 
If σ is a list, we define #σ as the length of σ. Formally, # is defined as: 
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poly V: Г. def # : IN^V4" 
with #σ = #(Φσ) 
Note the overloading of the symbol #. In #(£> σ), # denotes the set cardinality 
operator, whereas it denotes the length operator in all other occurrences. 
We make a distinction between an element ve V and a list over V of length 1 
whose only element is v. The injection function τ is used to map elements in 
V onto a corresponding list of length 1. It is defined as: 
poly V: Г. def τ : V V V 
with τνΟ = ν 
Lemma 2.11.3.1 
VV,u : TxV. # (τ υ) = 1 
Proof 
Choose any V: Τ, and υ: V, then the lemma follows immediately from the 
definitions: 
# (τ v) = {definition of #) 
# © ( τ υ ) = (τve Vl=V<-(0),andhence!D(xu) = {0)) 
# {0} = (cardinality of a singleton) 
1 Π 
The operator -н- concatenates two sequences. It is defined as: 
poly V-.T. def -•++·-: V T x V 0 - ^ 
with (o-H-p)fe = (k< #σ ? σ k 0 k>#o ? ρ (*-#σ)) 
Lemma 2.11.3.2 
2)(σ-Η-ρ) = ο (#σ + #ρ). 
Proof 
First consider any k e Ί) (σ-Η-ρ). Clearly, (σ-Η-ρ) k is defined, so either k<#o 
or k-#a < #p. In the first case, Ae π(#σ) and also ks D(#o+#p). In the second 
case, we have k < (#σ + #p), so we also have ¿eü(#o+#p). Both observations 
together imply: "D (σ+t-p) с π (#σ + #ρ). 
Conversely, consider ke • (#σ + #p). Then by definition, Α<(#σ + #p). In 
case we even have k<#c, (σ-н-р) k = σ k (by definition of -*+•), and hence σ k is 
defined, so k G <D (σ-н-р). If k>#a, then (σ-н-р) k = ρ(Α-#σ). Since k < (#σ+#ρ), 
we have (Α-#σ) < ((#σ+#ρ)-#σ) = #p, and hence ρ(Α-#σ) is defined. So, in this 
case we have k e T) (σ-н-р) too, and hence ο (#σ + #p) с Ό (σ-н-р). 
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This concludes the proof that 2) (σ-Η-ρ) = π(#σ + #p). From this observa­
tion, the next two corollaries follow easily: 
Corollary 2.11.3.3 (Well definedness of-H-) 
For any two sequences σ, ρ e Vo, Φ (σ-н-р) is a block and hence σ-Η-ρ is a 
sequence. 
[End of corollary 2.11.3.3] 
Corollary 2.11.3.4 
#(σ-Η·ρ) = #σ + #ρ. 
[End of corollary 2.11.3.4] 
The prefixing operator >- adds an element to the front of a sequence. 
Formally, it is defined by: 
poly V: T. def >- : VxV^V 
with υ >- σ = (τ υ) -н- σ). 
We have the following property for the length and the prefixing operator: 
Lemma 2.11.3.5 
For all V : % a : V, σ : Va, #(α^σ) = #σ+1. 
Proof 
#(α^σ) = {definition of M 
#((τ α)-* σ) = {corollary 3.9.3.4) 
#(τ α) + #σ = {lemma 3.9.3.2} 
1 + #σ [] 
The following lemma gives a useful property for the prefixing operator: 
Lemma 2.11.3.6 
For all V : % a : V, σ : Va and ke (#σ+1), we have: 
(α>-σ) k =(k=0?aUk>0? a(k-l)). 
Proof 
(α >- σ) k = {definition of >-} 
((τ α) -Η- σ) k = {definition of -H-) 
(k<#(za)?(xakia 
k>m a) ? σ (Α-#(τ a))) = {#(τ a) = 1} 
(A<1 ? τ a *.D ASI ? σ (A-D) = [k>Q\ 
(k=0?xak.ük>0?a(k-D) = {if k=0 then τ a k = τα 0} 
( b 0 ? î o 0 . D k>0?o(k-D) = {τ a 0 = a , by definition of τ) 
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(k=0 ? a.D A>0 ? σ (üt-D) [J 
A postfixing operator -< is defined in a similar way: 
poly V : Τ def _ - _ : Г х У - » Г 
with σ-<ι> = σ-Η-τυ 
2.12 Functional Generalised Cartesian Product 
In conventional mathematics, the Cartesian product of two sets A and В is 
defined by : AxB = { (a, b) \ aeA,beB) (Note that this definition is in the 
conventional notation, it is not legal Funmath). So, a Cartesian product is a 
set of pairs, and pairs are considered a primitive concept. In Funmath, how­
ever, pairs are functions rather than new primitive concepts. The pair a, b is 
a function with Ί) (a, 6) = π 2, (α, b) О = a and (α, 6) 1 = b. As pairs are func­
tions, the Cartesian product of two sets (which is a set of pairs) should be a 
set of functions. This set satisfies the property that for all pairs ρ e AxB, ρ 0 
e A and ρ 1 e В. This property is used for the following tentative definition: 
def - χ - : ΊχΤ->? 
with AxB = {p : 02->Auß | ρ 0 e А л р 1 e В) 
Now, although this definition more or less adequately captures the mention­
ed property, there still are two problems. First, the type of χ includes a 
Cartesian product itself, and more importantly, the definition can not be 
easily extended to triples, quadruples and so on. 
The following generalisation solves both problems. Rather than a dyadic 
infix operator, we might try to define a prefix operator X, whose argument is 
a liet of types: 
def X - : 1*-» J 
with Χ ρ = ( ρ: Τ) ρ -> 11 | V ¿:© ρ . ρ i G ρ i } 
The underlining indicates that this is only a tentative definition, and not the 
one generally accepted in Funmath. Adopting the convention that e.g. X(A, 
B, C) is written as AxBxC (by a definition of the form 
def - x . . . with - x . . . = . X (-,...) 
See section 2.14 for an elaboration of this notation) we can simply write AxB 
and AxBxCxD etc. 
Two important observations can be made. First, if pe Χ ρ then pie p i , 
which implies that p i e U p (See section 2.14 for the definition of the union 
operator u . Informally, it is the union of all sets in the range of p). Secondly, 
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the domain 1* of X is a set of functions whose range contains sets only. The 
current definition allows only functions of from ü η —» Τ, but it is an inter­
esting generalisation to allow arbitrary functions p, such that ( p ) ç T The 
extra power gained by this generalisation will soon become clear. Using 
these observations we now present the Funmath Generalised Cartesian 
Product: 
def X - : F C o d T - > J 
with X F = { / : ! D F - > U F | V X : ! D F . f x e Fx) 
In case F is a list of types, this is exactly the functional Cartesian product as 
defined above. However, there is other use for X as its argument may be a 
constant function (such as o) or an abstraction (a: A . B), where B[a:=x] is а 
set for all xeA. These applications of X will be discussed next. 
2.12.1 Dependent Types 
Consider a function (a: A .B), where B[a:=x] is a set for all xsA (e.g. the 
function (re: IN . • n)). By definition of X, we have the following equality: 
Χ (a: A . B) = { f: A -> U (a: A . B) | V x:A .fxe B[a:=x] }, where we used 
the facts that T)(a:A.B)= A, and (a: A . Β) χ = B[a:=x]. This is exactly the 
definition of dependent types as introduced by F.K. Hanna and N. Daeche 
[H&D92a, H&D92bJ. Similar definitions are known also in constructive type 
theory [NOR90J where it is denoted by the special abstraction construct 
ПаАВ. 
A special case occurs when В does not depend on a, i.e. when (α·Α.Β)χ =B 
for all x&A. In this case the following equalities hold: Χ (a: A . B) = {f: A -» 
В I V x: A . fx e В } = A—>B. For this reason, and to stress the fact that X (a: 
A . B) is a set of functions we introduce the notation Аэа—>S = Χ (a: A . B). 
Note that this is a notational convention only, the —> cannot be interpreted 
as an operator, as Аэа does not denote an object. We have only a single vari­
ant of this notation. Although we use B<—A frequently to denote the type of 
a prefix operator, Аэа—>B is used for all operators with a dependent type, 
regardless if they are pre- or postfix. The reason for this is that an expres­
sion Аэа can be seen as the defining occurrence of the variable a, which is 
subsequently bound in a scope extending from the binding occurrence to the 
right until the end of the type expression. In B<—Аэа, the scope of a would 
extend to the right until the beginning of the expression, which conflicts 
with the normal left-to-right reading of Funmath text. 
Dependent types are used particularly often when the set В[а:=зс] is itself 
a set of functions. Consider the following example: 
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def parity : INsra -» B" -> В 
with parity η σ = (Σ σ) mod 2 
Parity η is a parity checker for binary words of length η (parity η =1 for 
sequences of odd length, 0 for sequences of even length). 
The notation Аэа—>B for (a:A . B) may be extended to Аэа —» Вэо -> С for 
Χ (α: A . Χ (6: В . С)) and so on. 
2.12.2 Dependent Products 
As explained before, for any/: A->B-»C there exists a Cartesian counterpart 
f с :AxB-*C, such that fa b =fc (a, 6). It would be preferable if the э -» nota­
tion could be extended in such a way that we could denote a type for the 
Cartesian counterpart off: Аэа->В-»С. Ideally, one would like to write F
c
: 
АэахВ—»C.. This requires a suitable definition for the notation АэахВ, since 
this would enable us to write АэахВ —» С = Х(а, 6 : АэахВ . С). Having such 
a definition would even allow us to write: АэахВэб —» С = Х(а, 6 : АэахВ . 
С). A prerequisite for such a definition is that АэахВ = AxB if В does not 
depend on a. The following definition satisfies these criteria: 
АэахВ = {f: D2->U (a'A.B) u A | / " 0 е А л / " 1 е В[а:=(/"0)]}. 
If В does not depend on a, then U (a:A.B) = B, and B[a:=(fO)] = B. Substitu­
tion in the definition gives indeed: 
АэахВ = ( f: D2->B u A | / 0 е А л / 1 е Я ) = AxB. 
Consider some function g e Х(а, 6 : АэахВ . С). Substitution of the right 
hand side of the definition gives: g e Х(а, b : {f. û 2 - ) U ( a A . S ) u A \ fOe A 
л f le Β[α:=(/Ό)]) . С). By definition of X, 'Dg = \f: п2->и (аЛ.В) u A | /Ό 
e А л / l e Β[α:=(/Ό)]}, so the application^ ρ is well-formed if the argument 
ρ is a pair je, y, such thatJceA, andyefl[a:^cj. 
We call an expression of the form АэахВ a dependent product. Note that 
this is mere notation, just like Аэа—»B. The χ cannot be interpreted as an 
operator. Dependent products are identical to the so-called Σ-types in 
[H&D92a]. 
2.12.3 Other Higher Order Applications 
It is easy to show (by definition of function equality) that for any function f 
with © ƒ = A we have (a: A . fa) = f. This fact is sometimes used to write X f 
(от AM —» f a. The equality follows easily from the following chain of 
equations: 
Аэа -» fa = {by definition of э -» notation] 
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X (a: A. fa) = {(a: A. fa) = f] 
Xf D 
As an example of this consider X • = СМэ/і —» • п. Clearly, /"e Χ О implies 
that 'Df= IN and for all ne IN, f η e • η = {m: IN | m<n ), and hence f η < п. 
2.13 More on Functions 
The notion of function was already introduced in section 2.3, and subse­
quently used throughout this chapter. However, some aspects of functions 
have not been covered yet, due to lack of a formal framework in which they 
could be treated. Since most of the concepts of Funmath have been intro­
duced by now, it is possible to discuss these aspects as well. We will focus 
attention on type functions, polymorphism and direct extensions. 
2.13.1 Type Functions 
Arguments and results of a function may both be types. A function whose 
result is a type is called a type function. An example of such a type function 
is: 
def D - : JIN <- IN 
with D η = { ¿: IN I k<n) 
The result of the function • (pronounce "block") is the type of all integers 
smaller than its argument n. This type may be used it in type expressions. 
The function • may occur in a type expression for a domain or codomain 
type. A simple example is: 
def test: В <- • 3 
with test χ = (x>2) 
2.13.2 Polymorphism 
A function whose type depends on the value of the arguments is called 
polymorphic. The polymorphism introduced may either be explicit or impli­
cit. An explicit polymorphic function has one or more argument that must 
be types. The type of the function is derivable from the type arguments. 
Explicit polymorphism is the preferable situation, because it enforces 
clearly typed specifications. As an example, consider the following definition 
of the identity function id: 
def id - : TaA -> A -» A 
with idT = (x:T. x) 
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For instance we must write either id (which stands uniquely for the function 
denned above) or id V for some type V (which stands for the identity on V). 
This style of explicit polymorphism is attributed to Church. 
For frequently used functions (such as the identity function) explicit men­
tion of the type may be annoying, especially since this type may often be 
inferred from the context. Therefore, we introduce a second form of poly­
morphism, implicit polymorphism, which is attributed to Curry. An implicit 
polymorphic function is defined by: 
poly A: T. def id : A «- A 
with id = (x:A . x) 
(This notation is still being discussed. It is likely that in the near future it 
will be repalced by a more general construct. This construct, however, was 
not fully developped at the time of this writing.) 
Now, the symbol id is overloaded, that is, the same symbol is used to denote 
different functions. Exactly which one is intended can be derived from the 
context only. We may say that id 5 e M, so id in id 5 refers to the function id 
of type IN<—IN. However, we also have that 5e IR, which would imply that id 
refers to id of type IR«—IR. When not enough context is available to uniquely 
decide which of the overloaded symbols is intended (e.g. if no context is 
given at all), the overloaded symbol may be subscripted with the proper type 
information. So we may write for instance йіц and id|jg_>B· 
Polymorphism frequently occurs in the definition of functions on lists. 
For each η : DM, a function/": An-*Bn is defined either by: 
def Λ N эп-+Ап^>Вп 
with ... some defining predicate ... 
or 
def f : A n 3 s - > ß # 2 , s 
with ... some defining predicate ... 
or 
poly n: IN. def f:An^Bn 
with ... some defining predicate ... 
Of these alternatives, the latter is preferred. 
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2.13.3 Function Composition, Direct Extension and Set Extension 
Suppose we have functions f: B*-A andg : C*-B. Clearly, for αΆ, we have f 
α e В, and hence g (f α) e С. Now, since/" and g are functions, fa and g (fa) 
are uniquely defined, so there exists a function h : C*-A, such that ha = g (f 
a). We want to express h in terms of fand g. For this purpose, we introduce 
the function composition operator, as follows: 
poly А, В, С : Τ def - ° - : (C<-B) χ (J3<-A) -> (C«-A) 
with f°g = (αΆ . f (g о)) 
Using this operator, the function h can be expressed as the composition of ƒ 
andg: h=fog. 
Closely related to function composition is direct extension. Given the func-
tions f e B*-A andg e C<-В we want to construct a higher order functiong' 
such that g' e (C*-A) <- (B«-A) and g' f = g ° f (note that this equality is 
indeed type correct). For this purpose, we introduce the direct extension 
operator as follows: 
polyB, C : T def - л - : (C<-S) xTaA ^((С<-А)<-(В<-Л)) 
with (£*A)fv=g(fv) 
Direct extensions are particularly useful to construct functions on lists, as 
will be shown in the next section, although they have a broader field of 
application. For lists, we often have extensions over IN, so we find many 
extensions of the form /*IN. This is usually abbreviated to f. This abbre­
viation can also be defined as a polymorphic "topfix" operator: 
poly Α, Β: Τ def -:(B«-A)-»((B«-N)«-(A«-AI)) 
with f=f*\H 
The relation between function composition and direct extension follows 
straight forward from their definitions: (f V) g = f ° g (provided of course, 
that f and g are of the appropriate types: f : B<-A, g : A<-V). 
Another form of extension is so-called set extension. Given a function f : 
A-)S, and a set V с A, we write J V to denote the set of all images of 
elements in V under f, so, J V = ( f υ | υ : V}. The operator " can be defined 
as a monadic topfix operator: 
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poly А, Я : 3 e . def = : (A->ß) -> ТА -> ТВ 
with ?V=[fv \v:V) 
Clearly, J CDf) = [f]. Set extensions are often used in the definition of so-
called semantic functions (see chapters 3 and 6). 
2.13.4 Function Merge 
Two functions, f and g, are compatible if for all χ e Τ) f η T> g, f χ = g χ. 
Compatibility is expressed by the following operator: 
def - ~ - : <? -• В 
with f~g = Vx: <Dfr\ <Dg .fx=gx 
Note that two functions with disjunct domains are always compatible. 
Compatibility is a reflexive and symmetric relation, but it is not transitive. 
The function FComp yields for any function ƒ the set of all functions which are 
compatible with f: 
def JComp-:T7<r- J 
with Tcompf= [g: ?\ f-g) 
If f-g, then the merge f&g of these functions is denned by: 
def -&.-:7ifxfCompf^>J 
with Vx-.VfuVg .(ƒ"&£)ζ = (xe 2>/7/x)Π ( * e O g l g x ) 
Some properties of & are: 
• The empty function e is a unit for &, that is, for all fej,t&, f= f. 
• & is idempotent, that is, fSif = f, for all f. 
• & is commutative, that is, for all f,g, f Si g =g &f. 
• & is associative, that is, for all f, g, h, f Si (g & h) = if & g) & h. 
Function merge may be generalised. The domain of & is the set of all pairs 
of compatible functions. As pairs are functions, the domain consists of func­
tions that yield functions, but the domain of these functions is limited to О 
2. We generalise this to allow all functions that yield compatible functions, 
so the domain restriction is lifted. This idea is formalised in the following 
definitions. 
def ~ - : В «- FCod f 
with ~F = Vx,y:CDF)2AFx)-(Fy) 
def <У
Сотр
:Т7 
with 7comp=^-Fcod7\ ~F\ 
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def &-:Т*-7сатр 
with V i : U ( y : <DF . ŒXF у)). &Fx = D (α: Φ F. χ e Φ {F a) ?Fa χ) 
Using these generalised definitions, it is easy to show that e.g. f & g & h 
may also be written as & if, g, h). 
2.13.5 Domain Restriction 
A function /"is a restriction of a function £ (notation/ С #) if £> ƒ с 'Dg and 
for all xeT)f,fx=g x. It is easy to see that f С g if and only if/- &g =g. This 
fact is used in the formal definition of С : 
def - L - : f->B 
with / Έ g=f&g=g 
As a consequence of this definition, the empty function e is a restriction of 
all functions fé J: eC/". 
Sometimes it is useful to be able to construct a restriction of a function to 
a given subset of its domain. Suppose f : Л—>ß and a set A'ŒA are given. The 
function g: A '—»B, such that for all aeA', g a = fa is denoted by /Ί ^ A 
with /ІА = Cr: A . fx) 
Some properties of 1 are: 
• for all functions /e ?" and sets Ae % f]A С f, and hence by definition, 
f\A&f = f. 
• ( / T A ) T B = / | B 
• /10 = ε 
• { / l A í c t n 
The simple proofs of these properties are all left to the reader. 
2.13.6 Injective Domains and Inverse Functions 
Consider a function f. Clearly, for any x: T>f, there is some value f χ : { f). 
However, it is possible that there are several distinct objects in T>f, that are 
all mapped to the same object у :(ƒ"}. The function inverse-image yields the 
set of all x: Of, such that/"* =y: 
def - inverse-image - : J э f χ T-» 'Ρ (Ό f) 
with f inverse-image у = [χ : T>f I f χ =y } 
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The injective range of f is the largest subset R¡ of {f ), such that for all y : Я/, 
ƒ inverse-image у is a singleton, that is, for any element in R¡ there exists 
exactly one χ : Ί) f, such that f χ =y. 
def <Kj:7if^<P{f) 
with %¡f= [у : If) I #(ƒinverse-imagey) = 11 
The injective domain D¡ of ƒ" is the subset of 2> ƒ", such that for any χ : D¡,fx 
€ fRjf.ln other words, xe D¡ if and only if for all x' : T>f, x'*x implies fx' * 
fx. 
def 2>/ :7 -»!Р(2>/) 
with V,f={x:<Df\fx* l^f) 
The notions of injectivity, surjectivity and bijectivity are well known. 
However, we will define these concepts in a more general form. 
Definition 2.13.6.1: Injectivity 
A function /is said to be injective on a set A if Л с Ί)[ f. 
Definition 2.13.6.2: Surjectivity 
A function ƒ is surjective on a set В if Б с ( f )• 
These definitions, unlike the conventional ones, are relative with respect to 
a set. The conventional definitions are a special case of our general defini­
tions, as they follow from the relative definitions by choosing an appropriate 
set. However, as the relative definitions, by their inherent symmetry, make 
a strong aesthetic appeal, we will never use the conventional absolute 
notions. Note, however, that this sense of beauty is not shared by all re­
searchers on Funmath, and that the actual definitions in the final document 
may differ from the ones outlined bove. 
Conventionally, there is a unique codomain С associated with f. We say 
that/"is surjective (in the conventional sense) if it is surjective (in the rela­
tive sense) with respect to the unique codomain С This implies that С £ {ƒ} 
and since С is a codomain implies that I ƒ} с C, /"is surjective (in the con­
ventional sense) if С = { f }. As we do not have unique codomains in our 
framework, an absolute notion of surjectivity does not exist in Funmath. 
The conventional definition of injectivity follows from the relative one by 
defining that / is injective (in the conventional sense) if it is injective (in the 
relative sense) on the entire domain Of, in other words, ƒ is injective in the 
conventional sense if f с 1>i f- As Τ)¡ f ç Œ)f,fis injective in the conven-
tional sense if 'D¡f= *Df. Unlike unique codomains, unique domains do exist 
in our framework, and hence so does the absolute notion of injectivity. 
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Conventionally, if ƒ is injective (in the conventional sense, of course), then 
there exists a unique function ƒ " : ( / } - » 2)/, such that f y = x if and only if 
fx=y. This unique function f is called the inverse of/", and its existence 
depends critically on the injectivity of /. In Funmath, however, we use a 
more general notion of inverse, that is defined for all functions, regardless 
their injectivity. 
If/"is a function, then the inverse f is defined on all elements of the 
injective range "Kjf by Г У = [ x : Ί) f \ f χ = у ]. Note that this is well 
defined, as the set { χ : 'Df \ fx=y)isa singleton, by definition of %j. Also 
note that this definition is applicable to all functions /, although !fy may be 
empty, in which case f~ = e. Finally, note that an application of the form/ - у 
is well formed only if у 6 %j. Other applications are not well formed, and 
hence no legal Funmath. The higher order postfix operator ~~ can be defined 
formally as follows: 
def - ~ : 7э/-> %¡f -+<Dif 
w i t h / " = (y ::*ƒƒ. [ χ : © / - 1 fx=y]) 
Conventionally, a function is bijective if it is both injective and surjective. 
Our relative definitions, however, can not be used to provide a similar defi­
nition of relative bijectivity. However, an independent definition of bijectiv-
ity is possible: 
Definition 2.13.6.3: Bijectivity 
A function /is bijective on a set В if В с %¡f. 
It is trivial to show that if/"is bijective on B, then /"is surjective on B. For 
any В dKjf, the set ( χ : (Df I f χ e В } is denoted by Г В (note that this is 
notation only, as an application it is not well formed, as the argument does 
not belong to the domain of f~). It is easy to show that if/"is bijective on B, 
then /"is injective on f В. 
Conversely, for any set A ç, "Df, the set l f χ \ χ : A ) is denoted by f A 
(again, this is notation only). If/is injective on A, then f A <z2{jf, and hence 
/is bijective on f A. These results are summarised in the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.13.6.1 
For any / : J, A : % we have: 
• /is bijective on A implies /is injective onf~A 
• /is bijective on A implies /is injective on A 
• /is injective on A implies /is bijective on /A 
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Another characterisation of injectivity, surjectivity and bijectivity is in 
terms of the cardinality of inverse images. Without proof, we present the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 2.13.6.2 
For any f: f, A : % we have: 
• fis injective on A if and only if V(y : f A . #(ƒ inverse-image y) < 1) 
• /"is surjective on A if and only if V(y : A . #(f inverse-image y) > 1) 
• fis bijective on A if and only if V(y : A . #(ƒ inverse-image y) = 1) 
2.14 Some Predefined Functions 
In this section, some often-used functions are introduced. Many of these are 
generalisations of well-known associative infix operators. Consider for 
instance an operator - θ - : CAxA) -> A, such that α θ (6 θ с) = (α Θ Ь) θ с. 
We generalise θ to a function θ - : A*-A , such that ® (a, b, c) = α Θ b θ с. 
Whenever possible, we will generalise even further, replacing the domain A 
of®byFCodA. 
As finite lists over A are elements of FCo¿ A, application of θ to a finite 
list is automatically included in the general definition. However, it is often 
convenient to have an "elastifix" operator for these finite cases. After the 
introduction of e.g. , we want to be able to write 1Φ2Θ3 rather than Θ (1, 
2, 3). Such an elastifix operator is defined by the standard syntax: 
def - 0 . . . with θ ( - , ...) 
Note that each symbol Φ in this definition is only a part of the operator. The 
whole operator is distributed over the list of arguments: α θ 6 θ с 
As an example of this, consider: 
def - + . . . with Σ ( - , ...) and 
def - x . . . with X(-,...) 
The latter was already discussed in the section on generalised functional 
Cartesian products. 
2.14.1 Arbitrary Choice from the Range of a Function 
Let /"be some arbitrary function. Recall that the range of fis denoted by {f}. 
By [ f] we denote an arbitrary element of {f]. This is of course not always a 
function, as such an arbitrary element is not always uniquely defined. 
However, in the special case that ( f ] is a singleton ι χ, then clearly [fi=x. 
Functions with a singleton range are not as uncommon as one might ex­
pect. On the contrary, identity functions of the form (χ: Τ \ Ρ) = (χ: Τ Λ Ρ . χ) 
where Ρ has a unique solution in Τ (i.e. the domain of the function is a 
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singleton), occur frequently. Together with the arbitrary choice, this is a 
standard Funmath technique to denote "where" clauses. Consider for exam­
ple [ x: IN | χ = 10 ]. The domain as well as the range of (x: IN I χ = 10) are 
the singleton 110. 
This technique is not very useful in itself, but consider the function 
(assume the function с : A-^B^>C is defined in the context): 
def f-.A-^B-^C 
with fa = [g : B ^ C I V(6 : В .g b =ca b)] 
Informally, this reads: fa is a function g : B—>C, where g b = с a b, for all b: 
B. The variable # has a local significance only, and for this reason constructs 
of the form [ χ: Τ \ Ρ ] are called local definitions. 
Another frequently seen form is based on abstractions of the form E \ χ : Τ 
Λ Ρ, where Ε is an expression in x. If the function {E \ x:T /\P)-{x:T Λ Ρ 
. E) has a singleton range, a construct of the form [E \ χ : Τ Λ Ρ] is well 
defined. Consider for instance the function definition 
def f:A^B 
with fa = [gaa\ g : A2—»B fsgaa' = some expression i n a a n d a ' ] 
Although the notation introduced so far is quite sufficient for all forms of 
local definitions, the latter notation has also a more sugared version: [E \ χ : 
TAP] may also be written as E where χ: Τ with P. This is equivalent to a 
formal object definition with a local scope, the variable χ is defined only in E 
and P. This equivalence is justifies the use of the loc and & syntax that was 
introduced for formal object definitions also in local definitions: 
fx where f:X->Y 
with loc α: A fa = ...some expression in a... 
& loc 6: В fb = ...some expression in 6... 
& loc с: С fe = ...some expression i n c . . 
is equivalent to [fx \ / :Х->УА (V a : A . fa = ...some expression ina. . . ) л 
(V 6 : В .fb = ...some expression in b...) л (V с : С . fe = ...some expression 
inc...)]. 
Local definitions of this form may be nested. The nesting ie indicated by 
indentation only: 
f χ where f:X->Y 
with fx=gx 
where g : X-*Y 
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with gx = ... some expression in χ... 
2.14.2 Summation 
In most conventional notations, summations require the introduction of a 
special "binder" Σ. In expressions like 
£; ! 
the variable i is bound in the expression i . However, we do not need such 
special binding constructs in Funmath. We use the normal abstractions for 
functions, together with a higher order operator Σ. 
Assume that f is a function with a finite range, such that {/") с IR. Then 
Σ f is the sum of all f χ if χ ranges over © f. The formal definition of Σ 
requires an additional definition: 
def fin : T<- Τ 
with finT=(f:FCodT\ #T>fe N } 
fin Τ is closed under function merge: for any f, g : (fin T)2, f&g e fin T. 
def Σ : R <- fin IR 
with Σ e = О 
& loc α, л : ZI χ IR . Σ (α н» га) = η 
& loc f, g : (fin IR)2 Λ Vf η <Dg = 0 .L(f&g) = (Σ/) + (Σ#) 
Note that & is not injective, and hence strictly speaking, the pattern f&gia 
not allowed. However, the well formedness of the definition is guaranteed by 
the finitieness of the domains of the summands and the associativity and 
commutativity of+. In particular, we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.14.2.1 
Hf.g.f.g' • ( Я к IR)4 are suchthat <Dfn (Dg = <Dfc\ <Dg = 0,andf&g = 
f&g', then Σ/-+ Σ * = Σ Γ +Σί ' . 
Examples of the use of Σ are: Σ (i: Dra . i2), which is the Funmath equivalent 
of the conventional summation above, and Σ (1, 2, 3). The latter expression 
may also be written as 1 + 2 + 3, since we have: 
def - + . . . with Σ ( - , ...) 
The operator Σ as defined above can be used to sum finite series. It is well-
known, however, that there exist infinite series that have a finite sum. The 
current definition of Σ does not allow such infinite series, as the domain of 
the summand must be finite. Extension of Σ is straightforward, and even 
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necessary if Funmath is to be used in real and complex analysis. However, 
this extension is outside the scope of this thesis, as is derivation and proof of 
useful properties of Σ, such as: 
Σ (χ : VuW. E) = Σ (ж : V. E) + Σ (χ : W. Ε) - Σ (χ : VnW . Ε). 
Properties like this one, and many others that are well-known will, how­
ever, be freely used throughout this book. 
2.14.3 Universal and Existentional Quantification 
Like Σ, the quantifiers V and 3 are often considered special binders in con­
ventional notation. In funmath, however, these symbols can be introduced 
as higher order operators too. 
Consider a binary valued function b : FCo¿ В. The application (V b) = 1 if 
and only if for no χ : Ί) b, b χ = 0. In other words, 0 does not occur in the 
range of b. This is the basis for the definition of V: 
def V : В <- FCod В 
with V / = 0 ¿ If) 
The function Ξ is defined similarly: 
def 3 : В <- FCod В 
with 3f=le {/"} 
The elastifix version of these operators is: 
def - л . . . with V(-, ...) 
def -v . . . with 3(- , ...) 
Let л , and ν be the direct extension of л and ν over an appropriate 
domain. Then many well-known properties of V and 3 can be expressed 
easily: 
• -^°/=-пЗ/· 
• V ( f A í ) = ( V / ) A ( V í ) 
• 3(fvg) = (3f)v(3g) 
2.14.4 Union and Intersection 
Suppose fis a function whose range is a set of sets, that is fa is a set for any 
a: T>f. In this case U /"is the union of all sets in { f). Similarly, n / " i s the 
intersection of all sets in (/"}. Formally, these operators are defined by: 
def U : T<- FCod Τ 
with Uf=[y : U I 3(x: <Df.ye.fx)} 
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def О : T<- FCod Τ 
with nf=ly: u l V d i D / . y e f j t ) ) 
The operators (J and Pi have elastifix versions: 
def - u . . . with u ( - , . . . ) 
def - n . . . with n ( - , ...) 
2.14.5 Increasing and Ascending Functions 
A set V is called ordered if there exists some partial order С γ on V. 
Examples of such ordered sets are IR (ordered under <) and T(ordered under 
c ) . An ordered function is a function whose domain and range are both 
ordered (not necessarily by the same ordering relation). For any partial 
order С on a set V, there exists an order с on V, such that α с ò Ξ (α С b) л 
(αχ*). 
The predicates ine and asc assert that the ordering of domain values is 
carried over to their images, in the sense that χ < у implies (f χ) < (f у) or (f χ) 
<(fy). 
def Ίο*-*? 
with 7θτά= \ΐ'·7\ 2)fis ordered л ( f) is ordered ) 
def ine : В «- 7ord 
with incf= V(x,y : (2>/)2 . * Cay у =» if χ) Llf] (fy) ) 
def asc : В «- ^o„f 
with αδο/·= V(x, 3/ : CDff . χ с ц у =* (/"χ) с{f) {fу) ) 
Clearly, IR—>IR Q Ίοτά- For functions in IR—>IR the following elastifix opera­
tors are used for ine and asc: 
def - < . . . with ine ir, ...) 
def - < . . . with asc(-,...) 
Similarly, T->T£ 7ord- For functions in T ^ T t h e following elastifix opera­
tors are used for ine and asc: 
def - c · · · with ine (-, ...) 
def - c . . . with asc (-, ...) 
2.14.6 Constant Functions 
With a ' A we denote the constant function f, such that <Df=A, and fx=a 
for all χ : A. The operator · is defined by: 
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def - * - : U χ T-> Τ 
with χ ' Τ = (y : Τ. χ) 
2.15 The Transformational Proof Style 
So far, the definition style of Funmath has been described extensively. How­
ever, Funmath also has notions on theorems and proofs, and indeed many 
theorems and proofs were presented earlier. In this section the notions of 
theorems and transformational proofs are elaborated in some detail. 
However, a short introduction on relations is given first. 
2.15.1 Introduction 
A relation between a type A and a type S is a subset of AxB. The set of all 
relations between A and В is denoted by Έ^ίΑ, В), and we have %ÍA, В) = 
1{АхВ). For each relation R ε 0&ЦА, В), a dyadic predicate (called the char­
acteristic predicate) Ρд e A—>B<—В can be defined as follows: α Рд b = (α, 6) 
e R. It is easy to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between rela­
tions and their characteristic predicates, and we will always identify the 
two, using the same symbol for both the relation and the predicate. So we 
write a R b rather than α Рд b or (α, b) e R. 
There is a postfix function T (called transposition) defined on each set of 
relations: 
poly А, В e T. def -т : %/[A, В) -> Ί^ίΒ, А) 
with bRTa = aRb 
Using this function, we can give a simple characterisation of symmetric 
relations: a relation R e ^ДА, В) is symmetric if and only if Л = R . 
A theorem in Funmath in general states that two terms are in some rela­
tion, so the general form of a theorem is t R t' for some terms t and t' and 
some relation R. The theorem has an equivalent formulation as (t R t') = 1. 
A relation chain is a sequence of the form £0 ^ o ¿ι ··· ¿η-i ^n-i tn, where t¿ 
e Τι and R¿ e %ÍT¿, Ti+1). A relation chain is in fact an abbreviation for the 
conjunction of a sequence of theorems. The relation chain α < 6 = с < d for 
instance, stands for the conjunction а<ЬлЬ = слс<а. Such a chain is 
said to be homogenous if all T¿ are the same. We say that a relation chain is 
valid i fVten(n+l) . <¿ i?¿ í i+1. Construction of a homogenous and valid 
relation chain such that t = t0 and tn = t' is the first step towards proving 
that t R t'. 
Now, the existence of a relation chain alone is not sufficient to prove any-
thing. As an example, consider the chain 3*5*3. Each of the relations holds 
(we have both 3*5 and 5*3), but from this it can not be concluded that 3*3. 
So we need a criterion to determine whether we may conclude t R t' from a 
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given relation chain. Now if all relations in the chain are the same transi­
tive relation R, then the theorem t R t' can be concluded from t R tl ... t„_i R 
t'. Clearly, demanding transitivity for the only relation occurring in the 
chain is a sufficient criterion for the validity of the theorem, but it is too 
restrictive. Although it permits us to conclude a=d from a=b=c=d, and a<d 
for a<b<c<d, it says nothing about the validity of a<d from a=b<c<d, 
although the theorem clearly holds if the relation chain is valid. A more 
subtle criterion is based on the notion of relation domination, which is a 
generalisation of transitivity. This generalisation is presented next. 
2.15.2 Contractions 
We say that a relation Ρ e Üfy&A, A) dominates a relation Q e !%ÄA, A) from 
the left (notation PbQ) if V a, b, ce A :: (a Ρ b л b Q с => a Ρ с). In fact, l> is a 
relation between relations, so it can be considered as a meta-relation. 
Formally, this meta relation is: 
poly A: 1 def - 0 - : (%«A, A))2 -» В 
with Ρ 0 Q = (V a, b, cA3. (a Ρ b л 6 Qс =>α Pc). 
In a similar way, we can define domination from the right: 
ро1уА:<Г def - <I - : ( φ ί Α , Α ) ) 2 -» В 
with Ρ <1 Q = (V a, b, с Ά3 . (a Ρ b л b Q с => α Q с). 
Using [> we can give a simple characterisation of transitivity. A relation R is 
transitive if and only if R l> R. The proof is straightforward. 
Note that from the given definitions, one can not infer that b = <1 , and in 
general C> * 4 . However, we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.15.2.1 
V P,Q : %«A, A). Ρ t> Q) = (QT <l PT) 
Proof 
PÏ>Q 
= (definition of И 
Va, 6, с е А::аРЬлЬ(}с=>аРс 
s (definition of PT and Q r} 
Va, 6, с e А : : 6 Р т о л с С т 6 = ) с Р т а 
Ξ (predicate calculus) 
Va, 6, с e А : : с С т 6 л 6 Р т а = * с Р т а 
Ξ (definition 4} 
Q T « P T [] 
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Now we may contract the segment t Ρ t' Q t" of a relation chain to t Ρ t" if 
and only if P\>Q. We may contract t Ρ t' Q t" to t Q t" if and only if P4Q. 
Each validity preserving contraction decreases the number of relations in 
the chain, and t R t' is hence proved if after n-1 contractions the only 
relation in the chain (which has length 1) is R. These contractions will 
preserve validity of the chain. So all validity preserving contractions are 
known exactly when the value of Ρ ΐ> Q and Ρ 4 Q is known for all relations 
Ρ and Q. The following tables give the value of Pt>Q and Р'Щ for some often 
used relations on numbers (=, Ф, <, й, >, >). Computing these values is trivial 
but tedious, and the computations are not given here. 
P O Q 
* 
< 
< 
> 
Ρ > 
Q\\ 
= * < < > > ¡ P « Q 
1 0 0 0 0 0 В = 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 * 
1 0 1 1 0 0 В < 
1 0 1 1 0 0 J < 
1 0 0 0 1 1 I > 
1 0 0 0 1 1 | > 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 
Table 2.15.2.1 Domination of some common relations. 
If i 0 Ra ij ... tn_i Rn-i tn, is a relation chain, then the sequence of relation 
symbols Д о ^ і ··· ^n-i i s called the backbone of the chain. If Ρ and Q are two 
consecutive symbols in the backbone, and Ρ t> Q, then Q may be removed 
from backbone in a single contraction step. If on the other hand Ρ 4 Q, then 
Ρ may be removed. Note that we do not require that for any two consecutive 
relation symbols Ρ and Q in the backbone we either have Ρ t> Q or Ρ 0 Q. If 
Ρ and Q are unrelated with respect to t> and 4, then a full contraction is still 
possible provided one of these relations is contracted from the other side. As 
an example consider the sequence Ρ Q R, that may occur somewhere in a 
backbone. If Ρ 0 Q and Ρ l> R, but neither Q D> R nor Q <1 R, then the pair Q 
R can not be contracted in any direction. However, the pair Ρ Q can be con­
tracted to P, giving the backbone Ρ R, which in turn can be contracted to P. 
2.15.3 The Proof Format 
To prove the theorem t R t\ three steps have to be taken: 
• First, a relation chain of the form t0 R01^... tn_i Rn_x tn, with t =t0 and t' 
= t
n
, has to be constructed. 
• Second, the validity of the chain has to be verified. 
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• Third, the existence of a contraction of this chain to t R t' has to be 
shown. 
The first step is indeed the crux of the proof. No rules can be given on how 
to find such a relation chain. Sometimes it is simple, but in other cases it 
requires all the ingenuity available. It all depends on the properties of the 
domains in which one is reasoning. 
The last step is usually trivial, given the tables in the previous section, 
and common knowledge of the relations. It is therefore never explicitly 
given. However, to make the backbone of the proof stand out clearly, the 
chain is written in such a way that there is at most one relation symbol at 
each line of the proof. The relation symbols are written precisely beneath 
each other, so they are all on a single vertical line on the page, as in: 
to Ro 
h Ri 
... Л„_! 
tn 
Verification of the validity of a chain is not always trivial. To help the 
reader of a proof in this verification, a hint will be given for every relation in 
the chain. This hint is written in braces { and } immediately following the 
relation symbol. So our proofs are of the form t0R0 {hint 01^ ... i„_! Rn.\ 
(hint n-1 )£„,. We try to write a term, a relation symbol and a hint on a 
single line, writing all the relation symbols at a single vertical line to 
exhibit the backbone of the proof, as in: 
t0 R0 (hint 0) 
ij Jíj (hint 1) 
tn_i ñn_j (hint n-1} 
tn [] 
The symbol [] indicates the end of a proof. It is written in line with the 
hints. 
Recall that the relation chain a < b = с < d for instance, stands for the 
conjunction α < b л b = c л с <d. Each of these conjuncts is called a step of 
the proof. The steps themselves are not proved, the hints only give an indi­
cation on how a proof can be obtained. The validity of the proof depends on 
the class of hints we are willing to accept. This in fact provides for a very 
flexible scheme. If we follow a rigorous approach, then we allow only refer­
ences to axioms and previously proved theorems as hints. On the other end 
of the spectrum, extreme forms of hand waving can be incorporated in a 
proof, by using appropriate hints, such as (This relation holds because I tell 
you so) (proof by authority) or (This relation holds because no counter exam­
ple is found yeti (proof by ignorance). The class of accepted hints determines 
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the "step size" of the proof. If we have a very restricted class of accepted 
hints, then proofs will in general be longer (i.e. they require more steps) 
then for larger classes. If this class is very large, we can prove every theo-
rem in one step, that is we give just a hint why the theorem is valid. 
In practice, the step size will of course be moderate. Where possible, we 
rely only on a small set of axioms (depending on the domain of interest) and 
we use those axioms and already proved theorems as hints. However, it is 
perfectly possible to refer to recognized theorems from other branches of 
mathematics (arithmetic, real analysis, predicate calculus) in a proof, with-
out axiomatising and formalising those first. The hints will refer to an exist-
ing body of mathematical knowledge and we don't have to reinvent all this 
in our proof. 
No matter how small a step is, a hint has to be given. In this way, inspec-
tion of all the hints in a proof will clearly show which parts of it are solid 
and whether there are some steps that rely on authority, ignorance, miscon-
ception or quicksand. This gives a good indication for the quality of a proof, 
and it also shows which steps have to be elaborated. The weak points stand 
out clearly, and can be easily identified, allowing one to concentrate on them 
to improve the overall quality of the proof. 
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Some General Applications of Funmath: 
Trees, Grammars and Algebra 
As was shown in the previous chapter, the consistent use of a functional 
formalism, together with appropriate notations for certain higher order 
functions, yields an elegant framework for the expression of mathematical 
concepts. We will apply Funmath in this chapter to redevelop some well-
known theories in a functional style. Just like the definition of sequences as 
functions provided the basis for surprising elegance and uniformity, the 
functional theories developed in this chapter will sometimes shed a surpris­
ing light on concepts believed to be well-known and completely understood. 
This chapter will be mainly devoted to three theories of general impor­
tance: trees, grammars and algebra. However, we start with the functional 
definition of some concepts from linear algebra. This section is included here 
to allow the reader to judge the expressive power and clarity of Funmath. 
We do not intent to provide a detailed treatment of linear algebra, as a few 
simple examples will suffice. 
3.1 Vectors and Matrices 
A vector is a function v: IR <— Π η or - w: On —> Ft for some ne IN. We use 
prefix operators to denote row vectors, and postfix operators to denote 
column vectors. Following common conventions, boldface lowercase letters 
like u, v, w are used for vectors. The set of all row vectors of length η is of 
course denoted by Ft", and the set of all row vectors of arbitrary length is 
denoted by IR . Correspondingly, the set of al column vectors of length η is 
denoted by "IR, and the set of all column vectors of arbitrary length is de­
noted by IR. 
A matrix is a dyadic function, Curried in both arguments, and denoted by 
an infix operator: - M - : On-»IR<— Om. Boldface uppercase letters are used 
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for matrices. The matrix element at row i and column,/ is denoted by i M ƒ 
The Curried applications (i M) and (M j) denote row i and column j of M 
respectively. In our conventions, i M : IR<— • m is a prefix operator, which is 
consistent with the view that row i of M is a row vector. Similarly, M j : 
ün—»IR is a postfix operator, consistent with the fact that column j of M is a 
column vector. 
The set of all matrices with η rows and m columns is denoted by "IRm. The 
set of all matrices with an arbitrary number of rows and columns is denoted 
by IR . The notation "IR stands for the set of all matrices with η rows and 
an arbitrary number of columns. Likewise, fím stands for the set of all 
matrices with an arbitrary number of rows and m columns. 
For lists, being always considered prefix operators, a single injection 
function τ is sufficiënt to construct lists of length 1. However, as we distin-
guish column vectors and row vectors, we need two injection functions τ
Γ 
and t
c
 to construct row vectors and column vectors respectively: 
def τ
Γ
 : IR1 <- R 
with τ
Γ
 α 0 = α 
def -Тв-^Р^-П 
with 0 τ
α
 а = а 
Note that τ
Γ
 α is a prefix operator, and т
с
 a is a postfix operator, correspond­
ing to the facts that they are row and column vectors respectively. 
We define two injection functions μ
Γ
 and μ0 to construct matrices contain­
ing a single row and column respectively: 
def μ
Γ
- : Ή*«-IR* 
with μ
Γ
 ν = [ M : *IR* I 0 Μ = ν ] 
def -μ,.:*ΡΙ-^IR 1 
with w μ
σ
 = [ Ν : "IR1 I N 0 = w ] 
A matrix with a single row and a single column can be constructed either by 
μ
Γ
 (τ
Γ
 α) or by (α т
с
) μ,.. 
As an example of the use of this notation for matrices, we provide the defini­
tion of the well-known matrix multiplication. As matrix multiplication is 
only defined for matrices satisfying certain constraints on the number of 
rows and columns, we start by defining a subset of (*IR*)2. Each pair of 
matrices in this subset can be multiplied. Two auxiliary functions are 
needed for this purpose: cc (for column count) and re (for row count): 
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def cc : IN <- *R* 
with ce M = # 2X0 M) 
def re : IN <- *R* 
with r c M = #iXMO) 
def Mu/ma* : i>(*IR*)2 
with Mulmat = [ Μ, N : (*R*)2 | ce M = re N } 
def - · - : Mulmat -» IR 
w i t h M » N = [ M N : r c M I R a N | v j , j : r c M x c c N . 
i M N ) = Σ (A: cc M . (i M *)-(* Ν » ) ] 
As for all M:"(Rm, rcM =n and c c M = m, it is immediately clear from the 
definition, that rc(M»N) = re M, and cc(M»N) = cc N. 
3.2 Trees 
In programming, sequences and matrices are popular data structures. In 
previous sections, we have shown how these concepts can be functionally 
defined, without reference to a storage model in which they can be stored. 
Another well known data structure is the tree. Trees occur in several vari­
ants, and in this section we will explore how these variants can be modelled 
in a functional way. The basic property, shared by all trees, and indeed 
often used as a defining property of trees, is that there exists a unique path 
from the root of the tree to any object that is "stored" in the tree. This 
property is also the basis of our functional approach, as trees will modelled 
as functions mapping paths to objects. We will investigate the structure of 
allowable path sets first, assuming that paths are sequences of natural 
numbers which satisfy some additional requirements. As each path leads to 
a unique node, we will identify paths and nodes. 
3.2.1 Trees as Functions 
Consider the set A . This set can be ordered by the following ordering rela­
tion: 
p o l y A : T . def - S - : (A*)2 -» В 
with e 0 < e1 = 3 (c2 : A . e0 -и- e 2 = ех) 
The following properties of < are trivial: 
• V ( e : A * . e < e ) 
• V(e : A*. e й e) 
• V(e, e':(A*)2.e<e' ле'<е=>е=е') 
• У (e, e', e" : (A*)3 . e < e' л e' < e" => e < e") 
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If e 0 < e ! then e 0 is called a prefix of ex. The set of all prefixes of e is denoted 
by Pre f e : 
poly A : T. def Pref : <SA* <- A* 
with Prefe = {f:A* \ f<e) 
The following properties of Pref follow immediately from the properties of й 
mentioned above: 
• V(e : A*. ε e Pref e) 
• V(e : A*. e e Pre/e) 
• V(e, e' : (A*)2 . Pref e = Pref e' =>e=e') 
• V(e, e', e" : (A*)3 . e e Pref e' л e' e Pref e" =>e e Pref e") 
A set Z) £ A is called pre/ùc closed, if for all d : Ζ) all prefixes of d are also in 
D: 
poly A : T. def prefclos : В <- !PA 
with prefclos D = V(d:D. Prefd с Ζ» 
Let e : A and ΰ ς Α .A follower of e in D is an χ : A such that e-<jc e Ζ). Note 
that χ can be a follower of e in Z), even if e e D. However, if χ is a follower of 
e in D, and prefclos D, then e must be in D as well. The set of all followers of 
e in D is defined by: 
p o l y A : T . def -followers - : IN* χ 2ΊΝ* -> 2ΊΝ 
with e followers D = {χ : IN I e^jc e Ζ) ) 
The preceding theory is valid for any set A. From now on, however, we will 
concentrate on sequences of natural numbers. A set D ς IN is locally 
compact in e, if there exists an η : IN such that e followers D = On. A set D с 
IN is compact if it is locally compact in all e : D. 
def compact : В <- ΪΊΝ* 
with compact D = V(c : D . 3(n : IN . e followers D = an)) 
A set D с IN is breadth limited in η if it is compact and all e followers D £ 
On. 
def - breadth-limited - : ΐΡΜ* χ IN -> В 
with D breadth-limited η = 
compact D л V(e : D . e followers D с ün) 
A set Z) с IN has a /ixed breadth η if all nodes in Z3 either have no followers 
at all, or the set of followers is equal to ün: 
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def - fixed-breadth - : <P IN* χ IN -> В 
with D fixed-breadth η = 
V(e : D . e followers D = 0 ν e followers D =Gn) 
Note that any D of fixed breadth is compact. 
A tree skeleton is a subset D Q IN , such that D is prefix closed and compact. 
The set of all tree skeletons is denoted by Skel. 
def Skel : Τ with Skel = ( D : PIN* I prefclos D л compact D } 
A D-tree over A is a function mapping nodes in a tree skeleton D to objects in 
some set A, and hence the set of all D-trees over A is simply D—»A. Uniting 
these sets over all possible D gives the set of all trees over A:: 
def -*:Ί-+Ί 
with ΑΔ = и (D: Skel. D->A) 
A tree α: ΑΔ is a function, and Τ) α is a tree skeleton. If e : 'Da, for some tree 
a, we say that α с is the value contained in node e. The terminology intro­
duced for skeletons carries over to trees: a tree α: ΑΔ is breadth limited if its 
domain © α is breadth limited, and similar for fixed breadth. So, several 
variants of trees can be modelled by posing extra requirements on the skele­
ton. 
Thus far, a tree has a domain that is prefix closed. So, if e : 2> a, and e' < 
c, then e' e T> a, and hence there is an object α e' : A associated with this 
node. However, sometimes we want to distinguish internal nodes from leafs. 
A leaf is a node that has no followers. This can be formalised by the 
following definition. A sequence e : IN is terminal in D с IN if e e Z) and e 
has no followers in D: The set of all terminal sequences in D с IN is given 
by: 
def Term :TIN*«- PIN* 
with Term D = {e : D \ e followers D = 0 ) 
Clearly, Term DcD, and Term D is the set of all leafs of D. The set Int D = 
D \ Term D is the set of all internal nodes of D: 
def Int : ίΡΙΝ* <— PIN* 
with Int D = D\Term D 
A particular application of this distinction is in trees in which internal 
nodes contain values of another type than the values contained in the leafs. 
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Such trees can be described by merging the functions describing the 
internal and leaf nodes respectively. Let D : Skel, and internals : Term D -» 
A and leafs : Int D —*B. Then internals & leafs is a tree with skeletonD. 
3.2.2 Tree operators 
It is useful to compare trees to sequences. Both are functions whose domain 
satisfies some additional requirements. On sequences, we defined some 
operations to construct and combine them, such as τ, -Η-, >- and -<. A wide 
variety of operations on trees is conceivable. We will not explore this in 
detail, as it falls outside the scope of this monograph. However, a few opera­
tors are used in the next section on grammars, and we will discuss these 
here. 
First, note that 0 e Skel, and hence that ε e ΑΔ. In the realm of sequen­
ces, ε was called the empty list, but in the realm of trees it is called the 
empty tree. To avoid ambiguities when ε is used both as a tree and as a path 
in a tree, we prefer the notation 0 to denote empty trees: 
def <>:ΑΔ with <> = ε 
Secondly, τ e e Skel, and hence any function/-: τ ε —»A belongs to ΑΔ. Such a 
tree is called the trivial tree. Iff ε = a, we denote /"by (a). So, (α) = ει-» a. 
def < _ ) : A -> ΑΔ 
with (α) = ει-»α 
Suppose that s : (ΑΔ)η is a list of trees over A, and that a : A is some arbi­
trary element in A. We can construct a tree t, such that t ε = a (i.e. the root 
of t contains a), and t has η sub trees. Such a tree is denoted by ( α I s ) . The 
distfix operator ( - I - ) is defined by: 
p o l y A : T . def <- I -> : Α χ (ΑΔ)* ->ΑΔ 
with < α I s > = [t : ΑΔ 
I tt = a 
л V(i : © s . V(r :1Xsi).t (¿>-r) = sir 
] 
It is easy to show that T> (a I s) = U (t : Ί) s . {i>-r I r : <D (s i)} ) υ (ι ε). From 
this observation (together with the fact that i> s = On for some n: IN), it 
follows immediately that (a I s) is indeed a tree if all elements of s are trees. 
The function (a I s) has the following properties with regard to its argu­
ments: 
• (a I s) ε = a 
• {a I s) (i>-r) = sir 
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3.3 Grammars 
In the classical theory on languages and grammars, a language is defined as 
a set of sequences of symbols. If Σ is some (finite) set of symbols, then L e b 
is a language. The sequences belonging to L are often called sentences. The 
language L is characterised by a grammar G. A grammar is a set of symbols 
and rewrite rules, and a sequence ze L if and only if there exists at least one 
sequence of rewrites that generates ζ from the start symbol S o e ^ °f the 
grammar. A rewrite rule is a pair (σ, ρ): (Σ )2. The sequence σ is called the 
left-hand-side of the rule, and ρ is called the right-hand-side. Any sequence 
of the form o p r e -Η- σ -H- a p o s t (where σρΓβ, σ, o p o s t : (Σ )3) can be rewritten to 
°pre +·" ρ * Opost by applying this rule. A grammar is called context free if all 
left hand sides are sequences of length 1. 
If the grammar is context free, then the process to generate a sentence ζ 
can be represented by a tree that is often called a parse tree for z. In such a 
tree, each node represents a symbol, and its direct descendants represent 
the sequence of symbols to which the node is rewritten. Parse trees play 
only a minor part in language theory, and the notion is almost never for­
malised to any level beyond exemplifying pictures. Even in practical appli­
cations of language theory (such as compiler construction), where parse 
trees are of much more importance, the notion is seldom formalised, and 
explicit representations of parse trees are hardly ever found. 
In the classical theory, a grammar G describes a set of sentences only. 
Depending on the grammar, there may be one or several derivations that 
yield the same sentence. If G is such that there is only one derivation for 
each sentence zsL, the grammar G is said to be unambiguous. For an un­
ambiguous grammar G, there exist a function ρ : L—>T (called the parse 
tree), where Τ is the set of parse trees. This function ρ is implicit in the 
grammar G. It is a non-trivial problem to find the parse function ρ for some 
given grammar G, and much theory of compiler construction is devoted to 
its solution. 
Two grammars GQ and Gj are said to be equivalent if they characterise 
the same language. However, even if two grammars are equivalent, it is 
quite possible that they induce completely different parse functions pg and 
ρ ι, or even that the underlying sets of parse trees T 0 and Tj are different. 
The notion of grammatical equivalence is quite important in compiler 
construction. The craft of "syntax engineering" aims at constructing for 
some given grammar G 0 (for which the construction of a compiler is difficult 
or even impossible), an equivalent grammar G± that is better suited as a 
basis for a compiler. 
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3.3.1 Structural Semantic Definitions 
The notion of parse trees can be more generally applied than to compilation 
only. Often, a language LQX is interpreted by some semantic function φ: 
L—*V, for some semantic domain V. Semantic functions play an important 
role in system semantics [BOU86a, BOU88b], and in many other areas of 
computing science. Usually, semantic functions are defined on the underly­
ing syntactic structure (i.e. the parse trees) rather than on the sentences of 
L. This allows compositional definition of the semantic functions, where the 
interpretation of a sentence is defined in terms of the interpretations of its 
sub sentences. So, a semantic function maps trees to the semantic domain 
V. The relation between the sentences and the parse trees is often, in accor­
dance with classical theory, implicit. However, this situation is often found 
unsatisfactory. 
Further down in this monograph, we will use the notions of language and 
semantic functions when investigating specification formalisms. For this 
reason, we will develop a theoretical framework for languages and parse 
trees in which the relation between a grammar and the set of parse trees is 
explicit. 
We will no longer use grammars to define sets of sentences. Rather, 
grammars define sets of trees. Trees are mapped to sentences by so-called 
flattening functions, which are the inverse of parse functions. Flattening 
functions are often much simpler than the corresponding parse functions. So 
a language (in the traditional sense: a set of sentences) is defined by provid­
ing a grammar (defining a set of trees) and a flattening function mapping 
these trees on sentences. In some cases, the flattening function fis injective, 
and hence the parse function ρ = f is defined for all sentences in L. 
However, this is not a requirement for flattening functions. 
3.3.2 Sets of P a r s e Trees 
We use the operations on trees, defined in section 3.2.2, to denote parse 
trees. Let Σ be some arbitrary set of symbols, and Σ 0 с Σ be the set of termi­
nal symbols and I j c l the set of non-terminal symbols (Σ0 η Σχ = 0 ) . The 
set Τ
Σ
 s Σ
Δ
 of all parse trees over Σ is defined recursively as follows: 
Τ
Σ
 = ( <r> | χ : Σ 0 } u {(x I s) \ x, s : Σχ χ <ΤΣ)* } 
The weight of a parse tree is defined by the following function: 
def ΐ ί/:Τ
Σ
-*(ΙΝ u i « ) 
with loc χ : Σο . w (χ) = 1 
& loc x, s : Σ\Σ0 χ ΤΣ*. 
w (χ Ι s) - 1 + Σ (i : Ί) s . w (s i)) 
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We consider only parse trees of finite weight: 
Γ
Σ
 = { f. Tz I w t e IN } 
Both Τ and Τ can be defined as functions mapping Σ: Tto Ί: 
def Τ - : T<- Tx Τ 
with Τ (Σο, Σ,) = {(χ) Ι χ : Σο ) u {(χ I s) \ χ, s : Σχ χ (Τ(Σ0, Σ^)* } 
def Т - : Т < - Т х Т 
with Τ ( Σ 0 , Σ 1 ) = ( ί :Τ(Σ 0 > Σ,) | u; ί e IN } 
If Σ = Σ 0 u Σ 1 ( we often write Ττ and T £ rather than Ί\Σΰ, Σχ) and ΤΤΣο, Σ^. 
Just like the classic theory defines a language as a subset of Σ , we define a 
language forest as a subset of Τ
Σ
. In general, such a language forest is 
defined as the solution of a system of equations over sets of parse trees. 
Such a system plays a role similar to grammars in the classical theory, and 
will therefore also be referred to as a grammar. 
To formulate grammars, we need some additional tools. First, we lift the 
( - I - ) notation from individual trees to sets of trees: 
poly Σ: Τ def «_ I _)) : Σ χ (2Τ
Σ
)* -> <ΡΤ
τ 
with ((χ Ι Γ » = ( ( χ Ι ί> I f.XT) 
Next, if X is a set of terminal symbols {X G Σ0) we write X to denote the set 
{(x) I x: X ). X. is an abbreviation for Term-sym-set X: 
poly Σο: Τ def Term-sym-set : Τ Γ
Σ
 <- Τ Σο 
with Term-sym-set Χ = {(χ) \ χ : Χ} 
Ιΐχ is a terminal symbol (xe Σο), we write χ to denote the singleton set Term-
sym-set (ι x). x. is an abbreviation of Term-sym x: 
poly Σο : Ί def Term-sym :ΤΤ
Σ
*-Σ0 
with Term-sym χ = ι (t) 
The underlining is hence overloaded, as it is used for both sets of terminals 
and individual terminals. However, whenever confusion may arise, we can 
always fall back on the expanded non-overloaded versions Term-sym and 
Term-sym-set. 
Finally, we write | to denote the infix union operator. This symbol is chosen 
to make the systems of equations syntactically resembling the classical 
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grammars. Some examples will clarify the use of these tools in denning lan­
guage forests. 
Example 3.3.2.1 
Let Var denote an arbitrary set of variables. We define the set E0 of expres­
sions as a language forest over Σ = Var и IN и {+, *, pack}. The set of termi­
nals is Σ 0 = Var u IN and hence, the set of non-terminals is Σ1 = {+, *, pack). 
def E0 : Ττ 
with E0 = H | Var | ((+ I Eo,E0)) I « * I EQ, E0)) | « p a c k Ι τ £ 0 » 
It is not difficult to see that <+ I <* I (2), <a», (3) > and <+ I (+ I (3), <4», (5» 
and <+ I (3), (+ I (4), (5) ) are all trees in E0. These linear representations of 
trees are perhaps hard to read, but they can pictorially be represented by: 
+ + + 
/ \ / \ / \ 
* 3 + 5 3 + 
/ \ / \ / \ 
2 a 3 4 4 5 
Fig. 3.3.2.1 Pictorial representation of expression trees 
Later it will be shown that this definition is not optimal. We will proceed 
immediately with another example of an expression grammar that is better 
in some (but not in all!) respects. 
Example 3.3.2.2 
def Е
х
:Т
г 
w i t h ^ T j | ((+ \Tl,El)) 
w h e r e 7\ : Τ
Σ
 w i t h Τ
λ
 = F
x
 I (( * I Flt ΤΎ )) 
w h e r e F
x
 : Τ
τ
 w i t h Fj = M I Yar \ « pack Ι τ Ε
λ 
» 
Now the tree 
+ 
/ \ 
3 + 
/ \ 
4 5 
belongs to Elt but the tree 
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+ 
/ \ 
+ 5 
/ \ 
3 4 
does not. 
Example 3.3.2.3 
The first two examples are related in the sense that Е^ ς; Ε
ΰ
. However, we 
now present a completely different grammar E2 for expressions. E2 is not a 
subset of EQ or Eb For E2, the set of non-terminals is: Σ1 = (pack, trm, fac}. 
The set of terminals : ZQ = IN и Var и {+, * } 
def E2 : ΤΣ 
with E2 = T2\ « trm I T2, ±, E2 » 
where T2 : TT with T2=F2 | « fac I F2, *, T2 » 
where F2 : Tx with F2 = U | Var \ « pack I ( E2 j» 
Here is an example of a tree in E2: 
trm 
/ l \ 
/ I \ 
fac + 4 
/ l \ 
/ I \ 
2 * 3 
Although the language forests E0, El and E2 are not equal to each other, we 
will later introduce the corresponding flattening functions φ 0 , Φι and φ 2 
such that ( ψο Μ Φι ) and ( φ 2 ) are all equal. Hence, the different language 
forests induce the same language. 
3.3.3 Compositional Semantic Functions 
A semantic function maps parse trees to values in some semantic domain V. 
The definition of semantic functions closely follows the corresponding defini­
tion of the language forest. We will present three semantic functions, inter­
preting the language forests defined for expressions in the previous section. 
The semantic functions all make use of an arbitrary function M : IN*-Var, 
that is a valuation of variables. If α is a variable, then Μ α is the value of a. 
The following three examples provide valuation functions for expression 
trees in E0, Ε γ and E2. Note the correspondence between the definition of Et 
and s,. 
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Example 3.3.3.1 
def s0 : IN <- EQ 
with loc η : IN . s 0 (μ) = η 
& loc υ : Var .SQ(V)=MV 
& loc e0, ei : Е0
й
 . s 0 ( + I e0, ex > = (s 0 e0) + (s0 e ^ 
& loc e0, e x : E 0
2
 . s 0 ( * I e0, ex > = (s 0 e0) * (s 0 ej) 
& loc e :EQ .SQ( pack Ι τ e > = s 0 e 
Example 3.3.3.2 
def s
x
 : IN<-£! 
with loc t :T1.sit = stlt 
& loc t, e : TIXE-L . Sj (+ I t, e > = (sij f) + (sj e) 
where síj : IN<—Tj 
with \oc f: Fl.stl f =sfx f 
& loc ƒ, í : i^xTi . sii ( * I f, t) = (s/i /) * (sf
 г
 f) 
where s/i : INt-Tj 
with loc η : IN . s/i η = η 
& loc и : Var. s/i (υ) = Μ ν 
& loc e : Ει. sfi ( pack Ι τ e ) = Si e 
Example 3.3.3.3 
def s 2 : IN<-£?2 
with loc t : T2 . s 2 ί = s£2 t 
& loc í, с : Т2хЕ2 . s 2 ( trm I t, +, e ) = (s¿2 f) + (s2 e) 
where s í2 : IN<-T2 
with loc f:F2.st2f= sf2 f 
& locf.t: F2xT2 . st2 ( fac I f, *,t) = (sf2f) * (s<2t) 
where sf2 : 1Ν<-Γ2 
with loc η : IN . s/2 η = η 
& loc ν : Var . sf2{v) = Μ υ 
& loc e : Ει. sf2 {pack I (e ) ) = s 2 e 
3.3.4 Flattening Functions 
So far, trees proved quite well suited for the compositional definition of 
semantic functions. However, we have seen a disadvantage of trees as well: 
their representation (either as a picture or as a nested structure) is awk­
ward and space consuming. Rather than writing ( + I ( * I (2), (a) ), (3) > (or 
even ( trm I ( fac I (2), (*), (a) ), (+), (3) » we would prefer to write "2 * a + 
3". 
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Flattening functions map trees on sequences of terminal symbols. As 
such, they are just a special case of semantic functions, where the set of 
sequences of terminal symbols is chosen as the semantic domain. Most flat­
tening functions are compositional, and their definition follows the same 
pattern as that of other semantic functions, such as the ones given above. 
However, before providing flattening functions for each of the grammars E0, 
£ j and E2, we will introduce two useful abbreviations, that will be of much 
use in the definition of flattenings. 
If Σ 0 is a set of terminal symbols, and Ϊ Ε Σ 0 , then 'x' is the sequence con­
taining χ only. So, 'x' is equal to τ χ. However, 'χ' is more readable if χ is a 
symbol of Funmath. Compare for example '(' and τ (. 
Sequences of terminal symbols are surrounded by " and " and the ele­
ments are separated by whitespace. So, we can write "a + b" rather than (a, 
+, 6) or 'a' -H- '+' -H- 'c'. Again, this is particularly useful when the sequence 
contains Funmath symbols: "a + (2 * b )" contains parentheses as elements, 
and not as Funmath brackets. 
These conventions are used in the following definitions of flattenings. 
Note the correspondence to the valuation functions given in the previous 
section. 
Example 3.3.4.1 
def φ 0 : Σο* <- E0 
with loc η : IN . φ0 (η) = η 
& loc ν : Var . φ 0 (υ) = Μ υ 
& loc e0, eì:E0
2
 .φ0(+ I e0, ex > = (φ0 e0) -Η- '+' -Η- (φ 0 e{) 
& loc e0, ej : E02 . φ 0 < * I e0, ex > = (φ0 e0) -H- '*' -Η- (φ0 e{ì 
& loc e : E0 . φ0 ( pack Ι τ e ) = 'С -Η- <p0 e -н- ')' 
Example 3.3.4.2 
def cpj : Σ0*<τ-Ε1 
with loc t : T
x
 . φ! t = <φ{ t 
& loc /, e : T1xE1. φα (+ I t, e > = (φ^ t) -H- '+' 4f ( φ ι e) 
where φ{ : Σο <-7\ 
with locf:Fl.tpl'f=<f1"f 
& ìocf.t: ί Ί χ Γ χ . <px' < * I f, t) = («pj"/) -н- '*' -H- (
ф 1 ' Í) 
where φ{' : Σ0 <-Τχ 
with loc η : M . y{' η = η 
& loc ν : Var . <?{' (υ) = υ 
& loc e : Ε
λ
. φ{' ( pack Ι τ e > = 'С -Η-
 Ф і
 e -н- ')' 
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Example 3.3.4.3 
def cp2 : І^І-Е2 
with loc t : T2 . q>21 = (fo' t 
& loc t, e : T2xE2 . φ2 ( t1™ ' t,+,e) = (φ2' 0 -Η- '+' -Η- (<p2 e) 
where φ2' : 1^*<-Т2 
with loc ƒ : F2 . φ2' /" = φ 2 ' / 
& loc Λ t : F2*T2 . pa' (fac I f, *,t) = (φ2" ñ^'*'^^2 О 
where φ2" : Xg «-Τ2 
with loc л : IN . φ2" η = η 
& loc у : Var . φ2" (υ) = ν 
& loc e : Ε1. φ2" ( pack Ι τ e ) = '(' -Η- φ 2 e ·++• ')' 
For any language forest E over Σ, and any flattening function φ : Ε—>Σ0 we 
call { φ ) = L the language associated with E. L is a set of strings, and hence 
a language in the classical sense. 
If the flattening function φ is injective, then the inverse φ - : L^>E is 
defined on all strings oeL. This function φ - is exactly the parse function p . 
It is tedious but not difficult to prove that {<p0 } = {<Pi} = { φ 2 }. However, 
φ 0 is not injective, and hence % is not a parse function. The other two 
functions are injective and the parse functions do exist. 
Whenever the language forest and the flattening function are understood 
from the context, we will denote this parse function with a surroundfix nota­
tion Œ _ 1. As a notational convenience, we allow more than one sequence to 
occur between these parse brackets. If this is the case, all sequences 
between the brackets are assumed to be concateneated, and hence IZQZ^I 
is an abbreviation for Œ ZQ-H-ZI I . 
Obviously, if e : E is a parse tree, then I φ e 1 = e. If e.g. e = (+le0>ei)> f° r 
some subtrees e 0 and elt and φ (+1 c 0, ej) = φ e 0 -н- '+' •++• e 1 ( then Œ φ e0 -Η- '+' 
-Η- φ e1 1 = Œ (φ e0) '+' (φ e ^ 1 = {+1 e0, e{). Using E0 = φ c 0 and Ex = φ ev we 
can even write Œ E0 '+' Ει J = (+1 c0, e{). 
The advantage of Œ E0 '+' Ej 3 over the notation (+1 e0, e{) to denote trees 
will be obvious: it much more resembles the actual syntactic appearance of 
the tree. For this reason, it can be quite conveniently used in the specifica-
tion of semantic functions. For instance, the clause Sj ( + I t, e ) = (jsti t) + (si 
e) as it occurs in example 3.3.3.2, can now be written as: Sj Ι Γ '+' Ε ϊ = (síj 
Ι Τ 1) + ( S l Ι Ε 1). 
If Ε and F are sets of parse trees such that F <zE, and φ is the flattening 
function, then if t € F, its flattening φ t e φ F. This property can be used in 
the specification of the type of a sequence of symbols. As an example of the 
use of C and I as well as the use of types of the form φ F, we present the 
semantic function of example 3.3.3.2 using these notational devices: 
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Example 3.3.4.4 
def Sj : IN<-£i 
with loc Τ : φι T
x
. s, Ι Τ1 = st
r
 Œ Τ1 
& loc Τ, E : (ipj Γ
χ
)χ(<р
х
Ε
χ
) .s1lT'+'EÌ = ( s^ Ε7Ί) + (s, HEI) 
where síx : IN«-!^ 
with loc F : (<px Fj) . síj С Л = s/Ί ЮТ 
& loc F, Τ : (¡h Fj) xOpj Tj) . 
s^ CF '*' 7Ί = (s/\ [FI) * (sii I T I ) 
where s/Ί : INt-ΤΊ 
with loc Ν : (φ
λ
 IN). s/Ί ІГЛПІ = INI 
& loc V : (φ! Var). s/Ί ŒVT = M С З 
& locE:(q>1Eì).sf1l'(.[E'),l=s1lEI 
3.4 A Functional Formulation of Algebraic Concepts 
In this section, we provide a functional definition of algebraic concepts. The 
purpose of this exercise is both to give some non-trivial examples of defini-
tions and transformational proofs in Funmath and to provide a firm alge-
braic basis for the introduction of Boole algebras and Functional Temporal 
Algebras in the next chapter. The work presented here is heavily influenced 
by similar work of Boute [BOU93a, BOU93b]. 
3.4.1 Dyadic Algebras 
A dyadic algebra is a pair consisting of a set and a closed dyadic operator on 
that set. An operator θ is closed on a set A if for all α, α': Α 2 αΦα' e Α. 
def closop •.TJir-Ί 
with closop A = { Θ : jT I <D® = А 2 л ( θ ) ς,Α) 
The set of all dyadic algebras is denoted by Я: 
def Α 2 ( Τ χ ( ί Μ / - » α ) ) 
with Я = ТзА χ closop A 
Sometimes we need to distinguish a special element in the set A. To be able 
to do so, we extend the notion of algebra as follows: 
def :-KTx (ZlxZl-^ II) x W 
with Έ = TaA χ (closop A) χ A 
Using these notions we can state that IN is a dyadic algebra under addition: 
(IN, +) e Л. The set 6 is an algebra under multiplication, in which the 
element 1 is distinguished: (B, -, 1) e 'E. 
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Consider an algebra А:Я and an element о in the set of A. As a matter of 
convenience, we write ae A rather than α ε (АО). 
The theory developped so far can easily be extended to allow more gene­
ral algebras, such as rings and fields, that contain two or more closed 
operators. A way to do so is by defining Я2: 
def Л 2: <BfTx(UxU-^'LÍ)x('Ux'U^lí)) 
with Άι = ТэА χ closop Α χ closop A 
Similarly, we can define algebras in which more than one element is distin­
guished: 
def Έ2- Я?* OUxft -^WxZlxH) 
with 'L-i = ΏΑ χ (closop A) χ Ax A 
We will not pursue this further. Suitable definitions and appropriate no­
menclature will be introduced whenever needed. 
3.4.2 Properties as Predicates 
In general, we will study classes of algebras satisfying certain properties. 
For instance, we will study algebras (V, Θ), where θ satisfies the condition 
V(x, у : V . χ Фу = у θ χ). So it is useful to be able to specify whether or not a 
certain algebra has some property. To this end, we introduce predicates over 
algebras. Properties can be defined as functions ρ : B<— Я. The above men­
tioned property is specified as: 
def commut : В«-Я 
with commut (V, Θ) = V d ^ V 2 . x@y =y®x) 
Note the use of the identifier θ as a parameter in this definition. In the 
sequel, we will use Θ and ® as parameters standing for dyadic operators. 
3.4.3 Monoids 
Monoids are well-known from elementary algebra. An algebra (V, Φ) is a 
monoid if it satisfies the following properties [B&B70]: 
Ml V(JC, y, z: V . x®(y®z) = (x®y)®z) (associativity of ) 
M2 3(e: V. VGt: V. e@x = χ л x@e = χ)) (existence of a unit element) 
We will extensively try to express these properties in Funmath, to show how 
predicates may be constructed to capture the notion of a monoid. Since it is 
the purpose of the exercise to provide examples of the use of Funmath in 
algebra, we will present several solutions. 
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To provide a first specification the monoid property in Funmath, we 
define some auxiliary functions and predicates: 
def assoc : В«-Я 
with assoc (V, Ф) = V(x, y, z: V. x®(y&z) = (x®y)®z) 
def has-unit : В«-Я 
with has-unit (V, ) = 3(e: V. V(x: V. e®x = χ л хФе = χ)) 
def units : Яэ( , Φ) -» З 
with imtís (V, Θ) = ( e:V I V(x: V. βθχ = χ л х е = χ)) 
It is easy to show that for any algebra А: Я either units A = 0 or units A = 
ι e for some e: Λ. 
def is-unit : B«-£ 
with is-iínií (V, Θ, e) = Vfr: V. еФ* = χ л хФе = χ) 
Using the definition of units, the predicate has-unit satisfies: V(a: Я . has-
unit A = (units Α Φ 0) . 
The monoid property can now be specified by: 
def monoid : В«-Я 
with monoid A = assoc А л has-unit A 
Using an appropriate direct extension д : (В«-Л) -> (В<-Л) «- (В<-Я) OÍA, 
def -д-:(В«-.Я)-»(В«-Я)<-(В*-Я) 
with ρ A q = \f: В<-Я I Д : Я . / \ 4 = (рДл<7Л)] 
we may write: 
def monoid : B<—Я 
with monoid = (assoc Δ has-unit) 
Note that the function has-unit asserts whether a unit element exists, but 
does not yield that element itself. For this purpose, we define the function 
unit-el, which is defined only for those algebras that have a unit element. 
def Яц-.ТЯ 
with Я<ц = ( А: Я I has-unit A ) 
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If (V, Θ) e Я<ц, then there exists an e : V such that is-unit (V, , e) and units 
(V, Θ) = ι e. This fact guarantees that the following definition is well-defined: 
def unit-el: Я<ц э (V, Θ) -> V 
with unit-el (V, φ) = [e: V | e e units (V, Φ)] 
Using unit-el rather than has-unit, monoid may be defined either by: 
def monoid : В<-Я 
with monoid (V, Ф) = assoc (V, Ф) л 5(e: V. e = unit-el (V, Θ)) 
or by: 
def monoid : В«-Я 
with monoid (V, Ф) = 3(e: V. assoc (V, ф) л (e = unií-eZ (V, Φ))) 
It is easy to see that the three definitions οι monoid given above are all equi­
valent to each other. 
It is often convenient to have a more explicit unit clement. This can be 
achieved by using a triple from Ъ rather than pairs of Ά to represent mono­
ids: 
def u-monoid : B<-£ 
with u-monoid (A, ©, e) = assoc А л (e = unit-el A) 
Clearly, u-monoid (А, Ф, e) =* monoid (А, Ф). Conversely, monoid (V, Ф) => 
3(e: V. u-monoid (V, ©, c)). 
3.4.4 Groups 
We now proceed by defining a group as a monoid in which every element is 
invertible. Informally, an algebra (V, Ф) is a group, if the following proper­
ties hold [B&B70]: 
G l V(JC, y, ζ : V3 . х®(у г) = (x®y)@z) (associativity of Ф) 
G2 3(e:V. V(x : V. e@x - χ л хФе = χ)) (existence of a unit element) 
G3 V(* :V. 3(x':V,x®x' = e лх'Фл; =e)) (existence of inverses) 
Definition of a predicate formalising these properties in Funmath is straight 
forward, the more so, as Gl and G2 state that any group is a monoid: 
def has-inverse : B<—£ 
with has-inverse (А, Ф, e) = V(* :V. 3(x':V, x®x' = e л х'Фх = e)) 
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def u-group : B<-£ 
with u-group (Α, Θ, e) = u-monoid (A, , e) л has-inverse (Α, Θ, e) 
def group : В«-Я 
with group (A, ) = 3(e: V. u-group (Α, , e)) 
The operator of a group is not necessarily commutative. However, if it is, the 
group is said to be Abelian. This can be expressed easily, using the predicate 
commut, defined above: 
def Abelian-group : В«-Я 
with Abelian-group (A, ) = group (Α, Θ) л commut (Α, ) 
It is perhaps illustrative to show how properties of groups can be proved 
transformationally, using the concepts introduced so far. Suppose (Α, , e) : 
Έ is an algebra, such that u-group (А, Ф, e). Now, clearly, if χ = e, then χ θ у 
= у by definition of unit element. However, the converse is also true, that is 
if χ Θ у = у for some у : V, then χ = e. This is stated in the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.4.4.1 
Suppose (Α, Θ, e) : E i s an algebra, such that u-group (Α, Θ, e). Then V(x, у : 
V2 . (зс у = у) = (χ = e)). Two proofs are given to show two different proof 
styles. 
Proof-Style 1 
In this proof the expression x@y = у is transformed into the expression χ = e. 
The backbone of the proof contains only the binary operator =. Assume that 
у ' у = e (Since (V, θ ) is a group, such a y' exists). 
хфу =y = (Leibniz rule for the function ®y'} 
(хФу)Фу' =y®y' Η {Associativity of®} 
x®(y®y') = y®y' = (у у '=е} 
x®e =e = {e is unit element, so х е = я} 
x = e [] 
Proof-Style 2 
In this proof, the backbone consists of a sequence of = operators (equality of 
elements in V), rather than equality on B. We start with χ and finish with e, 
in effect proving that χ = e. Again lety ' be such thaty®y' = e. 
χ = {e is unit element} 
хФе = [y<Sy' = e) 
x(B(y®y') = (associativity of Θ} 
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(х уЩу' = {assumption: хФу = y] 
уфу' = (уфу' = e) 
e Ώ 
3.4.5 Rings 
Finally, we show how the concepts above can be applied to algebras with 
two operators. Recall (section 3.4.1) that Я2 = ІэА χ closop A χ closop A. 
Suppose (V, , ®): Я 2 is an algebra with two operators θ and ®. Such an 
algebra is said to be left distributive if the following predicate holds: 
def l-distr : В<-Я2 
with l-distr (V, , ®) = VOc, y, ζ : V . x<B>(y®z) = (*®y)©(*®z)) 
The notion of right distributivity is defined analogously: 
def r-distr : B < - ^ 
with r-distr (V, , ®) = VV(*, y, ζ : V. (x®y)®z = (x®z)®(y®z)) 
An algebra is distributive if it is both left and right distributive: 
def distributive : B<— Я 2 
with distributive A = l-distr A A r-distr A 
The distributivity property, as well as the notions of group and monoid, are 
used in the definition of a ring: 
def ring : В<-Л2 
with ring (V, , ®) = 
Abelian-group (V, θ ) л 
monoid (V, ®) л 
distributive (V, , ®) 
Note that the unit element of the monoid (V, ®) is not necessarily equal to 
the unit element of the Abelian group (V, ). 
To avoid proliferation of parentheses, the "monoid" operator ® is assigned 
a higher priority than the "group" operator . So, a ® b θ с reads (α®6) θ с. 
The unit element е
ф
 of the group (V, Ф) plays a special role in the monoid (V, 
®). We will show that е®®дс = e$, for all x:V. In other words, e$ is a left zero 
of the monoid (V, ®). This is formulated in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4.5.1 
Let (V, Ф, ®) be an algebra, such that ring (V, Θ, ®) and unit-el (V, Θ) = e®. 
Then V(x :V. е
ф
®х = <?
θ
). 
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Proof 
We will prove that for all y:V, e
m
®x ®y®x =y®x. From lemma 3.4.4.1 it then 
follows that e$®x = е
ф
. 
е ®х Φ у®х = (distributivity property of (V, , ®)} 
(е Фу)®х = [unit-el (V, ®) = е
ф> so е$фу =y) 
y®x U 
With a similar proof, it can be shown that e$ is also a right zero, that is, for 
all*:V, х®е
ф
 = e$. 
3.5 Structure Preserving Mappings 
Two algebras can often be related by functions mapping elements of the set 
of one of them to elements of the other. These functions may have interest­
ing properties that are worth studying. The most important of these are 
structure preserving mappings. 
Suppose we have two algebras (V, Ф) and (W, ®) and a function f :W*-V. 
We say that f is structure preserving if and only if f(x@y) = if x) <8> if y). 
Following Birkhoff and Bartee, we call such a structure preserving mapping 
a morphism. Note that other literature sometimes uses the term homomor-
phism for this concept. We reserve, however, the term homomorphism for 
functions that are not only structure preserving but surjective as well. 
Morphisms play an important role in the design and analysis of systems. 
As an example consider the algebra (02", +) for some n: IN and + the addi­
tion modulo 2". To build an calculator unit, able to perform the additions in 
this algebra, one usually represents the elements in D2" by lists of length η 
of binary numbers. An operation Φ is defined on the set B"\ as well as a 
representation function r : α2"·->Βη and a denotation function d : B"->ü2", 
such that: 
• r°d = idBn 
• d « r = idD2n 
• г (о + 6) = (га) (г6),а, ò : ü2 n 
• d(x®y) = (dx) + (.dy),x,y:Bn 
For a detailed treatment of denotation and representation functions in the 
design of systems, see e.g. [BOU89a]. 
Morphisms are also used in the design process of systems to relate the 
results of several design steps. At each stage of the design, an algebra is 
chosen to represent the system under consideration. The varying amount of 
detail visible at each stage, usually forces us to use different algebras at dif-
ferent stages. Morphisms provide the link between the representation at 
one level and the representation at another one. Since morphisms will fre-
quently occur in system design, we will study them in some detail. Most of 
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the results are well-known, but their formulation in Funmath sheds a new 
light on them, giving surprising new insights to various aspects. 
The morphism property is usually represented by a commutative diagram: 
(x,y) £ — • * 
II I 
(x'.y') > 
Figure 3.6.1 Commutative diagram of morphism f 
This diagram can also be expressed by the following set of equations: 
χ θ y =z,fx =x',fy =y',fz = z', x' ®y' = z'. There is one equation for each 
arrow in the diagram. However, four of these five equations only serve to 
define the variables x',y',z' and z. These variables can be eliminated, and 
the equation f(x®y) = (fx) ® (fy) remains. Clearly this is the most succinct 
representation, and we prefer it to the diagram or its corresponding equa­
tions. This, by the way, coincides with modern algebraic treatment of cate­
gory theory (see e.g. [FOK92J) 
As explained above, a morphism is a structure preserving mapping between 
algebras. Often several different kinds of morphisms are distinguished, 
depending on properties of the mapping/". Let (V, Φ) and (W, ®) be two alge­
bras, and f: W*-V a function such that f(v®v') = (fv) ® (/V), then: 
• ƒ is an homomorphism if/"is surjective on W. 
• fis an isomorphism if fis bijective on W. 
• fis an automorphism if V = W. 
3.6 A Functional Formulation of Relations 
Relations play an important role in the design of systems. To formalise how 
two steps in a design process relate to each other, a theory of relations is 
quite useful. Also in the definition of semantic domains relations are often 
used. The time models as introduced in chapter four, for instance, are heav­
ily based on (partial) orderings. In subsequent parts of this thesis, equiva­
lence relations will frequently occur. In this section, a functional theory of 
relations in Funmath is developed. 
Definition of Relations 
Suppose V and W are arbitrary sets, then any mapping R : VxJV-»B is called 
a relation over V and W. In case V=W, we simply say that Л is a relation 
over V. 
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There is a set S¡¡ associated with any relation R, defined by: SR = [v, w : 
VxW | υ Rw }. The set SR is called the characteristic set ofR. 
[End of definition of relations] 
Note that in Funmath relations are defined as functions, and that charac­
teristic sets are a derived concept. This reversal of the traditional view has 
many advantages in reasoning. Usually, relations are denoted as cartesian 
functions. However, it is of course allowed to use Curried functions instead, 
if the particular application requires this. 
3.6.1 Ordering Relations 
We start by developing some basic theory on orderings. Orderings are rela­
tions for which some special properties hold. Suppose E is some arbitrary 
set, and - < - : ExE—»B is a relation on E. The relation < may or may not 
have some properties that are worth mentioning: 
• V(e:E.e<e) 
• V(e, e', e" :E. (e<e'л e'<e") =>e<e") 
• V(e, e':E. (е<е*) л(е'<е) = (е=е')) 
• V ( e , e ' : £ . 6 < i ' v e ' < « ) 
• V(e, e ' : J 5 . ( e < e ' ) = (e'<e)) 
(reflexivity) 
(transitivity) 
(antisymmetry) 
(totality) 
(symmetry) 
These properties can be expressed as higher-order predicates, as follows 
(note the use of < as a parameter, corresponding to the use of Θ and ® as 
parameters in functions on algebras): 
poly Τ 
poly Γ 
Τ 
Τ 
def 
with 
def 
with 
reflexive : В <-(TxT-»B) 
reflexive < = V(e:T. e < e) 
transitive : В <- (ГхТ->Б) 
transitive < = 
V(e ,e' ,e" : Τ. {e<e л e'<e") • e<e") 
poly Τ : Τ def anti-symmetric : В <- (ГхГ->В) 
with anti-symmetric < s 
V(e, e': Τ . (e <e') л (<>'<e) = (e = e')) 
poly T:T def total : В <- (TxT->B) 
with íoía/< = V(e,e': T.e < e ' v e ' < e ) 
poly Τ : Τ def symmetric : В <- (TxT->B) 
with symmetric < = V(e, e' : Τ. (β < e') = (с' <e)) 
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We will use these properties in the definition of a hierarchy of classes of 
ordering relations. Each class in this hierarchy will contain relations that 
have one property more than the relations in its predecessor. The first class 
in this hierarchy are the quasi orderings, which can be characterised in 
Funmath as follows: 
poly Τ : Ί def quasi-ordering : В <- (ГхГ->В) 
with quasi-ordering й = 
(reflexive <) л (transitive <) 
The next class of ordering relations are the partial orderings. A partial 
ordering is an anti-symmetric quasi-ordering, so: 
poly Τ : Ί def partial-ordering : В <- (ТхГ->В) 
with partial-ordering < = 
(quasi-ordering <) л (anti-symmetric <) 
Finally, we give the definition of the class oí linear orderings: 
poly Τ : Τ def linear-ordering : В <- (TxT->B) 
with linear-ordering < s 
(partial-ordering <) л (total <) 
Now, let < : Tx!T-»B such that quasi-ordering < for some arbitrary set T. We 
can now define two new operators, < : TxT->B and > : 7VT-»B based on <: 
def < : 7VT-+B 
with e < e' = (e<e') A -<(e'<e) 
def >:7YT->B 
with e > e' = e ' <e 
In fact, < and > can be derived from <, by applying the polymorphic operators 
strict and transpose on <. These operators are defined as follows: 
poly Τ : Ί def strict : (TxT->B) <- (7VT->B) 
with a »(strict <)< b =(a<b) л ->(b < a) 
poly Г : Τ def transpose : (ΤχΓ->Β) <- (TxT^B) 
with о »(transpose <)< b = (b < a) 
Note the use of the application symbols » and « to stress the fact that strict < 
and transpose < are infix operators, which are applied to a and 6. 
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Clearly, < = (strict <) and > = (transpose <). Using this formulation, some 
properties of < and > can be formulated and proved. 
Lemma 3.6.1.1 
Let Τ be an arbitrary set, and < : 7VT-»B, then: 
(quasi-ordering й) = (quasi-ordering (transpose <) 
Proof 
quasi-ordering (transpose Û) 
= {def. quasi-ordering] 
(reflexive (transpose <)) л (transitive (transpose <)) 
= (definitions of reflexive and transitive) 
V(e : Τ. e »(transpose <)< e) л 
У (e, e',e": T. 
(e »(transpose <)< e' л e' »(transpose <)< e") =^> e »(transpose á)< e") 
= (def. transpose) 
( е : Г . е а е ) л 
У (e, e', e" : T. (e <e' ле"< e') =>e <e") 
= {(e <e' ле"<е') = (e" <e' л e' <e)) 
( е : Т . е < е ) л 
V(e, е ' , е " : 7 , . ( е " < е ' л е ' < е ) = * е <e") 
= (definitions οι reflexive, transitive and quasi-ordering) 
quasi-ordering < 
Ü 
Lemma 3.6.1.2 
(transpose о strict) = (strict ° transpose) 
Proof 
α ((transpose ° strict) <) b 
a (transpose(strict <)) b 
b (strict <) a 
b < α л ->(α S 6) 
α (transpose <) b л -i(ò (transpose <) a) 
a (strict(transpose <)) 6 
α ((strict о transpose) <) b 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
[] 
(definition о) 
(definition transpose) 
(definition strict) 
(definition transpose) 
(definition strict) 
(definition о) 
3.6.2 Equivalence relations 
Equivalence relations will play an important role throughout the rest of this 
monograph. In this section we will briefly introduce them, as well as some 
related concepts. Since the theory of equivalences is assumed to be well-
known, we will omit many details and proofs. A relation is an equivalence if 
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it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. This is captured in the following 
function definition. Note the use of the identifier = as a parameter standing 
for a relation. 
poly Τ : Τ def equivalence : Б <- (7ΥΓ->Β) 
with equivalence = = 
reflexive ~ 
л symmetric = 
л transitive = 
Since a quasi-ordering is both reflexive and transitive, we may define equiv­
alence also by: 
poly Τ : Τ def equivalence : В <- (7 Г->В) 
with equivalence = = 
quasi-ordering = 
л symmetric = 
The set of all equivalence relations over some set Τ can be formally defined 
by: 
def eq-rel _:4Ί>Τ^>Τ (TxT->B) 
with eq-relf = ( r : TxT—>B I equivalence r] 
The notion of equivalence class is well-known. It can be formalised in 
Funmath by: 
def eq-class _:Vi>T-*(eq-relT)^>T^>TT 
with (eq-classT = v) = [v' :T I v = v'} 
If Τ is understood, we write eq-class rather than eq-classT. Usually, eq-class 
~ ν is denoted by [i>]
=
, or even by [v] if the equivalence = is understood. 
Although this traditional notation interferes with our use of [ and J to 
denote arbitrary choice, we will sometimes use it as an abbreviation. The 
range of eq-classy = is exactly the set of all equivalence classes in V under 
the equivalence =. We define ^7~ by [eq-class
v
 =), or equivalently, V/_
 =
 ( [y]
= 
I ν e У). The construction of »/_ for some given set V and equivalence => is 
called factorisation of V with respect to =. 
Each function f : X<r-T induces an equivalence relation Ξ^ -οη Τ, t =ft ' if and 
only if/"i =ft'. This equivalence is called the natural equivalence induced by 
f, and it can be defined formally by: 
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ροΙγΤ,Χ.Ί* def s . : (X<-T) -> eq-relT 
with =f = R : eq-relT where (t R t') = (ft =ft') 
For each function f: Xt-T, the natural projection is a function mapping t : Τ 
onto its equivalence class under =p The natural projection, denoted by if, 
can be defined by: 
p o l y T , X : T def i . : OGe-T) -> T-> TT 
with if=(eq-class=f) 
It is well-known that for any set Τ and any quasi-ordering < on T, the rela­
tion = defined by e в e' = (eáe') л (e'<e) is an equivalence relation. As this 
relation plays a role in the formulation of time models in the next chapter, 
we will define it formally, and prove that it is indeed an equivalence. 
poly Г : Τ def sym-close : (TxT->B) <- (TxT->B) 
with sym-close < = R: (TxT^B) 
where α R b = (a < b) л (ft < a) 
Let Τ be an arbitrary set, and < : TxT-*B be a quasi-ordering on Γ: 
def = : 7VT->B 
with Ξ = sym-close á 
Lemma 3.6.2.1 
= is a reflexive relation. Formally: (reflexive =) = 1. 
Proof 
reflexive = = (definition reflexive) 
V(e :T. e в e) = {definition Ξ} 
V(e : Т . ( е < е ) л ( е < е ) ) = (property of л) 
V(e : Τ. (e < e)) = {< is a quasi-ordering and hence reflexive} 
1 [J 
Lemma 3.6.2.2 
Ξ is a symmetric relation. We will prove: (symmetric =) s 1. 
Proof 
symmetric в 
= (definition symmetric] 
V(e,e':T.(e=e') = (e'=e)) 
Ξ (definition =1 
V(e,e':T.(e <e'ле'<e) = (e'<e ле<е')) 
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= (commutativity of л) 
V(e, e': Τ .(e <e' ле'<е) = (е <e' л e' <e)) 
= {property of Ξ; (t = t) = 1} 
V ( e , e ' : 7 \ l ) 
= {property of V} 
1 
[] 
L e m m a 3.6.2.3 
Ξ is a transitive relation. Formally: transitive s. 
Proof 
Rather than proving (transitive =) г 1, we show that езе' л e s e " => e=e". The 
lemma itself then follows immediately. 
е ^ е ' л е ' = е " = (definition of Ξ) 
e < e' л e' <е ле'<е" л е " < е ' = {commutativity of л} 
e < e' ле'<е" л е " < е ' л е ' < е => (transitivity of <} 
е < е " л е " < е = (definition of =} 
е=е" [] 
L e m m a 3.6.2.4 
equivalence = 
Proof 
(equivalence =) 
= {definition equivalence] 
(reflexive =)л (symmetric =)л (transitive =) 
s {lemmas 3.6.2.1, 3.6.2.2 and 3.6.2.3 above) 
1 
[] 
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Systems, Specifications and Time Models 
In this chapter, we start to use Funmath to investigate systems and their 
specification. To be able to use Funmath for the specification and analysis of 
systems, several additional notions had to be defined. In this chapter, we 
discuss three such notions. First, an essay on systems and their representa-
tions in Funmath is given. Next, we discuss specifications and their relation 
to systems. This section is partially based on earlier work of Larsen 
[LAR90]. Usually, various system aspects change as time passes. These 
aspects can be modelled as functions of time, but this requires that time 
itself is modelled as some set. In the second part of this chapter, some possi-
ble time models are studied. 
4.1 Systems 
As explained already at the beginning of chapter 1, we consider a system as 
a distinguishable and observable part of the world. Such a system notion 
divides the world in two parts: the system itself, and its environment. The 
borderline between the system and its environment is called the system 
boundary. We usually assume that the environment is observable too, (or at 
least, we are only interested in those parts of the environment that can be 
observed) and hence, the environment is a system too. Systems and their 
environment form a complementary pair. 
A system is characterised by its state, that is, the values of the observable 
quantities. Assuming that each quantity assumes values from a set, the 
state can be described as the Cartesian product of these sets. 
The act of observing the value of the state variables is called an inter-
action between the system and its environment. Interactions may be 
realised in many different forms, such as reading temperature and pressure 
from a reactor vessel, or sending a message to an electronic mail system. 
Although these realisations may differ widely in nature, we take an abstract 
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view of interactions, and do not distinguish between interactions on the 
basis of their realisation. As system and environment are complementary, 
the notion of interaction is symmetric, we are not interested in whether the 
environment observes the system or vice versa. 
Interactions may cause a change in the state. This is so in physical sys-
tems (where measurement instruments almost invariably influence the 
quantities to be measured) and it is so in computer systems, where receipt 
of a message may cause changes in the state of the machine (and indeed, 
messages are often sent with the purpose of changing the state). Conversely, 
a change in the state may cause an interaction. If the pressure rises above a 
certain limit, the alarm bell sounds, and if a certain bit in a computer drops 
from high to low, a message may be sent. 
Superficially, there appears a difference between systems that "actively" 
participate in an interaction (such as computers sending a message) and 
those that "passively" participate (such as vessels in which the temperature 
is measured). However, such a distinction is a matter of level of abstraction 
only, and is not inherent in the systems themselves. In the end, data com-
munication is based on signal transfer and detection, which is similar to the 
measurement of temperature. 
At a suitable level of abstraction, neither the structure of the system, nor 
the exact shape of its boundary is important. We are only interested in the 
interactions between the system and its environment. Sometimes, the inter-
actions are specified explicitly. The specification of the system describes 
which interactions must or may occur. A possible way to describe such 
interactions is by value exchange. A system interacts with the environment 
by exchanging certain values at certain times and at certain places. The 
specification of value exchanging systems may involve the sets of places and 
times on which an interaction can or will take place, as well as the sets of 
possible values that are exchanged and the possible changes in the state for 
each interaction. However, many system descriptions specify the interac-
tions only implicitly, for instance by specifying the state at any time. Such 
specifications describe what the result of an interaction would be, provided 
it will take place. It does not specify which interactions may or must take 
place. An example is again our reaction vessel. The specification may 
describe the temperature of the vessel as a function of time, and this in fact 
says that, whenever the temperature is measured at time t, the result 
should be in a certain range. The specification does not prescribe the actual 
interaction necessary to measure the temperature. 
So, in the specification of value-exchanging systems, the sets of places 
where an interaction (i.e. a value exchange) can occur, the set of times on 
which an interaction can occur and the set of values that can be exchanged 
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in an interaction are predominant. If any one of these sets, values, places, 
and times, is discrete, we say that the system is a discrete system. 
Discrete systems are an abstraction. Physical systems are always contin­
uous, in the sense that they can exchange physical entities (such as energy) 
at any time, and any place, and the actual value of the entity can assume 
any value from a continuous set. The abstraction made to construct discrete 
systems from continuous ones states that the transfer of a certain amount of 
energy during a certain period of time T, and in a certain region Ρ of the 
system boundary is described as the transfer of a single symbol a at a dis­
crete point ρ : Ρ of the system boundary at the discrete point of time t : T. 
Another abstraction step is less usual. One can assign a direction to the 
flow of energy between a system and its environment. If the energy content 
of a system has increased over a period T, we say that the energy flowed 
from the environment to the system. In discrete systems, this direction of 
flow is usually modelled by distinguishing input and output of systems. The 
symbol α can be input by the system (abstracting the case that energy 
flowed into the system) or output by the system (abstracting the case that 
energy flowed out of the system). However, it is quite possible that during 
the period T, the energy flowed both from the environment to the system 
and back. For instance, it may lose heat, but gain potential energy in a grav­
ity field. We therefore abstract from input and output, saying that the sym­
bol α is exchanged between system and environment, without stating which 
of the two generated it, and which of them received it. 
For systems in which communication plays a role, such as computer 
networks or multiprocessor computers, discrete, value exchanging systems 
are a natural model. For this reason, almost all literature on the subject of 
communicating systems is based on discrete systems with explicit interac­
tions. We will investigate some aspects of discrete systems, as well as differ­
ent formalisms for their specification. 
4.2 Processes and their Specification 
A distributed system consists of two or more interacting agents. Such an 
agent may either be a distributed system itself, or it may be a centralised 
system. A description of the behaviour of a system is called a system specifi­
cation. There are several approaches to the specification of distributed 
systems. A specification may contain specifications of the sub-systems in the 
system, together with a specification of the interactions between them. In 
such a case, the specification suggests a possible internal structure for the Φ 
system. On the other hand, a specification may focus only on the behaviour 
of the distributed system as a whole. In this behavioural view, no informa­
tion is given about the internal structure of the system. Most techniques for 
the specification and verification of distributed system are based on some 
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notion of process. We will develop an abstract view of the concepts of process 
and specification. 
Following Larsen ([LAR90]), we assume a set Π of processes. The struc­
ture of Π and its elements are of no concern to us now. A specification 
formalism S for Π is a pair (Σ, sat), where Σ is a set oí specifications (whose 
structure is not important at this moment either) and sat is a dyadic infix 
predicate - sat - : ΠχΣ-»Β. A process Ρ : Π is an implementation of a specifi­
cation S : Σ if and only if Ρ sat S. 
We can define two functions, based on the definition of sat above. Mod$ : 
Σ -> !ΡΠ, with Mod
s
 S = ( Ρ : Π Ι Ρ sat S } and Th
s
 : Π -> ΤΣ with Th
s
P = ( 
S: Σ I Ρ sat S ) . 
The functions Modj and Th$ induce equivalence relations on Σ and Π 
respectively. Both equivalences are denoted by =5, but, in practice, confusion 
from the use of this overloading seldom occurs. The following definitions for 
=5 follow immediately from the definition of the natural equivalence and the 
definitions of Mod$ a n ( ^ ^nS: 
def - = 5 - : Π
2
- > Β 
with P=
s
Q = Th
s
P = Th
s
Q 
def - = 5 - : Σ 2 - > Β 
with S=
s
TsMod
s
S = Mod
s
 Τ 
Often, the set Π is endowed with some behavioural equivalence -. For two 
processes P, Q : Π 2 , we have Ρ - Q if and only if Ρ and Q are considered 
equivalent according to some criterion (e.g. if they show the same 
behaviour). The exact definition of - depends of course on the definition of 
the set Π and the intended meaning of its elements. 
Having both the equivalences =ç and - , we can study the relation be-
tween the two. Ideally, the two equivalences would coincide, because this 
would imply that the equivalence derived from the specification formalism 
is identical to the equivalence derived from semantic considerations. If this 
is the case, the specification formalism S is said to be adequate with respect 
to - . A specification formalism 5 is said to be expressive with respect to the 
process equivalence - if each equivalence class of - can be precisely 
specified by some specification in Σ. Formally: 
Definition 
A specification formalism S is expressive with respect to a process equiva­
lence - if and only if VP : Π . BS : Σ . Mod
s
 S = [P]_. 
[end of definition] 
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(Note. So far, we are still following [LAR90], who claims to be following 
[PNU85] in the definitions of adequacy and expressiveness.) 
The notions introduced so far are quite useful in comparing different pro­
posals for specification and verification techniques. For each proposal we 
could ask: 
• How is Σ defined? 
• How is Π defined? 
• How is sat defined? 
• Is there an equivalence defined on Π? 
• Is S adequate? 
• Is S expressive? 
In [LAR90] the framework outlined above is used to compare different speci­
fication techniques. Although Larsen's concepts provide powerful tools for of 
such a comparison, his notion of a process (as an unstructured element of a 
set) is too abstract to characterise a specification formalism completely. 
Most of these formalisms have some concrete notion of a process, and these 
notions can not be captured completely with the concepts introduced so far. 
In particular, a process has some state, and this state varies with time. 
Specification formalisms differ in the way time is described. To compare the 
temporal aspects of specification formalisms, we need some formalisation of 
time. Concepts for the formalisation of time will be introduced in the next 
section. 
4.3 Time Models 
In this section, we will develop some time models based on ordered event 
sets. Most of the theory presented here is based on ordering relations intro­
duced in section 3.6. 
Time is difficult to model. One is inclined to attribute some form of inde­
pendent existence to time, and time is assumed to move: "Time flies like an 
arrow" and "Time goes on" are well known statements. However, if time 
moves, with respect to what does it move? And if time is not moving, but we 
are moving through time, with what speed are we moving, can this speed be 
measured or is it subject to change? These questions have kept generations 
of philosophers and physicists busy. The answers to these questions are not 
yet satisfactorily given, and addressing them falls outside the scope of this 
monograph. Rather than assuming some independent quantity called time, 
we will base our notion of time on the observable events. It is in accordance 
with our daily intuition to assume some ordering on events. Some of them 
happen earlier than others, and some happen simultaneously. In fact, com­
parison between events is exactly how time is measured. We have devices 
that produce more or less standardised events (a clock whose hands reach a 
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certain position is an example of such a standardised event) and other 
events are placed in an ordering relation with these standards. In the sub-
sequent part of this section we will give a mathematical elaboration of this 
idea. 
4.3.1 Some Basic Definitions 
Discrete-time mathematical models for dynamic systems are approxima-
tions of continuous-time behaviour by assuming that state changes to be 
both atomic and instantaneous. We will call these state changes events, and 
the set of all possible events is denoted by E. We assume that E is non-
empty. There is a primitive quasi ordering relation on E, namely < : ExE —> 
B, with e < e' if and only if e occurs earlier than e' or simultaneously with e'. 
Since quasi-ordering <, we have both reflexive < and transitive <. Depending 
on our view of events, events ordering may be total and/or antisymmetric, 
but this is not required. However, in a later stage, we will abstract from the 
actual events, to construct so-called time models. The ordering in these time 
models will always be antisymmetric. 
The laws given so far may need some justification. It should be shown 
that they actually model events as observed in physical reality. However, 
atomic and instantaneous events are already an abstraction. They do not 
occur in reality, although at a suitable level of abstraction, they may provide 
a usable mathematical modelling tool. The existence of events and a prece-
dence ordering on them follows directly from one's intuition of real world 
behaviour. The reflexivity of this ordering states that each event happens 
simultaneously with itself. Transitivity seems a desirable and intuitive 
appealing property. However, discussion may arise on the acceptance of the 
totality law. For the system models of interest, in which relativistic effects 
do not occur, it may appear that events in the observable behaviour must 
happen in some order, so given any two events, one of them occurs earlier 
than the other (or at the same time). This would justify a total ordering. 
However, in describing events that are to happen in the future, the relative 
order is not always known. This is conveniently modelled by stating that 
some events are unrelated. If we consider also non-instantaneous events 
(i.e. events that have a non-zero duration), two events may overlap, or one 
may be included in the other. This can not be expressed either if totality is 
assumed. However, the set of events, equipped with a quasi ordering seems 
to be a good mathematical model of one's intuition about atomic and 
instantaneous events, so we will investigate some of its properties first. 
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Definition of Ordered Event Sets 
An ordered event set is a pair (E, <), where E is an arbitrary non-empty set 
and S : ЕхЕ-^Ъ is an arbitrary ordering relation on E. Ifquasi-ordering <, 
we say that (E,<) is a quasi-ordered event set. 
For a given ordered event set (E, <) we also consider the strictly ordered 
event set (E, <) where < = strict < and the reversed ordered event set (E, >) 
where > = reverse <. 
Depending on the intended use of the ordered event set we may optional­
ly require total < and/or antisymmetric <. 
The set of all quasi-ordered event sets is denoted by Έ, so E = {(E, <) I Et 
< : Tx (£хЕ-»Б) Л quasi-ordering <) 
[End of definition of ordered event sets] 
The ordering relation induces an equivalence relation - on E: ~ = sym-close 
<. We can factorise E with respect to ~, and each equivalence class is called 
a time point. 
Definition of Time Points 
For any quasi-ordered event set (E, <), the set Τ = {eq-class^ ~J where - = 
sym-close <, is called a set of time points. 
[End of definition of time points] 
The set of time points Τ derived from a quasi-ordered event set (E, <) inher­
its an ordering. By definition, each t : Τ can be written as eq-class^ e for 
some e : E. Using the abbreviation [β] = eq-classv e we can define ([e] < [e']) 
= (e < e'). It is easy to show that quasi-ordering <, and anti-symmetric <, and 
hence partial-ordering < It is also easy to show that Шпеаг-ordering <) =* 
(linear-ordering < ). 
Definition of Time Models 
A time model is a partially ordered, non-empty set (T, <). The set of all time 
models is denoted by M, so M = { (Τ, <) Ι Τ : Т э Τ χ (7 !Г->В) Λ (7 0 л 
partial-ordering <} 
[End of definition of time models] 
Clearly, the ordered set Τ = (^/„, < ) as constructed above is an instance of 
a time model. Obviously, Τ = ( [e] | e : E }, where for any e :E,[e] = {f\ e <f 
Af<el 
4.3.2 Additional Properties 
So far, we only considered time models based on the symmetric closure of a 
(quasi) ordering on some set of events. However, time models may be de­
fined or constructed in other ways as well, allowing for a larger class of time 
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models, possibly with properties that do not hold for (pl„, < ). Some of these 
additional properties will be discussed next. 
A time model (T, й) is called linear if < is a linear ordering. As any time 
model is already partially ordered, we only have to require totality of the 
ordering <, to assure linearity. The following predicate captures this notion: 
def linear : Β<-Λί 
with linear (T, <) = total <) 
The set of all linearly ordered time models is denoted by ^íjañ- ^Lin ={M : 
M I linear M). 
Partially ordered time models are often called branching in the literature. 
As we consider partially ordered models, all our models are branching in 
this sense. However, we may reserve the name branching for those models 
that are not linear: 
def branching : B<— M 
with branching (T, <) = -> total <) 
A time model may have an optional origin of time. Existence of such a time 
origin is expressed by the predicate: 
def has-origin : B<-iW 
with has-origin (T, <) = 5(0 : Τ . V(/ : Τ . 0 < t)) 
Further more, a time model may optionally be unbounded. This is expressed 
by: 
def unbounded : Β<-Λί 
with unbounded (T, <) = V« : Τ . 3(ί' : Τ . M' л t<i')) 
The ordering relation < in the event set (E, <) is a quasi ordering (i.e. it is 
reflexive and transitive). Optionally, we may require anti-symmetry for this 
ordering as well: 
• V e, e' : E2 . (e <e' ле ' <e) =>(e =c') (anti-symmetry) 
We already have V e, e : E2 . (e = e') => (e < e' л e' < e) because of the 
reflexivity of <, and we have (e < e л e' < e) = (e - e') by definition. So, anti­
symmetry can be rephrased as: 
• V t , e ' : E 2 , ( e - e ) = (c=£') (anti-symmetry), 
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or equivalently: 
• - = Ids, (anti-symmetry) 
where IdE is the identity relation on E. This notation is preferred over the 
rather cryptic - = =, which of course would mean the same thing. 
It is easy to see that under these conditions, Τ = /_ = //<fE = E. So 
there is no distinction between the time model and the event set. Each 
equivalence class [e] in Τ contains exactly one element. 
If e ~ e' is interpreted as e and e' happen simultaneously, then requiring 
anti-symmetry states that no two different events can happen simultane­
ously. Models for which the anti-symmetry law holds are called interleaving 
models. Models for which anti-symmetry does not hold are said to be truly 
concurrent, since simultaneous occurrence of two events may be specified by 
requiring that (e < e') л (e' < e). 
4.3.3 Dense and Discrete Time Models 
So far, we only discussed properties of the inherited ordering on time mod­
els. We did not discuss the set itself. With respect to the ordering, a linearly 
ordered set of time points may be either dense or discrete. Informally 
speaking, a set is discrete if for any time point, there is a unique next 
moment. A set is dense if there is at least one time point between any two 
time point there is at least one time point not equal to those two points. 
Formalisation of density and discreteness in Funmath is straightforward: 
def dense : B<-^í¿,„ 
with dense (T, <) = 
V(i, t" : Τ . {t < t" => 3(t' : Τ . ί < f ' л f ' < t"))) 
Informally, a linear time model is discrete if each time point has a well-
defined and unique next time point. However, to formalise this notion, we 
need to solve two problems: first, in the case of bounded models, this is not 
true for the last time point, and second, the notion of next time point itself 
has to be formalised. Both problems are tackled via the introduction of the 
notion of interval. Informally interval (t, t') = the set of all time points t", 
such that t < t" and t" < t', provided t < t'. 
poly (T, <) : iW def interval : 2T <- (T э< χ [f : Τ | t <t' ) 
with interval (t, t')=[c : Τ I t <c л с <t\ 
Now, a linear time model is discrete if all intervals are finite: 
def discrete : B<-3Í£W 
with discrete (T, <) = V(f, f : Τ . »(time-interval ί О e IN) 
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The set of all discrete time models is denoted by 94.^. 'M.qjis ={M : M ¿hi I 
discrete M}. For any time point t, the set of next time points is defined by: 
po ly (T ,<) : iW def next-set : 2T <- Τ 
with next-set t = { f : Τ I interval it, t') = {t, f \ ) 
We will proceed by showing that for discrete time models, the next-set of 
any time point can not contain more than one element, that is next-set t is 
either empty or a singleton. 
Lemma 4.3.3.1 
Let (T, <) : iW-zXf, t : T, then next-set t is either empty or a singleton. 
Proof 
Assume next-set t contains at least two elements t0 and ίχ. Because t0 e 
next-set t, intervalst, t0) = [t, t0], and hence t < t0 (otherwise intervals, t0) 
would not be defined) and even t < t0 (otherwise intervals, ί0) = ι 0. Similar­
ly, t < i j . As < is total, we have either t0 < ¿j or £j < i0. Without loss of gener-
ality, we assume £0 < ί
λ
. Because t < t0 and <o - ¿i>
 w e
 have t0 e intervaKt, t{) 
= {t, t^). Hence, t0 = t or t0 = t^. Since t < t0, we can not have t = t0, so it must 
be the case that t0 = ί
λ
. 
[End of proof] 
4.3.4 Clocks to Measure Time 
In the time models studied till now, one can describe the relative order 
between two events, but it is impossible to express the "distance" in time be­
tween two events. We will introduce mathematical clocks to measure time 
and overcome this drawback. A clock С on an ordered event set Я is a lin­
early ordered discrete subset of E, such that for any e : E there is at least 
one с : С such that с < e. If С is a clock on E, and с e C, then с is called a tick 
of clock C. The set of all clocks on an event set E is denoted by C<£. Clearly, 
any clock (C, <) is a time model, since < is linear and hence partial. We say 
that an event e occurred at tick с : С, if с is the largest tick before e. For each 
event e, there exists at most one tick satisfying this criterion, since С is lin­
early ordered. The function χ yields this unique tick. 
poly(S, <), C : £ x C E 
def before : TC<-E 
with before e = (с .· С I c<e) 
Note that, by definition of clocks, before e can not be empty. 
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poly ( £ , < ) , С : £ х С
г
А С * 0 
def last : C<-2€ 
with last V = [c : V I V(c' : V . c'£r)] 
poly(£ , <), С : £ х С
г 
def χ : C<-E 
with χ = /así ° before 
Note 1. The definition oÏlast uses non deterministic choice from a set Λί = {с 
: V I V(c' : V . c'<c)}. However, this set contains exactly one element (which 
is the maximum of the set V). Existence of this maximum is guaranteed, 
because (c : V I V(c' : V . c'<c)) can not be empty, since V is not empty. 
Uniqueness of this maximum is guaranteed since V is linearly ordered. So, 
last is in fact a partial function. Since χ is based on last, χ is partial as well. 
However, χ e is defined if before e contains at least one tick. 
Note 2. The event set (E, <) and the clock С are hidden in the definition of χ. 
However, when necessary, we may paramaterise χ with E and/or С to avoid 
ambiguities. 
By definition, χ e : before e, and hence χ e < e, for all events e. 
The function χ is called a time stamp function, since it assigns clock ticks 
(time stamps) to events. The following lemma holds for time stamp func­
tions: 
Lemma 4.3.4.1 
V(c, e':E2. e<e' => χ e < χ e'). 
Proof 
Assume e < e'. Since χ e < e, we have χ e < e < e' and hence by transitivity χ e 
<e'. This implies that χ e : before e', and hence that χ e < χ e'. This completes 
the proof. 
Lemma 4.3.4.2 
V(e,e':£2.(e-e')=>(xe=xe')). 
Proof 
Assume e ~ e', hence e <e' and e' < e. By lemma 4.3.4.1 we now have χ e й χ 
e' and χ e' < χ e. Since the clock (С, <) is linearly ordered, this implies χ e = χ 
e'. This completes the proof. 
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For ordered event sets, we can introduce temporal separation functions, 
based on time stamps: 
poly (E,<), С :-ExCE 
def - Δ - : £ 2 - > Ι Ν 
with е Л е ' = 
( e <e' ? # intervalç(χβ) ( χ e ' ) - 1 
D е=е'?0 
D e > e ' ? 1 - (# internale (%e')(x e)) 
) 
Without proof, we state the following properties for temporal separations: 
Lemma 4.3.4.3 
If (E, <) is an ordered event set, and Δ is a temporal separation on E, then: 
( е , е ' : £ 2 . е Д с ' = - с ' Д с ) . 
( е , е ' : £ 2 . е Д е ' > 0 = е<е ' ) . 
V(e, e' :E2 .e ~e' =>e Δβ' = 0). 
V(e, e' e" : E3 . e A e' + e' Δ e" = e Δ e"). 
4.3.5 Continuous Time 
The function χ induces a natural equivalence =
χ
 : ЕУЕ —» В, defined by: 
(e =
x
e') = χ e = χ e'. Informally, e =
x
 e' if both events happen at the same 
time, up to the accuracy of the clock. In general, ^, will be coarser than -, 
but attempts can be made to make ^ as fine as possible (i.e. "measure time 
as accurate as possible") by selecting ever better discrete subsets of E (i.e. by 
constructing ever better clocks). Suppose С and С are two sets of clock 
events, with corresponding temporal separation functions Δ and Δ'. A set of 
clock events С is a homogeneous improvement of a clock С if the following 
two conditions are met: 
• C c C ' 
• 3k : IN Л k > 2 . V с, с : С 2 . с Δ' с' = k- (с Δ с') 
Two clocks are said to be comparable, if for any two events, the temporal 
separation measured using one of them is equal to the separation measured 
by the other one. Clearly С and C' are not comparable. However, they can be 
made so by introducing a new temporal separation function Δ" : ExE—»IR, 
derived from Δ': 
e Δ'e' 
• еД e =—¿τ­
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It is easy to check that all the facts about temporal separations are still 
valid for the comparable separation function Δ". 
So far, the theory is developed for event sets and not for time models. 
However, since (e Ae' = 0) = (e - e), any temporal separation function can be 
adapted for time models as well, by defining [β] Δ
τ
 [e'] = e Δ e. It is also easy 
to see that the following facts are inherited from the facts about temporal 
separation functions: 
• V t, t' e Τ 2 , (t Δ
τ
 f = - (t' Δ
τ
 t)) 
• V t, f e Τ 2 , at Δ
τ
 t' à 0) s « < О) 
• V í . í ' e Τ 2 , (ί Δ
τ
 t' +1' Δ
τ
 t" = t Δ
τ
 t") 
The theory developed so far is based on counting clock events (and possibly 
scaling the results in order to achieve comparability). However, we can also 
introduce a real valued time measure directly. 
Definition of Time Measurement Systems 
Let (E, <) be a set of events with a precedence ordering. Any function Δ : 
¿SxE->IR, that satisfies the following criteria is called a time measurement 
system: 
• е , с ' : £ 2 . ( е Л е ' = - ( е ' Л е ) 
• Ye,e ' :E 2 . ( (eÄe'>0)s(e<c ' ) ) 
• V e , e ' : E 2 . ( ( e - e ' ) = > ( e A e ' = 0)) 
• е , е ' : £ 2 . ( е Д е ' + е ' Д е " = е Д е " ) 
[End of definition of time measurement systems] 
It is clear that any temporal separation is a time measurement system. It is 
also clear that any time measurement system carries over from event sets to 
the associated time model. However, having introduced time measurement 
systems directly, we can define a new class of time models, the so-called 
continuous time models: 
Definition of Continuous Time Models 
An time model Τ and a time measurement system Δ T defined on that set is 
called continuous if the following condition is satisfied: 
• V d , í : R x T . 3 < ' : T . ( A T í ' = d 
[End of definition of continuous time models] 
Now, if we have a continuous time model T, we may select an arbitrary 0 : 
T, and identify each t : Τ with 0 Δ
τ
 t. Doing so we establish an isomorphism 
between Τ and Ft. In physics and engineering, IR is often used as a time 
model directly. The theory developed above provides a justification for this 
habit. 
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Boolean and Modal Algebras 
In this chapter, we use the algebraic notions and concepts of chapter 3 to 
study two particular algebras: the well known Boolean algebras and so-
called modal algebras, which are an extension of Boolean algebras. We in-
troduce several instances of modal algebras, and discuss their relevance for 
the description of systems. As the syntactic structure of expressions in 
modal algebra closely reeembles that of expressions in Temporal or Modal 
Logic, a comparison between algebras and logics for the specification of tem-
poral aspects of the behaviour of systems is also made. 
5.1 Boolean Algebras 
Boolean algebras are so well-known that they hardly require yet another 
full treatment. However, since they are the basis for temporal algebra, we 
will briefly recall them here. We do not claim any originality here, since the 
material presented in this section is based on many publications. See e.g. 
[B&B70], [BOU90a], [FRI75], and [HUN04]. However, as it will turn out, 
despite the wide-spread attention paid in the past to Boolean algebras, 
there is still room for pleasant surprises. 
5.1.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions 
Many definitions of Boolean algebra may be found in the literature. All 
these definitions are equivalent, in the sense that any algebra satisfying one 
of these many definitions will also satisfy all the other definitions. We will 
use a variant of the definition that was first proposed by Huntington in 1904 
([HUN04]), since it uses a surprisingly small number of axioms. Most of 
these can be found in other formulations of Boolean algebras together with 
(many) more axioms. However, these extra axioms can be proved from the 
Huntington axioms, so there is no need to include them explicitly. Some 
theorems which are provable from the Huntington axioms, but which are 
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often included as axioms in alternative formulations of Boolean algebras 
will be mentioned and we will provide proofs for some of them. 
Definition of Boolean Algebras 
In section 3.4, we studied algebras with one or two dyadic operators. As 
Boolean algebras have a more complicated structure, we will extend this 
notion a bit. A Boolean algebra consists of a set, two designated elements in 
that set, and two dyadic operators. 
def 'B:'F(.rxllx'Ux(Zlx'U^l[)x(îtxïl^<U)) 
with = ТэВ xB xBxclosopΒ χclosopВ 
A Boolean algebra is an algebra (B, 0, 1, +, ·) : satisfying the following 
axioms: 
Unit elements: 
V(o : В . a+0 = a) 
V(a :B . a l = a) 
Commutativity: 
V(a, b : B2 . a+b = b+a) 
V(a,b : B 2 . ab = ba) 
Distributi vity: 
V(a,b, с : В3 . a+(bc) = (a+6)(a+c) 
V(a, b, с : В3 . a(6+c) = {аЬЫас) 
Negation: 
If the elements 0 and 1 are the only unit elements in B, then for any a : B, 
there exists a unique element -ia, such that: 
V(a : В . α + -β = 1) 
Ща:В. a - c = 0) 
Existence of elements: 
# B > 2 
[End of definition of Boolean algebras] 
Note. The axioms presented here are merely a modern formulation of those 
proposed by Huntington. The uniqueness of 0 and 1 in any Boolean algebra 
is easy to prove, and hence the unique -a for any a mentioned in the nega­
tion axiom is guaranteed for any Boolean algebra. The uniqueness of -β 
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implies that -. can be considered as a monadic function, that exists in all 
Boolean algebras. 
[End of note] 
We may formalise this definition as a Funmath predicate Bool e B<— in a 
straightforward way. We start with the definition of some auxiliary predi­
cates. Recall that Я is the set of all algebras with a single dyadic operator, 
Ά-ι is the set of all algebras with two dyadic operators and Έ is the set of all 
algebras with a single dyadic operator and a distinguished element. 
def commut : В*-Я 
with commut (V, Θ) = (ц, v.V1. u®v = Фи) 
def distr : В<-Л2 
with distr (V, , ®) = V(u, υ, w :V3 . и (и®ш) = (u®v)®(u®w)) 
def is-unit : B<-£ 
with is-unit (V, , e ) = V(u:V. v®e =v) 
These auxiliary predicates are used in the definition of Bool: 
def Bool : В<-
with Bool (B, 0, 1, +, ·) = 
commut (В, +) л commut (B, ·) 
л distr (B, +, ·) л distr (B, ·, +) 
л is-unit (S, +, 0) л is-unit (fl, ·, 1) 
Primitive Theorems 
For the sake of completeness, we give a list of primitive theorems that hold 
for any Boolean Algebra. The proofs can be found in [FRI75J. In the follow­
ing, assume that Bool (B, 0, 1, +, ·) = 1. 
Uniqueness of 0 and 1: 
Let 0': В and 1': В be such that V(a^ . a+0' = a) and V(p.:B . al' = a), 
then 0=0 and l '=l . 
Complement of 0 and 1: 
-.0 = 1, 
-.1 = 0 
Complement's complement: 
V(a:B .-·(-«) = a). 
Zero elements: 
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V(tz:B . а+1 = 1), and 
V(a:ö . а-0 = 0). 
Idempotence: 
(а'£ . а+а =а), and 
( а £ . аа = а). 
De Morgan's Laws: 
V(o, b : B 2 . Ча+ò) = -чі · ->b), and 
V(a,¿> : B 2 . -.(afe) = -о + -.6). 
Absorption: 
V(a, ò : B 2 . α+(α·6) = a), and 
V(a,6 : Β 2 . α·(α+6) = а). 
Alternative: 
(а, b :B2. a+(-*ib) = a+b), and 
(а, 6 : В 2 . α·(-«·6) = ab). 
Associativity: 
(а, 6, с : В 3 . a+(b+c) = (а+Ь)+с), and 
(а, b,c:B3 . a(bc) = (o-6>c). 
The Duality Principle 
A basic notion in Boolean algebras is the principle of duality. Consider a 
Boolean algebra (B, 0, 1, +, ·) and let Θ : closop B. The dual operator ® : 
closop В of Θ is an operator satisfying: ->(-α θ ->b) = a ® b, for all a, b : B. 
Duality can be expressed by a polymorphic function: 
poly В : def dualop : closop В «- closop В 
with dualop Θ = [® : closop В 
I V (a, 6 : В . a ® ò = -.(-« Θ -.&) ] 
It is easy to show that for any Boolean algebra (B, 0, 1, +, ·), 
dualop (dualop ·) = ·, dualop (dualop +) = + and + = dualop ·. 
The dual of an element 6: В is simply ->6. So, the dual of 0 is 1 and for any 
element 6, the dual of the dual of 6 is ¿>. 
Let E be a Boolean expression over the Boolean algebra (B, 0, 1, +, ·), that 
is, in E occur the operators + and -, and constants о: В and variables of type 
B, but nothing else. The dual Ε' οΐΕ can be constructed by replacing every 
operator and every constant by its dual. The variables are not changed. So, 
the dual of 1 + (a(b + 0)) is 0 - (a + (6 - 1)). The Huntington axioms 
presented earlier are grouped in dual pairs. 
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A valuation V assigns a value in В to each variable of type B. Usually, we 
consider only that part of a valuation assigning values to variables that 
actually occur in an expression. A valuation is denoted by [var0 := e0, аг^ := 
e χ, ..., аг
п
 = e
n
], where var¿ is a variable and e¿ is an element of B. An 
examples of a valuation is [a := 1, b := OJ. 
The value of an expression E under valuation V (denoted by E V) is the 
result of making all the assignments in V recursively to all sub expressions 
of E. So 1 + (α·(6 + 0)) [α := 1, b := 0] isl + (1(0 + 0)) = 1. 
A valuation V" is said to be the dual of a valuation V if V" assigns to any 
variable a the dual of the value that V assigns to a. So, the dual of [a := 1, b 
:= 0] is [a := 0, 6 := 1]. This completes the machinery needed to formulate 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.1.1.1 
If E and E' are two Boolean expressions, such t h a t ! ? ' is the dual of E, and V 
and V" are two valuations, such that V'is the dual of V, t h e n E V = E ' V'. 
The proof of this theorem requires formalisation of the notions of Boolean 
expressions (as a language forest in the sense of chapter 3) and valuations. 
As proofs are already abundant in the literature, and the development of 
the necessary tools is tedioue, we leave the proof to the reader. 
If E and F are two Boolean expressions such that for any valuation V, E V 
= F V, then the expression E = F is called a tautology. The following corol­
lary is important for proof theoretic reasons: 
Theorem 5.1.1.2 
If E = F is a tautology, and E' is the dual of E, F' the dual of F, thenE' = F' 
is a tautology. 
Proof 
Let E = F be a tautology, and V and V" be valuations such that V' is the dual 
of V. If E' and F' are the duals of £ and F respectively, then: 
E'V = {E ' i s thedualofE) 
EV' = [E = F is a tautology) 
F V' = {F' is the dual OÎF) 
F'V [] 
As much theory of Boolean algebra is formulated in terms of tautologies, 
theorem 5.1.1.2 saves half the work. Once E = Fis proved to be a tautology, 
we obtain the dual theorem E' = F' for free. 
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5.1.2 Derived Operators and their Properties 
In any Boolean algebra В = (В, О, 1, +, ·), we can define new operators using 
the operators + • and ->, and the constants 0 and 1. These operators are 
called derived operators. We will define some of them and prove a few prop­
erties. 
This section contains three parts. First the operators С, -1, and В are 
defined and studied. Then, we introduce the dual operators D, 4 , and ffl, 
and show that their properties are comparable to the properties of the first 
group of operators. Finally, we prove some lemmas on the relation between 
these two sets of operators. 
In the sequel, we assume that (B, 0, 1, +, ·) is an arbitrary Boolean algebra. 
We will often consider the well-known algebra (B, 0, 1, v, л) as well. 
Whenever necessary to distinguish the elements 0 and 1 in S from those in 
B, we will attach a subscript: 0B, 1B, 0B, 1 B . We start by introducing an 
ordering relation on B. 
def - С - : B2-»B 
with а С ò = (ab = α) 
The next lemma provides an alternative definition for С : 
Lemma 5.1.2.1 
aQb=(a+b = b) 
Proof 
First, assume aQb, or, in other words, ab = о. We will show that under this 
assumption a+b = b. 
a+b = (assumption: ab = a] 
(ab)+b = (absorption) 
b [] 
Next, assume a+b = b. We will show that under this assumption ab = a. 
ab = (assumption: a+b = b) 
a{a+b) = (absorption) 
a [] 
[End of proof] 
We will now prove that С is a partial ordering on B. 
Lemma 5.1.2.2 (Reflexivity of C) 
aCa = 1 
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Proof 
a Ca = {definition of С} 
aa=a Ξ (idempotence of a) 
1 Ü 
Lemma 5.1.2.3 (Anti-symmetry of C) 
a£ò л oCa => a=b 
Proof 
а С б л о С а = {definition С} 
( a i = а) л (òa = 6) s (commutativity of ·} 
(а 6 = а) л (а 6 = 6) => {transitivity of =) 
a = b [] 
Lemma 5.1.2.4 (Transitivity of С) 
α£ό л bCc => аСс 
Proof 
Assume аСо л öCc, then, by definition of C, a b = a andò с = b. Under these 
assumptions, we will prove that а с = a, and hence, by definition of C, that 
аСс. 
а с = {assumption: a = ab) 
(ab)с = lassociativityof J 
a (be) = (assumption: be = b) 
ab = {assumption: ab = a) 
a [] 
Corollary 
С is a partial ordering relation on B. 
Lemma 5.1.2.5 
С is a congruence under ·, that is, a L b => a с E b с. 
Proof 
Let а С 6, i.e. α b = α, then 
(а с) (b с) = {assoc. and commut. of } 
(a b) (с c) = (idempotence of ) 
(ab) с = (hypothesis) 
а с [] 
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Lemma 5.1.2.6 
aCò = -AC-C 
Proof 
aQb = (lemma 5.1.2.1} 
a+b = b = (Leibniz) 
-ι(α+ί>) = ->Ь = (De Morgan) 
•si -<b = ->b = {definition C) 
-•be-« U 
The following two lemmas show that 0 and 1 are the minimum and maxi­
mum elements of the carrier set В of any Boolean algebra. 
Lemma 5.1.2.7 
l C i i V ( y : f l j C i ) 
Proof 
I E * 
l- jc = 1 
* = 1 
V(y : В . xy = by) 
V(y:B.xy=y) 
V(y:B.yQx) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
[) 
(definition of С} 
{1*=*} 
(Leibniz) 
lhy=y] 
(definition of C) 
Lemma 5.1.2.8 
xQ0sV(y:B .xCy) 
Proof 
ϊ Ε Ο 
xO=x 
0 = x 
V(y : В . Oy = xy) 
V(y :B .0=xy) 
V{y:B.x=xy) 
V(y : В . * С y) 
= 
= 
= 
s 
s 
= 
[] 
(definition of С ) 
fcc-0 = 0) 
(Leibniz) 
{Oy = 0) 
( 0 = * ) 
(definition of С ) 
Although these lemmas are useful in themselves, since they reveal the 
structure of the carrier set and the partial ordering E, lemma 5.1.2.7 is also 
the basis for the so-called algebraic modus ponens rule, which can be formu­
lated as: Oc = 1
в
) л (χ С у) =* (у = 1
в
). This rule is quite general, as it holds 
for any Boolean algebra B. The special case for В (where С = =>) reads: (x = 
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1B) л (χ =>y) => (у = 1B). This is the algebraic analogue of the modus ponens 
inference rule from predicate logic. 
We will now turn our attention to the next derived operator: Η. 
def - Η - : В2->Я 
with a-ib = -a+ò 
Lemma 5.1.2.9 
a-ib = -iòH-с 
Proof 
a-ib = 
-«+6 = 
->->b+-a = 
-•ÒH-« [] 
{definition -3) 
{definition -Î, commutativity +} 
The following lemma provides a relation between С and ^ : 
Lemma 5.1.2.10 
(αΗο = 1
Β
)=(αΕί>) 
Proof 
First, assume α С 6, or in other words, a+b = b. 
{definition of -1) 
(assumption: 6 = 0+6} 
{associativity of+} 
{negation] 
{1д is a zero element for +} 
Hence, aQb 
= lfl. 
a+b 
(a+b)lB 
(a+b)(^a+b) 
(α+ίΟ-ΰ + (a+b)b 
(a+b)—β + b 
(a—& + b—<a) + b 
0B + &•-« + b 
b—ϋ, + b 
b 
аЧЬ ·• 
-чі+ò 
-чг+(а+6) : 
(->α+α)+& : 
l ß +a = 
I s Π 
(a-ib = lg). Now, assume αΗ6 = lg, or in other words, -a+b 
[Iß is identity for ·} 
{assumption: -41+6 = 1д) 
{+ distributes over ·} 
{absorption} 
{· distributes over +} 
(negation, associativity of+} 
{Од is identity for +} 
(absorption) 
[] 
Hence, (a-ib = lg) 
(aCb). 
(a+b = b), or, using a property of C, (αΗ6 = 1д) 
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[End of proof] 
This observation allows us to give an alternative formalisation of the alge­
braic modus ponens rule: (x = 1B) л (χ-ìy = 1B) => (y = 1B). Introducing the 
operator l·, defined by: 
def h : B<-B 
with h a = (a = 1B) 
this rule may be written as: h i л i-x-iy => \-y, which is formally reminis­
cent of (but should not be confused with) the formulation of the modus 
ponens rule in predicate logic. 
Recall, that prefix operators (like h ) have a higher priority than infix 
operators (like =), and hence, \- a=(a = 1д) reads (h a) = (a = 1д), and not 
h (α н (α = 1д)), as incorrect association with the syntactically corresponding 
(but semantically completely different) symbol from predicate logic might 
suggest. 
Based on Η, we introduce the next derived operator. 
def - H - : B2->B 
with аВЬ = (а-іЬНЬЧа)) 
We will now study some properties of В. 
Lemma 5.1.2.11 
aBb = (ab)+(-v—b). 
Proof 
aBb 
(α^ò)·(ò^α) 
(-a+òH-ift+a) 
(-ia+b)-ib + (-ΰ+ο)·α 
(-ю-іЬ) + (ò->6) + (-α-a) + (b-α) 
(-a -ift) + 0 + 0 + (ό·α) 
(-«•-•б) + (òa) 
(ab)+(-*i->b) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
[] 
(definition of В) 
(definition of -ì} 
(· distributes over +} 
(· distributes over +) 
(negation) 
(0 is identity element for +} 
(commutativity of + and ·} 
An immediate consequence of this lemma is the following: 
Lemma 5.1.2.12 
а В 0 = -<а 
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Proof 
a В 0 = {lemma 5.1.2.11} 
o 0 + -ia-<0 = (0 is zero of ·, ->0 = 1} 
0 + -Ч1-1 = {0 is unit of+, 1 is unit of } 
-a [] 
Lemma 5.1.2.13 (Commutativity of B) 
аВЬ =bBa. 
Proof 
aBb = 
(аНбИбЧа) = 
(Ыа)-(аНб) = 
òBa [] 
Lemma 5.1.2.14 
-ι(αΒ6) = αΒ->6. 
Proof 
-.(aBò) = 
-.((ο·6)+(-6 - β » = 
-ifo-ftW-'ft-«) = 
(-в+->6>(6-ні) = 
(-«•6) + (-чіа) + (~»ί)·6) + (-<6·α) = 
(-ЧІ-6) + 0 + 0 + (->6α) = 
(-ια-6) + (->ί>·α) = 
ΟΒ-.6 [] 
Lemma 5.1.2.15 (Associativity of В) 
(аВб)Вс = а В ( 6 В с ) 
Proof 
(аВб)Вс 
= {definition В) 
(аВЬ)-с + -ЧаВб)-с 
= {definition В, lemma 5.1.2.14) 
(α·6 + -tì--i6)-c + (аВ-іб)-іс 
= {definition of В ) 
(α·6 + -чі-«6)-с + (α·-ι6 + -ia-ò>-ic 
= {· distributes over +} 
о б е + -чі-iòc + а—>6—« + -«-ó—« 
= {commutativity of+) 
0-6-C + o--»6-->c + -e-6—ic + -ia--i6-c 
{definition of B) 
{commutativity of •} 
[definition of B) 
(lemma 5.1.2.11) 
(De Morgan) 
{De Morgan) 
(distributivity) 
(-•а-а = 0, -iò-б = 0) 
(0 is unit of +) 
{lemma 5.1.2.11) 
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= (factorise a from the first two terms, 
factorise -β from the last two terms) 
a(bc + ->b->c) + -ια·(6·-« + ->bc) 
= {definition of В ) 
o(6Bc) + -e-(6H-«) 
(lemma 5.1.2.14} 
a-(òBc) + -ю-і(ЬВс) 
= (definition of В} 
aB(6Bc) 
ü 
We finally prove one last lemma on В : 
Lemma 5.1.2.16 
-eB->6 =aBb. 
Proof 
-чхВ-іб = (lemma 5.1.2.141 
-i(->aBft) = (commutativity of В} 
Ч6В-.0) = (lemma 5.1.2.14) 
- " (6Ba) = (excluded middle) 
6Ba = (commutativity of В ) 
аВЬ [] 
The theory developed above can be accompanied by a dual theory. We will 
briefly outline this dual theory. Since the proofs are structured exactly like 
their dual counterparts which are already given, they will be omitted. Only 
a few lemmas relating operators in both theories will be proved. We start by 
defining the partial ordering relation 3, which is the transposed rather than 
the dual of С. 
def - 3 -: B2->B 
with α3ό = (α+ό = а) 
Lemma 5.1.2.17 
3 is a partial ordering relation on В (analogous to lemmas 5.1.2.2, 5.1.2.3 
and 5.1.2.4). 
Lemma 5.1.2.18 
аЭб г -^>3-а (analogous to lemma 5.1.2.6). 
Lemma 5.1.2.19 
(1 3 дс) s V(y : В . у 3 χ) (analogous to lemma 5.1.2.7) 
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Lemma 5.1.2.20 
χΏ0 = ν(γ:Β.χΏγ) (analogous to 5.1.2.8) 
The operator 4 is defined as follows (the somewhat surprising fact that -i 
is the dual of 4 will be proved later): 
def - -Í - : B2-»B 
with a-ib = -*ab 
Lemma 5.1.2.21 
a-ib = -i6-f-ia (dual of lemma 5.1.2.9). 
Lemma 5.1.2.22 
( o 4 6 = 0 B ) s ( o D 6 ) (dual of lemma 5.1.2.10). 
The operator EB is the dual of В : 
def - Ш - : S 2 ->S 
with afflò =(a-fò)+(6-fa) 
Lemma 5.1.2.23 
afflò = (a+ò>(-.a+-*) (dual of lemma 5.1.2.11). 
Lemma 5.1.2.24 
a ffl 1 = - e (dual of lemma 5.1.2.12) 
Lemma 5.1.2.25(Commutativity of ffl) 
afflò = òffla (dual of lemma 5.1.2.13). 
Lemma 5.1.2.26 
-•(afflò) = affl->ò (dual of lemma 5.1.2.14). 
Lemma 5.1.2.27 (Associativity of ffl) 
(afflò)fflc = affl(òfflc) (dual of lemma 5.1.2.15). 
Lemma 5.1.2.28 
-offl-^ò = afflò (dual of lemma 5.1.2.16). 
This completes the dual theory. The following lemmas prove that the opera-
tors in the dual theory are indeed the duals of the operators in the original 
theory. Some special relations between the operators in both theories are 
studied as well. 
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Lemma 5.1.2.29 
3 is the transposed of C, formally: a 3 6 = bQa. 
Proof 
aUb 
a+b = a 
b+a = a 
bQa 
{definition of 3} 
(commutativity of +} 
(lemma 5.1.2.1) 
[] 
Lemma 5.1.2.30 
-t is the dual of -3. Formally: ->(a-ib) = ->a-E->6. 
Proof 
-ЧаНо) = 
->(->a+6) = 
-na-->6 = 
-β-bò [J 
{definition of 4} 
{De Morgan) 
{definition of -i} 
Lemma 5.1.2.31 
EB is the dual of B . Formally: -i(aBò) = -<a EB ->b. 
Proof 
-.(aB6) 
-.((аЧбИбНа)) 
-п(оН6) + - . (Но)) 
(-чі-Ьо) + (-.6-Ьа) 
-•α ЕБ - ^ 
Lemma 5.1.2.32 
аВЗб = аВ->о. 
Proof 
аЕЕб 
о Ш о 
-.(-•6 В -па) 
- . б В о 
а В -.6 
Corollary 
aBb = аШ->Ь. 
Lemma 5.1.2.33 
а В 6 В с = аШбШс. 
= 
= 
= 
= 
[J 
= 
= 
= 
= 
[] 
{definition of В} 
{De Morgan) 
{-f is dual of Ч) 
{definition of EB} 
{commutativity of EB} 
{EB is dual of В ) 
{lemma 5.1.2.14) 
{commutativity of В} 
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Proof 
We will prove (aB6)Bc = aEB(òfflc). The lemma follows by associativity of В 
and В. 
(aBft)Bc = (corollary of lemma 5.1.2.32} 
( а В о ) Е - * = {corollary of lemma 5.1.2.32} 
(affl-if>)ffl-"C = {associativity of EB) 
аШЬЬт-е) = {lemma 5.2.1.28} 
аШ(6Шс) Ü 
5.1.3 Some Instances of Boolean Algebras 
A well-known instance of Boolean algebra is (B, 0, 1, л, ν), where В = {0, 1}, 
and the operators are defined by the following table: 
а 
0 
0 
1 
1 
b 
0 
1 
0 
1 
a A b 
0 
0 
0 
1 
α ν 6 
0 
1 
1 
1 
Table 5.1.3.1. Exhaustive definition of A and ν in B. 
Another famous instance is (2Ά, A, 0 , n , u), for any set A, where η denotes 
set intersection, и denotes set union. 
However, there are far more Boolean algebras than these two. In fact, for 
any Boolean algebra В =(B,0, 1, +, ·), and any arbitrary setX, we can con­
struct the algebra Βχ = (B<r-X, O'X, l'X, + , · ) where + and • are direct 
extensions of the corresponding operators i n ß : 
def - T - : (.B<r-X?^>(B<-X) 
with (a + b) x= a χ + b χ 
def - ~ j - : (B<r-Xf->{B<r-X) 
with (a · b) x= a χ • b χ 
In any Boolean algebra B, there exists a unique function -• : B<-B, such that 
6 + ->6 = Iß, andò—'6 = Од. The direct extension -> of -• is defined by: 
def £ : <B*-X) «- (B«-X) 
with -• b = -ι o b 
Lemma 5.1.3.1 
(B<-X, O'X, l'X, "+, · ) is a Boolean algebra. 
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Proof 
The proof is easy albeit rather ponderous: 
1) Commutativity of + . 
(a + b)x = 
(a x) + (bx) = 
(b x) + (ax) = 
(6 + a)x Π 
2) Commutativity of · 
(a ~ 6) χ = 
(a x) • (6 x) = 
(οχ) · (ax) = 
(b • a)x [] 
3) Distributivity of + over · 
(a + (b • c))x = 
ax + ib • c)x = 
a χ + (b χ • с χ) = 
(a дм- b x)(a x + ex) = 
((a + b)x (a + c)x) = 
((a + ò) · (a + c))x D 
4) Distributivity of · over + 
(a · (6 -*^c))x = 
ax • (b + c)x = 
ax (bx + cx) = 
(a jc · b x) + (a jc · с χ) = 
((a • b)x + (a • c)x) = 
( ( a ~ 6 ) + (a · c))x [] 
5) 0 "X is unit element of + . 
(a + 0'X)x = 
a χ +0'Xx = 
ax + 0 = 
ax [] 
6) 1 'X is unit element of · 
( a ~ l'X)x = 
ax • l'Xx = 
ax · 1 = 
m Π 
(definition of + ) 
(commutativity of +} 
(definition of + ) 
(definition of • ) 
(commutativity of ·} 
(definition of · ) 
{definition of + ) 
(definition of · ) 
(+ distributes over ·) 
(definition of + twice} 
(definition of · ) 
(definition of · } 
(definition of +} 
(· distributes over +} 
(definition of · twice) 
(definition of +} 
(definition of + ) 
(definition of Q'X] 
(0 is unit element of +} 
(definition of · } 
(definition of l'X] 
{1 is unit element of ·} 
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7) a + (-.a) = i;X^ _ 
(σ + ( -· a)) χ = (definition of +} 
ax + ( -< a) χ = (definition of ->} 
ax + ->(ax) = (negation rule) 
1 = (definition of l'X] 
l'Xx [] 
8) а л ( п о ) = 0 ' ^ _ 
(α · (->α))χ ss (definition of · } 
ο χ · ( -> α) χ = (definition of -·} 
ο χ · ->(α χ) = (negation rule) 
О = (definition of О 'Χ] 
O'Xx [] 
Now we have two ways to construct Boolean algebras: for any set X we can 
construct the direct extension B^, and we can also construct the power set 
algebra {TX, 0 , X, u , n ) . However, these two constructions yield isomorphic 
algebras. It is well known that for any Boolean algebra В there exists a set 
V, such that S is isomorphic to the power set algebra (ÍV, 0 , V, u , n ) , and 
hence to the direct extension B v (See e.g. [ST036], [MEN70] and [MEN79]). 
This leads to the following result: 
For any Boolean algebra B, there exists a set V, such that В is 
isomorphic to the Boolean algebra By. 
It is interesting to study the properties of the derived operators H and В as 
well as the ordering С in some concrete instances of Boolean algebra. (We 
leave the duals of these operators as a simple exercise for the reader). 
On B, the concrete instance of Η , В and С are =>, = and < respectively, 
where these operators are defined by: 
def - => - : B2->B 
with a => b = -c ν b 
def -н- :В 2 ->В 
with a=b = (a=*ò) л (6=>α) 
def - < - : B 2 - > B 
with а < 6 = ( а л о = а ) 
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Since these operators are denned on a finite and indeed very small domain, 
it is easy to compute their values for each possible combination of argu-
ments. The results of this computation are given in the following table: 
a 
0 
0 
1 
1 
b 
0 
1 
0 
1 
a^>b 
1 
1 
0 
1 
a <b 
1 
1 
0 
1 
a=b 
1 
0 
0 
1 
Table 5.1.3.2: definition of=>, <, and = in B. 
Some specific properties of these operators will be studied. Note that these 
properties only hold for this specific algebra. They are not necessarily valid 
in arbitrary Boolean algebras. 
Lemma 5.1.3.2 
V(a, ò: B2 . (a<ò) = (a=>6)). 
Proof 
The lemma follows immediately from inspecting the appropriate columns in 
the tabular definition of < and =>. However, it is also a corollary of lemma 
5.1.2.10, and the observation that В = Β: (α < b =1
в
) = (α => ò = 1
в
). 
Lemma 5.1.3.3 
V(a, ò: В2 . (α = 6) = (о = ò)) 
Proof 
This too can be easily verified by inspecting the appropriate columns in 
table 5.1.3.2. However, a more formal proof makes use of the previous 
lemma and of the antisymmetry of <, which holds in any Boolean algebra 
(lemma 5.1.2.3): 
(definition of =) 
(lemma 5.1.3.2) 
(lemma 5.1.2.3} 
a = b 
(a=>6) л (6=>a) 
(а<й) л ib<a) 
a = b [] 
Now, since in В the operators ^ and < are identical, we need only one of 
them, and indeed we will almost exclusively use ^ . For the same reason, we 
only need = since = and = are identical. However, we will use both operators, 
since equality in В (as an instance of the В operator) has a very special 
property not shared by equality on other sets: it is associative [D&S90]: V(a, 
6, с : В3 . (a = (¿> = c) = (a = b) = c). associativity is so vital for many applica-
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ti ons of the Boolean algebra В that it justifies a special symbol. For 
instance, it justifies the equality a = (a = 1) that often occurs in proofs: 
Lemma 5.1.3.4 
V(a: В . a s (a s 1)) 
Proof 
a = (a s 1) s {transitivity of =) 
(a = a) s 1 = [a = a = 1, by reflexivity of Ξ} 
1 s 1 s {using reflexivity again) 
1 [J 
Lemma 5.1.3.4. has an interesting consequence for the h operator defined 
earlier. In B, h is defined as: 
def h : В «- В 
with h χ = (χ s 1) 
(NB. Read as (h χ) Ξ (xsl)!) Using this definition, we obtain the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 5.1.3.5 
In B, l· is just the identity, formally: V(x: В . l· χ ндс). 
Proof 
1-х = {definition (-} 
( x s l ) = {lemma 5.1.3.3) 
X [] 
For the direct extension (Βχ, O'X, l'X, \o(v, ), \о(л, )), the derived opera­
tors => and = are defined as direct extensions in the usual way: 
def -^j:(B<-X?^(B<^X) 
with (a => b) χ = (a χ =* b x)) 
def -Я-:(В^Х9~*(В<-Х) 
with ( a s b) χ = (a χ = b x)) 
The definition of the operator < follows directly from the general definition 
ofC: 
def - <* - : (B f-X) 2-> В 
with (a < b) = (а л ò) = a 
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Note that this is not the direct extension < of < as it was defined on Β, as 
this is: 
def - ? _ - : ( В « - Х Я - » ( В « - Х ) 
with (a < b)x = (ax<bx)) 
The definition of < can be rewritten as follows: 
(a < b)x = {definition of < } 
α χ <, b χ = (definition of <) 
ax л b x=ax = (definition of л ) 
(а л b)x=ax = (definition of = I 
((а л b) = a) χ [J 
Hence, (a < 6) = ((a л 6) = a). Compare this to the definition of < : (a < 6) 
= ((а л b) = a). The following lemma will be the basis of many proofs: 
Lemma 5.1.3.6 
If α ? 6 = ΓΧ, t h e n a < * ò 
Proof _ _ 
(α < b)x = l'Xx = (definition < , definition l'X] 
ax<b χ = 1 = (definition <) 
ax лЬх=ах = (definition л } 
(α л b) χ = a χ = (function equality} 
а л b = α = (definition < ] 
a<b [] 
This lemma has important proof theoretic ramifications. Rather than prov­
ing a < i», we usually prove that V(x : X . a χ < b x), and hence that a < b = 
l'X. The fact that α < b is an immediate consequence. 
5.2 Modal Algebras 
Boolean algebra is a useful tool for the description and analysis of static sys­
tems, that is, systems whose behaviour does not change in time. However, 
to describe dynamic systems, some additional tools are needed. In this 
section, modal algebras are introduced as an extension of Boolean algebras. 
The theory developed in this section is an extension and generalisation of 
earlier work by Boute ( [BOU86bJ, [BOU87]) Although the theory developed 
here is purely algebraic, the symbolism used yields formulae which are 
almost identical to those of temporal logic as advocated by Manna and 
Pnueli ([M&P83], [M&P84J, [M&P89], [PNU86J) and many others ([KOY87], 
[KOY89J, [LAM80]). This is not a coincidence, since both formalisms intend 
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to study the same system aspects The relation between temporal algebra 
and temporal logic is also studied. 
5.2.1 Extensions of Boolean Algebras 
Let В = (В, О, 1, +, ·) be a Boolean algebra. As we have seen in section 5.1.2, 
in any Boolean algebra, we can define derived operators 4, -f, В and ЕБ in 
terms of +, · and ->. However, it is also possible to introduce new operators 
which are not based on the existing operators of a Boolean algebra, but 
rather on additional properties of the carrier set B. Requiring these new 
operators to satisfy auxiliary axioms gives rise to extensions of Boolean 
algebras. 
One such extension involves the introduction of modal operators in a 
Boolean algebra B. These are all monadic prefix operators, except for one, 
which is a dyadic infix operator. The set f\fis defined by: 
def M:1((Ix'Ux<Ux('Ux'U-*Wx('UxZl^>'U) 
χ {11 -> ID x(<U -> <U) χ (Ï1-> II) x(UxZl -> II) 
with M= ТэВ xBxBx closop Β χ closop В 
χ closmon Β χ closmon Β χ closmon Β χ closop В) 
where closmon В is the set of all closed monadic operators on B: 
def closmon :ТУГІ-(Т 
with closmon A = {f:yr\ 'Df = A^\f\ cA ) 
Compare this definition to that of closop in section 3.4.1. 
5.2.2 Basic Concepts and Definitions 
Consider an algebra Τ = (Τ, 0,1, +, ·, о, о, о, LO : % where (Τ, 0, 1, +, ·) is a 
Boolean algebra. Of course, since (T, 0, 1, +, •) is a Boolean algebra, the 
derived operators defined previously and the partial ordering L exist. We 
will freely make use of them (especially of -] and of С ) whenever the need 
arises, without first defining or including them explicitly in the algebra. 
The operators •, o, o, and U are designated modal operators. They must 
satisfy the following axioms: 
TAI 
TA2 
ТАЗ 
TA4 
TA5 
TA6 
TA7 
-.(о w) 
• (Им;) 
• w 
o(-,w) 
ο (ν Ч w) 
О w 
О w 
= 
ç 
с 
= 
с 
с 
с 
D(-.u>) 
D H H I Í I 
w 
i ( o w) 
O H O i í 
о W 
ο (α w) 
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TA8 ü (u )H(Ou)) ) С ш Н П ш 
ТА9 υ Uw = w + (υ(ο (ν Uw))) 
ТАЮ υ Uw С o w 
TAH G l = 1 
Note that we have already shown that а С b if and only if α 4 6 = 1 Gemma 
5.1.2.10). This observation provides an alternative formulation of the 
axioms expressed using С, such as TA2 and ТАЗ. In a similar way, it is 
possible to show that a = b if and only if α В 6 = 1. This provides an 
alternative formulation for the axiome expressed in =, euch as TAI and 
TA9. Hence, using the operator I-, the axioms also read: 
TAI' h(-· (о и») Β ο (-.ιβ)) 
ТА2' h ( ü ( H u i ) Η О ϋ H • ш) 
ТАЗ' К о ы> Ч uO 
TA4' H o (-.ui) Б- . (о ш)) 
ТА5' К о ( Н Ю ) Н О І ) Н О Ш ) 
ТА6' h (Dui Ч ОЦІ) 
ТА7' r-(Do) Ч θ ( α w)) 
ΤΑ8' h (α (ш Ч (о и»)) Ч и» Ч о ш) 
ТА9' h (υ U w В ш + (υ(θ (ν U w)))) 
ТАЮ' \-(υ Uw -i о w) 
ТАН' K O I B I ) 
In proofs involving these axioms, we will use whichever formulation is the 
most useful. 
The notion of a modal algebra can be captured by a predicate that is simply 
the conjunction of the axioms. 
def ModAlg : В <- M 
with ModAlg (Г, 0, 1, +, ·, o, o, O, U) 
s Bool (T, 0, 1, +, •) 
л V(i>, w: Ia . 
л 
л 
л 
л 
л 
л 
л 
- . ( о w) 
О(уЧиі ) 
D w 
о (-.U.) 
о (μ Ч W) 
о w 
a w 
о (w Ч (о I»)) 
= 
с 
С 
= 
L 
С 
С 
С 
а ( - , щ ) 
D H Ü U ) 
ш 
-.(о и0 
о υ Ч о ці 
О ці 
О (О и;) 
и» Ч О w 
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Α, υ Uw = w + (u-(o (υ Uw))) 
л ν Uw С о ш 
л Ü 1 = 1 ) 
Clearly, using the alternative formulation of the axioms, the predicate could 
also be defined by: 
def ModAlg : Б <- 'M. 
with ModAlg (Г, 0 ,1, +, ·, •, o, o, LO 
= Bool (Τ, 0, 1, +, ·) 
л V(ü, w: Τ2 . 
h ( n ( o u ) ) B а(-іш)) 
л h ( D ( H i í H D H ü ü ( ) 
л K O w 4 w) 
л КО(-.ы>)В -.(О ы;)) 
л НО ( Н ш ) Н О Н О щ ) 
л К О w Ч о ц>) 
л К О и; Ч о(Пш)) 
л h(0 ( ш Н ( О ш ) ) Н і с Н и ω) 
л h(t; ( і ш В w + (v(0(v Uw)))) 
л h (ι; t/ш -i o w) 
л K D I B I ) 
5.2.3 Some Instances of Temporal Algebra 
In this section, three concrete instances of modal algebra are introduced. 
These instances (commonly referred to as calculi) are called Elementary 
Temporal Calculus (ETC), Predicative Temporal Calculus (PTC) and 
Ensemble-based Temporal Calculus (NTC). The adjective "temporal" in the 
names of the calculi stems from the fact that they are mainly used to 
describe the modality time in system behaviours. 
ETC is introduced mainly for theoretical purposes. It will be shown that 
this algebra satisfies the requirements for a modal algebra. PTC and NTC 
are introduced because they offer additional facilities in the description of 
systems, and are hence of great practical value. The relation between PTC 
and ETC will be studied, as will be the relation between NTC and ETC. 
These relations, combined with the fact that ETC is a temporal algebra will 
render the proof that PTC and NTC are modal algebras almost trivial, 
hence they will be left as an exercise for the reader. 
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6.2.3.1 Elementary Temporal Calculus 
Consider the set B°°, with elements 0'IN and 1"IN and the operators л 
and ν as the direct extensions of л and л on B, then clearly (B°°, 0*IN, 1*IN, 
ν , л ) is a Boolean algebra. 
If we define 
def π : В" <- В" 
with • σ t = V(í': 2 ) σ Λ ί ' > ( . σ ί ' ) 
def о : В" <- В~ 
with о σί = 3(ϊ:Ί)σ /\t'>t .σϊ) 
def о : В" <- В" 
with ο σ / = σ(ί+1) 
def U : (В")2 -> Β-
with (σ U ρ) t = 3( t ' : IN . (р(*+П л V(<" : IN Л t" < t '. a(t+t "))) 
then the algebra (B~ Ο'ΙΝ, 1*ΙΝ, ν", л", D, о, о, ϋ) is a modal algebra. The 
proof of this fact is rather cumbersome, and is postponed until section 
5.2.4.5. This algebra is known as the elementary temporal calculus, or ETC 
for short. 
The symbols π, о, о and t/for the operations in ETC are also used for the 
other temporal algebras that will be introduced shortly. When necessary, we 
add a subscript to the operators to stress the fact that they are operators of 
ETC, writing D
e
, o
e
, o
e
, and U
e
. 
5.2.3.2 Predicative Temporal Calculus 
ETA has only theoretical relevance, since it lacks manipulative power for 
any practical description of systems. The Predicative Temporal Calculus 
(PTC for short) that will now be introduced, allows certain models of system 
behaviour to be described as sequences over some arbitrary static domain Л, 
and it offers predicates over such lists to characterise the sequences that 
correspond to intended or correct behaviour. 
Let A be an arbitrary set. A list predicate over Л is a function f : A°°-»B~. 
The set of all list predicates over A is denoted by LPA: 
def LP : Τ«- Τ 
with LPA=A"^B" 
The operators of В can be doubly extended to form operators of LPA : 
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poly A : Τ . def Λ : (LPAf -> LPA 
with (j>Aq)ot=potAqct 
The operators v, -i and ^ can be extended in a similar fashion to form V , -> 
and =>. 
The constants 0 and 1 of LPA are defined by: 
poly A : T. def 0:LPA 
with 0 σ t = 0 
and likewise for 1. Now clearly, (LPA , 0, 1, V, л) is a Boolean algebra, for 
any set A. 
Based on this Boolean algebra, we can construct the modal algebra (LPA , 0, 
1, ν , Λ , α , ο , o, U) if we define: 
poly A : Τ. def • : LPA <- LPA 
w i t h D P a í = V ( í ' : í ) ( P a ) A i ' S í . P a í ' ) 
poly A : T. def о : LPA <- L P A 
w i t h ο Ραί = 3(.ϊ:Ί)(Ρα) At'it .Pat') 
poly A : T . def О ; LPA <- LP¿ 
with θ Ρ ο / = Ρα(/+1) 
poly A : Τ. def U : (ЬРд)2 -> L P A 
w i t h ( σ ϋ ρ ) Ρ α ί = Ξ( ί' : IN . (ρ Ρ α {Ut') 
л ( Г : Ι Ν Λ ί " < ί ' . σ Ρ α (ί+ί "))) 
The modal algebra so constructed is called the predicative temporal calcu­
lus, or PTC for short. Whenever necessary to distinguish the operators ü, о, 
О, U of РТС from those of other temporal calculi, we add a subscript p, writ­
ing up, op, op, Up. 
It follows directly from the definitions that D p Ρ α = n e (Ρ a) and similar 
properties hold for the other modal operators of PTC. Hence everything that 
can be expressed in PTC can also be expressed in ETC. This observation is 
the basis of the proof that PTC is indeed a modal algebra. Each axiom using 
operators of PTC can easily be rewritten in a corresponding axiom, using 
operators of ETC. Since the latter holds (for ETC is a modal algebra), the 
axiom holds trivially for PTC as well. As an example, we prove axiom TA2 
for PTC: 
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Lemma 5.2.3.2.1 
V(P, Q: LPA xLPA . Up (P =» Q) => (D p Ρ => op Q) = 1) 
Proof 
( D p ( P = * Q ) = > D p P = > D p Q ) a 
= (definition of =>) 
Dp (P => Q) a => (Πρ Ρ a =* Dp Q a) 
= {definition of op en Oe) 
•e ((Ρ => Q) a) => (D, (Ρ a) => D, (Q a)) 
= {definition of =») 
•
e
 (Ρ a => Q a) => (D, (P a) => D
e
 (Q a)) 
=> {TA2 holds for ETC) 
I'M 
= {definition of 1) 
l a 
[] 
A note on notation. As PTC is a direct extension of ETC, we have Λ = л , 
and similarly for V, -t and =>. However, we will not write this to avoid 
stacking of hats, especially in the next section, where we introduce a direct 
extension of PTC. The operators in this extension are denoted by Л etc. 
would have triple hats had the outline notation not been introduced. For 
similar reasons, we write 0 and 1, rather than 0 IN and 1 IN. 
List predicates as introduced here, are so-called one place predicates, that is 
they have a single list argument. However, in many cases, it is necessary to 
relate two or more sequences in a predicate. For this purpose, we need pred­
icates of type (A~xB~)->B~ = LP2AB. 
def LP2 : T<- TxT 
with LP2~AB =A"xB~->B~ 
The construction of the Boolean algebra (LP2AB, 0 2, I2. V 2 , Л 2 ) is similar 
to the construction QÎ(LPA , 0 , 1 , V, Л) above, and is left to the reader. 
The modal operators can easily be extended to allow arguments of LP2: 
poly А, В : I 2, def Dp2 : LP2AB <- LP2AB 
with Up2 Ρ (α, β) = D, (Ρ (α, β)) 
poly А, В : Φ. def op2 : ЪР2КВ <- LP2AB 
with о
 2 Ρ (α, β) = o e (Ρ (α, β)) 
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poly Α,Β.Φ. def Op 2 : LP2AB <- LP2±B 
with op2 Ρ (α, β) = o e (Ρ (α, β)) 
poly А, В : <?. def - Up2 - : (LP2A Bf -» Ζ,Ρ2 Λ Β 
with (P Up2 Q) (α, β) = (Ρ (α, β)) U. (Q (α, β)) 
The proof that these operators satisfy the axioms for modal algebras is simi­
lar to that of LP, and hence it is clear that {LP2j^B, Q2,12, V 2 , Λ 2 , Rp2, op2, 
°p2> 4>г) is a modal algebra in which two place predicates can be expressed. 
Further extensions to allow three or even more placed predicates are trivial. 
5.2.3.3 Ensemble-based Temporal Calculus 
The Predicative Temporal Calculus is a direct extension of the Elementary 
Temporal Calculus. The Ensemble-based Temporal Calculus, or NTC, now 
to be introduced, is a direct extension of the Predicative Temporal Calculus. 
We will briefly introduce the sets and operators. 
Let A be an arbitrary set. An ensemble of list predicates of size η over A is a 
function f: (А"-»ВТ. The set of all such ensembles is denoted by (LP/J1. 
The operators of (LPA) can be extended several times to form operators of 
(LPAT : 
poly Α, η : Пк IN. 
def K-A(LPA)n?->{LPAr 
with (PAQ)k=(P k)A (Q k) 
Note that, as Л is already a double extension of л on Β, Л is a triple 
extension of л: (Ρ Λ Q) k at = (((P k) a) t) л (((Q k) crUXThe operators V, -ι 
and ^ can be extended in a similar fashion to form V, -1 and =^. 
The constants 0 and 1 of (LPAT are defined by: 
poly A, η : ФсИМ. 
def O j ( L P A r 
with 0 PA = 0 (PA) 
and likewise for 1 . Now clearly, {{LPAT, 0 , 1 , V, ^/) is a Boolean algebra, 
for any set A. 
Based on this Boolean algebra, we can construct the modal algebra 
(CLJV.tT, Î , 9, 9 , un, o„, 0„, l/„)if we define: 
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poly .A, η : Ik IN. 
def u
n
:(LPA)n<-(LPA)n 
with a
n
Pk = o
n
(Pk) 
poly Α, η : Φ<ΙΝ. 
def o„ : (LPAr «- (LPAr 
with o
n
Pk = o
n
(Pk ) 
poly Α, η : l x IN. 
def o
n
: ( L P A ) n < - ( L P A ) n 
with o„ P * = o „ ( P * ) 
poly Α, η : *2xlN. 
def -и
п
--А(І.Р
А
Г?^{.ЬР
А
Т 
with (PU
n
Q)k = (Pk)U
n
(Qk) 
The proof that this is indeed a modal algebra is trivial. 
5.2.3.4 Elementary Temporal Calculus is a Modal Álgebra 
The proof that ETC is indeed a modal algebra consists of 11 lemmas, each of 
them stating that ETC satisfies one of the axioms for modal algebras. 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.1 
n ( O o ) = D(n σ). 
Proof 
-> ( Ο β ) Ι 
-•(ο σ t) 
ι 0 ί ' : 2 ) σ Λ ί ' ϊ ί . σ ί ' ) 
ν ί ' : 2 ) σ Λ ί ' > / . - . ( σ < ' ) 
V f ' : í ) a A ( ' > í . ( - Ό ) ί ' 
ο(-. σ) ί 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
[] 
{definition -ι} 
(definition ο) 
{-ι ο 3 = V ο -ι) 
{definition -ι ) 
{definition •) 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.2 
ο(σ S ρ) <* (• σ S • ρ) 
Proof ___ ___ ___  
Rather than proving the lemma, we prove π(σ=> ρ) < (G σ => ü ρ) = l'IN. 
The lemma follows as a consequence of lemma 5.1.3.6. 
α(σ Я ρ) t 
= {definition π} 
V( ' : !DoAi '> í . (oSp) í 
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{definition =>} 
V i ' : 2 ) o A i ' > ( . ( o (
: 
(property V) 
ν*':(Ζ?σΛ<'>ί. at = 
{definition of •) 
(π σ t) => (• p^i) 
(definition =>} 
(D σ => Ü ρ) t 
>p<) 
• V í ' : D a A < ' > í . p i 
[] 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.3 
α σ <* σ. 
Proof 
Again, this lemma is proved with implicit use of lemma 5.1.3.6. 
ν ί ' : ί ) σ Λ ί ' > ί . σ < ' 
σ ί [] 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.4 
ο( -.
 σ
) = "^ (ο
 σ
). 
Proof ___ 
j D ( - ,
 σ
) ί = 
( - σ) (ί+1) = 
-.(σ(ί+1)) = 
j^o at) = 
- (ο σ) t [] 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.5 
ο(σ S ρ) <* (ο σ => ο ρ) 
Proof 
ο(σ => ρ) t 
(σ => ρ) (ί+1) 
σ(ί+1)=>ρ(ί+1) 
(ο
 σ
 ί) =^(ο ρ t) 
( O o = > O p ) t 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.6 
D σ <* ο σ. 
(definition G} 
(property of VJ 
(definition 0} 
(definition -i ) 
(definition O) 
(definition -ι ) 
(definition o) 
(definition = )^ 
(definition o) 
(definition =>} 
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Proof 
ο σ * = 
ν ί ' : Φ σ Λ ί ' > ( . σ ί ' < 
σ (ί+1) = 
ο σ / Ö 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.7 
• σ <* ο (π σ). 
Proof 
π σ ί 
ν ί ' : Φ σ Λ ί ' > ί . σ ί ' 
( O < ) A V Í ' : 2 ) O A Í ' > Í . O Í ' 
ν « ' : ΐ ) σ Α / ' > ί . σ / ' 
ν ί ' : ί ) σ Λ < ' > ( ί + 1 ) . σ ί ' 
• σ (ί+1) 
θ(π σ) t 
{definition π) 
(property of V} 
{definition о) 
{definition π} 
{property of V) 
{Boolean algebra) 
{arithmetic} 
{definition •) 
{definition o} 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.8 
D(o Ξ> ο σ) <* (σ Ξ ο σ ) 
Proof
 д 
•(σ=> ο σ) t = 
V t':T>oAt'>t. ( σ = > ο
σ
) < ' = 
ν ί ' : © σ Λ ( ' 5 ί . ( σ ί ' = » θ σ ί ' ) = 
V í ' : D o A * ' > í . (σ ί '=>σ(/ '+1)) < 
σ ί = > ν ί ' : £ > σ Λ ί ' > ί . σ ί ' = 
σ ί = > • σ ί = 
(σ => π σ) t [] 
Lemma 642.3.4^9 
σ U ρ = ρ ν (σ Α (ο (σ U ρ))). 
Proof 
{definition о} 
{definition =>} 
{definition θ) 
{induction principle on IN) 
{definition O) 
{definition =>} 
(aUp)t 
{definition U\ 
3(f > 0 . ρ (ί +1') л V( t" : IN Л t"<t'. a(t +1"))) 
{range split t' = 0, £'>0 ) 
ρ t л V( t" : IN Л r < 0 ) . σ(ί + t")) 
ν Ξ(ί' > 0 . ρ (f + f') л V( t" : IN Λ Γ < ί ' . σ(ί + t"))) 
{ { ί " : IN I ί"<0 ) = 0 , hence V( Г : N Λ ί"<0 . σ(ί + Г ) ) = 1) 
ρ t ν 3(ί ' > 0 . ρ (ί + ί') л V( Г : IN Λ t"<t'. σ(ί + <"))) 
U ' = ü t+1 ,¿ '>0=>¿>0) 
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ρ t ν 3(k > 0 . ρ (ί + k + 1) A V( t" : IN Λ t" < k + 1 . a(t +1"))) 
( V( t" : IN Λ t" < k + 1. oit + t")) = 
σ ί л ( Г :1ΝΛ l<t"<k + 1 . σ(* + О ) } 
ρ t ν 3(Α а 0 . ρ (ί + и + 1) л 
о * л ( Г :ΙΝ Λ 1 < ί " < * + 1.σ(ί +ί"))) 
{V(í":INA 1 < ί " < Α + 1.σ(ί + ί")) = 
ν ( ί " : Ν Λ Γ < Α . σ « + Γ + 1)))) 
p í v B ( A a 0 . p ( í + A + l )AOÍAV( í " : IN /\t"<k .a(t + t"+ 1))) 
= { 3( je : Χ . о л Ρ я) = a л 3( л: : X. Ρ χ), provided χ 
does not occur in a) 
ρ ί ν ( σ ί Λ 3 ( Α > 0 . ρ ( ί + £ + 1) л V( Г : IN At"<k . σ(ί + Г + 1))) 
{ ρ (ί + k + 1) = ο ρ(ί + Α), σ(ί + Г + 1) = ο σ(ί + f")} 
ρ ί ν ( σ t л 3(Α > 0 . ο ρ (ί + k) л V( ί" : IN Λ t" < k . ο dt + ί"))) 
( 3( χ : Τ . ο Ρ χ) = ο 3( χ : Τ. Ρ χ), 
V( χ : Τ. ο Ρ χ) = ο V( χ : Γ . Ρ χ)} 
ρ t ν ( σ t л ο 3(* > 0 . ρ {t + k) л V( t" : IN Л t" < k . a(t + t"))) 
= (definition U) 
ρ ί ν ( σ ί Λ θ ( σ ϋ ρ ) < ) 
= (definition direct extensions) 
ρ ν" (σ л о (σ Up))t 
U 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.10 
σ U ρ й* ο ρ 
Proof 
( o U p ) í 
= (definition of L/} 
3(k : IN . p« + k) A V(n : IN Λ η <A . a(t + n))) 
й {3( χ : X. Ρ л Q) < 3( χ : X. P) ) 
3(A : IN . ptt + A)) 
= (definition of o) 
o p t 
Ü 
Lemma 5.2.3.4.11 
• 1* = 1 \ 
Proof 
α Γ IN t = (definition •} 
W : í > a A f > M * I N í = (definition 1* IN} 
V í ' : O o A í ' > < . 1 = (property V) 
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1 = (definition l'INJ 
l'Ht Ü 
5.2.4 Temporal Calculi and the Description of Systems 
Consider a system S with three observable quantities, say a : A, b : В and с : 
С. The sample time σ : Τ is an increasing sequence of time instants. With 
each of the observable quantities, we associate a sequence of values, α : A , β 
: В and γ : С . The value α η is the value of the observable quantity a at 
sample time σ η, and similarly for β η and γ л. The behaviour of S is given in 
terms of the values of the observable quantities at the sample times σ η, 
and hence in terme of α, β and γ. Such descriptions are called synchronous, 
because α η, β η and γ η are the values of α, 6 and с at the same time instant 
σ п. 
A temporal specification for S is a set of predicates over A , В , and С 
that characterise those sequences that correspond to intended, correct, or 
desired behaviour. Usually, these predicates involve the conventional 
Boolean operators, as well as the modal operators. Examples of such predi­
cates are: 
def pos : B*«-IR* with pos at=at>0 
or: 
def fib : B V N * with fib σ t = (f<2 ? 1 + σ«-2) + σ(ί-1)) 
These predicates are called instantaneous, because they assert that a prop­
erty holds a t a certain point of time, but not necessarily for the whole 
sequence, pos a t merely states that at >0, and it says nothing about α as a 
whole. The predicate pos is the direct extension of the predicate (- > 0), but 
there is no predicate g : B<—IN, such that fib is the direct extension of g. 
Following Boute ([BOUT86bJ, [BOU87]), predicates that are the direct 
extension of other simple predicates are called temporal mappings, and all 
other predicates are called temporal combinators. Hence, pos is a temporal 
mapping and fib is a temporal combinator. 
Global assertions, i.e. assertions that are valid for a whole sequence of 
values, can be formulated using the modal operators. For instance, to assert 
that the value of α will eventually be positive after time t, we write o
e
(pos 
a) t and to state that β is exactly the sequence of Fibonacci numbers, we 
write £¡e(fib β) 0. As most specifications describe the behaviour of a system 
from sample time 0 on, we introduce a special operator to denote that a 
sequence satisfies a predicate at time 0: 
poly A : Г. def - N - : A\ CA*-»B*) -» В 
with o N P ^ P o O 
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Using, t*, the predicates can be separated from the sequences that satisfy 
the predicates. It can be used to express that pos α holds at time 0: α И pos, 
or to describe sets of sequences: { σ : IN* | σ N fib ). However, combination 
with modal operators from ETC is not possible, because these are of the 
wrong type. 
For this purpose, the Predicative Temporal Calculus is much better 
suited: α И op pos = op pos α 0 = o e {pos α) 0 = 1. The set of all sequences in 
R* that will eventually become positive can be denoted by: ( α : R* | α И op 
pos). 
Such a specification is not possible with ETC, and hence, although PTC is 
not more expressive than ETC, the explicit separation between the predi­
cates and the objects over which they range offers additional manipulative 
possibilities, which are particularly useful in specifications. In PTC, the 
modal operators are predicate transformers, and specifications are con­
structed by combining predicates (either temporal mappings or temporal 
combinatore) with predicate transformers, yielding new predicates. 
Of course, many placed predicates can be used to relate two or more lists. 
Consider for instance: 
def add : В VflN*)3 
with loc σ0, σ 1 ( ρ : (IN*)3 . 
add (σ0, aít ρ) 0 = (ρ 0 = 0) 
& loc σ0, а1г ρ, t : Ν*χΙΝ*χΙΝ*χ(ΙΝ Λ t > 0 ) . 
add (σ0, σ^ ρ) t = (ρ t = σ0(ί-1) + σ^ί-1)) 
The system S may satisfy specifications like (α, β, γ) Ν О add. 
So far, specifications consiet of a single predicate. However, usually, more 
than one predicate is necessary to give a complete specification. For 
instance, a system S with three state variables a, b, с : IN3 and associated 
sequences α, β, γ : (IN*)3 could be specified by: 
a h o pos 
β t= (о fib) л (a ine) 
(α, β, γ) И Ü add 
The Ensemble-based Temporal Calculus offers facilities to t reat such 
ensembles of predicates as a single unit. Suppose P, Q, and R are predicates 
over IN , and α, β and γ are sequences in IN , such that they satisfy the 
ensemble α Ν Ρ, β N Q and γ И Д. Using an extension of И, this ensemble 
can be expressed in a single expression: 
poly Α,Β,η: ^xlN . def - F - : (A*)"x (Α*->Β*Γ -» В 
with σ 1= P = V(¿ : © σ . σ ι И Pi) 
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Using И , the ensemble a И Ρ, β \· Q and γ h R can be formulated as: (α, β, 
γ) И (Ρ, Q, Ä). 
5.2.5 Temporal Calculus versus Temporal Logic 
The behaviour of time dependent systems can be expressed by sequences in 
various ways. One can describe sequences of input-output pairs, or 
sequences of states, or pairs of sequences of input and output events. 
Properties of these sequences can be expressed using one of the temporal 
calculi as introduced above. Which of these calculi is more suited depends on 
the application. 
Although the algebraic approach pursued by us turned out to be sufficient 
for our purposes, over the past decades much effort has been put in the 
study of temporal logic to study the same system aspects as we are inter-
ested in. It is worthwhile to compare the algebraic and logic approaches in 
some detail. 
Three notions play a key role in the logic approach: the language of for-
mulae, the models in which formulae are to be interpreted, and the truth of 
a formula in a particular model. We will briefly discuss these, based on the 
exposition in [M&P83J. The sharp distinction between syntax and semantics 
of formulae is a characteristic property of logics. 
5.2.5.1 The Language of Formulae 
In the literature, the language of formulae is usually only informally intro-
duced. The definition lacks the usual syntactic rigour of computing scien-
tists. We will, however, define the language by a grammar (recall from chap-
ter 3 that a grammar defines a set of parse trees, rather than sentences). 
A temporal logic formula is built from a set Loc of local variables and 
propositions, a set Glob of global variables and propositions, a set Fun of 
monadic function symbols, a set Predi of monadic predicate symbols, a set 
Pred2 of dyadic predicate symbols, the Boolean connectives (which we will 
denote by and, or, implies, iff and not to avoid confusion with the alge-
braic operators on B), the equality predicate equals , and the first order 
quantifiers forali and thereis. There are four modal operators: a lways , 
sometime, next , and unt i l . The well formed formula parse trees are 
defined by the following grammar. First, the set of terms and of predicates 
are defined. 
def Term : Δ ^ 
with Term = Loc I Glob \ Fun I « next I Term » 
def Predicate: ATL 
with Predicate = « predi I Predi, Term )) 
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I « pred2 I Pred2, Term, Term » 
We will discuss only monadic and dyadic predicates. The extension to predi­
cates with more arguments is straight forward. Formulae involving the 
equality predicate are of the form { p r e d 2 I equals, Term, Term ), and 
hence, equals e Pred2. 
The set of formulae is defined by: 
def Formula : ATL 
with Formula = Term \ Predicate 
I (( or I Formula, Formula )) 
I (( and I Formula, Formula )) 
I « implies I Formula, Formula )) 
I (( iff I Formula, Formula » 
I « not I Formula » 
I (( next I Formula » 
I (( always I Formula )) 
I (( sometime I Formula )) 
I (( until I Formula, Formula )) 
I « forali I Glob, Formula )) 
I (( thereis I Glob, Formula )) 
I (( pack I Formula )) 
The flattening of this grammar is defined by: 
def <p
rL : ΣΤ ί > <- ATL 
with loc I : Loc . φ ^ I = ' l ' 
& loc G : Glob . q>TL G = 'G' 
& loc Ρ : Predi υ Pred2 .<?TLP = * ' 
& loef: Fun. 4rif='f 
& loc t : Term . yTL {next I t ) = 'next ' -Η- <pTL t 
& loc P, t : Predi χ Term . 
cp T L <predl Ι Ρ, ί> = φ π ,Ρ-Η- " ('φτζ,ί-Η-')' 
& loc Ρ, ÍQ, ij : Glob χ Term χ Term. 
(pTL<pred2 Ι Ρ, t) = 
ψ
τ
. Ρ -Η- · (' <pTL t -н- ', ' -H- <prL t x -H- ') ' 
& loc F0, F a : Formula? . 
<pTL < or I F0, i \ > = (pTL F0 •»• V -H- <pTL F x 
& loc F 0 , i \ : Formula
2
 . 
cpTL < and I F0, F1 > = <pTL F0 -H- V -H- q>TL F x 
& loc F 0 , F ! : Formula
2
 . 
<pTL ( implies I F0, Fx > = 
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Ф7Ъ ^o "^ '=*' •**• Фи, ' Ί 
& loc F 0 , Fj : Formular . 
φ
τ ζ
. < iff I FO.FI) = <PTLFO·* = ' * Φτί,^ι 
& loc F : Formula . 
(Pninot I F) = '-*'-H-yTLF 
& loc F : Formula . 
φ
Τ
ΐ ( next I F > = Ό' -H- φ
Γ ί # F 
& loc F : Formula . 
Фи ( always I F ) = 'α ' -Η- (p
r L F 
& loc F : Formula . 
ψτΐ ( sometime I F ) = 'o ' -ff φ
Γ ί
, F 
& loc F 0 , F i : Formula
2
 . 
Фи ( until I F0, F i ) = φ Γ ί , F 0 -ff V -ff φΤ ί, F i 
& loc G, F : Glob χ Formula. 
Фи ( forall I G, F ) = 
V' -ff ф и G * '.' -H- ф и F 
& loc G, F : GZoò χ Formula. 
Фи (thereis I G, F) = '3' -H- φ
Γ ί
, G -H- '.' ff <pTL F 
& loc F : Formula . 
Ф и < Pack I F ) = ' (' -H- ф и F -ff ') ' 
This flattening is not injective, as ( or I F, ( or I G, H )) and ( or I < or I F, 
G ), H ) have the same flattening for arbitrary formulae F, G and H. An 
injective flattening is possible, however, either by adding additional struc­
ture to the definition of the grammar or by adopting a "polish" or "reverse 
polish" notation, using only pre- or postfix operators, rather than infix oper­
ators. However, we have chosen not to do so, because the first solution 
would clutter up the rather simple grammar and the second solution would 
render virtually illegible flattenings. 
Since ф и is not injective, the parse function I - 1 does not exist, and we 
can not use pattern matching in the definition of semantic functions. 
However, pat tern matching on logic formulae that are syntactically 
identical to algebraic expressions would be a source of confusion only. For 
the purpose of comparing logic and algebras, it is recommendable to 
separate the two clearly. To do so, we will use parse trees to denote the 
formulae. 
5.2.5.2 The Models 
A formula of Temporal Logic does not have a meaning unless it is inter­
preted in a model. A model is a triple consisting of an interpretation I, an 
assignment α and a sequence σ. 
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An interpretation I specifies a non empty domain D and assigns elements 
in D to constants in Glob, functions in D->D to function symbols in Fun, 
predicates in £>->B to monadic predicate symbols in Predi, and predicates in 
D2->B to dyadic predicate symbols in Pred2. So / is a function of the follow­
ing form: 
poly D : T. def SemDom : Τ 
with SemDom = Du (Z)->£>) и (D-+B) u (D2->B) 
def Sym : Τ 
with Sym = Glob и Fun и Predi и Pred2 
poly D : T. def / : SemDom <- Sym 
with loc G : Glob . IG = ...some element inD... 
loc F : Fun . IF = ...some element in D—>D... 
loc Ρ : Predi. ΙΡ = ...eome element in D->B... 
loc Ρ :Pred2 . IP= ...some element in £>2->B... 
An assignment α is a function mapping global variables to values in D: 
poly D : Ί. def α : D «- Glob 
with α ν = .. .some element in D... 
Assignments can be updated. An updated assignment provides a new value 
for some global variable. Updates are modelled by a function upd, that is 
defined as: 
poly D : T. def upd (Glob-^D) <- (Glob^D) χ Glob χ D 
with upd (a, G, d)X =(X=G)?d UaX) 
Finally, σ is an infinite sequence of states, a state being an assignment to 
local variables: 
poly D : T. def State : Τ 
w i t h State = Loc-^D 
poly D : T. def σ : State" 
with σ = .. .some element in State"... 
Finally, models can be defined as: 
poly D : T. def Model : Τ 
with Model = (SemDom <— Sym) χ (D *- Glob) χ State" 
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5.2.5.3 The Truth of a Formula in a Model 
Let (/, α, σ) : Model be a model as outlined above. Terme and formulae are 
interpreted in this model, that is, for each term t : Term, there is some d : D 
that is called the value of i, and for any F : Formula there is some 6 : В that 
is called the truth of F. Value and truth depend both on the model and on 
the syntactic structure of the term or formula. Usually, the value of a term t 
in the model (7, α, σ) is denoted by t g, where J is left implicit. The truth of 
a formula F in (7, a, a) is denoted by (7, α, σ) И F. However, since we define 
the value of a term and the truth of a formula as semantic functions val and 
sat, we will write (/, α, σ) val t rather than 11$ and (7, α, σ) sat F rather 
than (7, α, σ) И F. Not only adheres this notation to the syntax of Funmath, 
it also avoids confusion between the symbol И as used in the logical and the 
algebraic sense. The functions val and sat are defined as follows: 
def - val - : Model χ Term -> D 
with loc (7, α, σ), / : Model χ Loc . 
(7, α,σ)ναΙΙ = σΟΙ 
& loc (7, α, σ), G : Model χ Glob . 
(I, o,o)valG = aG 
& loc (7, OL,a\t: Model χ Term . 
(Ι, α, σ) val < next I t ) = (7, α, σο(+1)) val t 
def - sat- : Model χ ATL -* В 
with 
loc 
& loc 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
loc 
loc 
loc 
loc 
loc 
loc 
7, α, σ), Ρ, t : Model χ Predi χ Term . 
Ι, α, σ) sat < predi I P, t > = IΡ ((ƒ, α, σ) val t) 
I, α, σ), Ρ, to, tl : Model χ Glob χ Term χ Term. 
Ι, α, σ) sat ( pred2 I P, t ) 
= IΡ (((ƒ, α, σ) val í0), ((Ι, α, σ) val t{)) 
Ι, α, σ), F 0 , ί\ : Model χ Formula χ Formula . 
Ι, α, σ) sat ( or I .F0, Ft > = (Ι, α, σ) sat F0 ν (ƒ, α, σ) sat Fj 
Ι, α, σ), FQ, F J : Model χ Formula χ Formula . 
Ι, α, σ) sat < and I F0, Fj ) = (J, α, σ) sat F 0 л (Ι, α, σ) sat Fx 
Ι, α, σ), F 0 , Fj : Model χ Formula χ Formula . 
Ι, α, σ) sat < implies I F0, Fj ) 
(ƒ, α, σ) sat F 0 => (/, α, σ) sat Fl 
Ι, α, σ), F 0 , Fj : Model χ Formula χ Formula . 
I, a, a) sat ( iff I F0, Fj > = (I, ot, σ) sai F 0 Ξ (ƒ, ot, σ) sat F1 
Ι, α, σ), F : Model χ Formula . 
7, α, σ) sai ( not I F > = -> ((7, α, σ) sai F) 
7, α, σ), F : Model χ Formula . 
I, a, σ) sai {next I F > s (7, α, σ°(+1)) sai F 
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& loc (/, α, σ), F : Model χ Formula . 
(Ι, α, σ) sat ( always I F ) = V k : IN . (I, a, a°(+k)) sat F 
& loc (/, α, σ\ F : Model χ Formula . 
(Ι, α, σ) sat ( sometimes I F > = 3 k : IN . (I, a, a°(+k)) sat F 
& loc (ƒ, α, σ), FQ, F J : Model χ Formula χ Formula . 
(/, α, σ) sai {unti l I F0, *\ > 
= 3 (k : IN . (V k' : IN Λ A'<A . (ƒ, a, o°(+k)) sai F 0 ) 
л (ƒ, a, ao(+k)) sat F-¡) 
& loc (/, ex, σ), G, F : Model χ Glob χ Formula. 
(Ι, α, σ) sat ( forall I G, F ) 
= V ( d : D . (/, upd(a, G, d), o)sai F 
& loc (7, α, σ), G, F : Model χ Glob χ Formula. 
(Ι, α, σ) sai ( thereis I G, F ) 
= 3 ( d : D . (J, updist, G, d), σ) sat F 
& loc {J, α, σ), F : Model χ Formula . 
(I, a, a) sat < pack I F ) = (Ι, α, σ) sat F 
5.2.3.4 Simplified Models 
The definitions above are just a reformulation in Funmath of the exposition 
of Temporal Logic given by Manna and Pnueli in [M&P83]. The excessive 
length is due to the fact that we have defined the grammar and the truth in 
great detail, whereas Manna and Pnueli are quite sloppy, especially in the 
definition of the syntax. 
The truth function can be simplified considerably if some extra conven­
tions are adopted. First, the interpretation I reduces to the identity, if we 
take adopt the convention that any function identifier in Temporal Logic 
stands for the same Funmath operator, and similarly for operators. 
Furthermore, the distinction between global and local variables is unneces­
sary. The distinction seems to be made only to avoid quantification over 
local variables. In fact, in specifications, the distinction is made just in the 
opposite direction: those variables that are quantified are global, and the 
unquantified variables are local. It is easy to see that if all global variables 
are quantified in some formula F, then for any assignments a 0 and αλ we 
have: (/, α 0 , φ) sat F = (/, ctj, φ) sat F. (The proof involves showing that ct0 
can be transformed to a ! in a finite number of updates (one for each global 
variable in F) and application of the truth of quantified formulae). However, 
as satisfaction holds for any assignment, then there is no reason for an 
explicit reference to the assignment in the model. 
If the model does no longer contain a global assignment a, then the defi­
nition of the truth of quantifications must be adapted, as the original defini­
tion is in terms of updates of a. This can be achieved by using substitutions 
in the expression, rather than updates of the assignment. Suppose E is an 
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expression in which a single global variable χ occurs. By E[x:=d] we denote 
de expression E' that is obtained from E by replacing each occurrence of χ by 
the constant d. By induction on the syntactic structure of E, it is easy to 
show that (/, α, σ) val E = (I, e, σ) val Ε[χ := α χ], where ε is the empty envi­
ronment. This observation is the basis for the following simplified definition 
of the truth of formulae: 
def SimMod : Τ 
with SimMod = State™ 
def - val - : SimMod χ Term -* D 
with loc σ, / : SimMod χ Loc . 
σ val I = σ 0 Ι 
& loc σ, t : SimMod χ Term . 
σ val ( next Ι t ) = σ°(+1) val t 
def - sat - : SimMod χ Δ
Γ ί
, -» В 
with 
loc σ, Ρ, t : SimMod χ Predi χ Term . 
o s a i ( p r e d l I Ρ, t) = P(a val t) 
& loc σ, Ρ, ÍQ, t^ : SimMod χ Pred2 χ Term χ Term. 
σ sai ( pred2 Ι Ρ, О 
s Ρ ((σ ι/α/ <0), (σ val tt)) 
& loc σ, F0, Fj : SimMod χ Formula χ Formula . 
σ sai ( o r I F 0 , F i > Ξ σ sai F 0 ν σ sat Fx 
& loc σ, F 0 , Fj : SimMod χ Formula χ Formula . 
σ sai ( and I F 0 , F x > Ξ σ sai F 0 л σ sai F x 
& loc σ, F 0 , F ! : SimMod χ Formula χ Formula . 
σ sai ( implies I F 0 , Fj ) = σ sai F 0 =* σ sat F1 
& loc σ, F 0 , F x : SimMod χ Formula χ Formula . 
σ sai (iff I F0,Fl) = (asatF0 = asatF1) 
& loc σ, F : SimMod χ Formula . 
σ sai ( not I F ) Ξ -• (σ sai F) 
& loc σ, F : SimMod χ Formula . 
σ sai ( next I F ) Ξ σ<>(+1) sai F 
& loc σ, F : SimMod χ Formula . 
o s a i (a lways I F> = VA : IN .o°(+A)saiF 
& loc σ, F : SimMod χ Formula . 
σ sai ( sometimes I F ) = 3 A : IN . σ4+Α) sai F 
& loc σ, F 0 , F x : SimMod χ Formula χ Formula . 
σ sai ( until I F 0 , Fj } 
Η 3 (A : IN . (V k' : IN Λ k'<k . σ°(+Α) sat F 0 ) л σ°(+Α) sat F{) 
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& loc σ, G, F : SimMod χ Loc χ Formula. 
o s a i < forall I G,F) = ^ (d:D.osatF[G :=d]) 
& loc σ, G, F : SimMod χ Loc χ Formula. 
σ sat < thereis I G, F) = 3(d :D . a sat F[G := d]) 
& loc σ, Ρ : SimMod χ Formula . 
σ sai ( раек I F ) = σ sai F 
5.2.3.5 State-Based Temporal Calculus 
Recall that State = Loc^D. Obviously, (State—№, O'State, l'State, л , л ) is 
a Boolean algebra, because any extension of В is a Boolean algebra. 
Extending this algebra again, we obtain an instance of L P A : (LP S i o t e , 0, 1, 
Л , V). On this set, we can define the modal operator •„ : LPState «- LPState 
as an instance of the polymorf operator op, defined for the Predicative 
Temporal Calculus: 
def o
s
 : LPState <- LPState 
with a
s
 Ρ a t = V(A : © (Ρ α) Λ k > t. Ρ a k) 
As Ρ : LPState, and α : State", we have Ρ α ε В and hence ΊΧΡ α) = IN. Using 
this we can derive: 
o
s
Pat = 
V ( A : 2 ) ( P a ) A * > t . P a A ) = 
V(fc : IN Λ * > t. Ρ a k) = 
V ( * ' : N . P a t t ' 4 i ) ) = 
V(* ' :N.Pa«<+*)f) U 
This property of •, will be of use later. 
We have similar definitions (and similar properties) for the other modal 
operators, and hence (LPState, 0, 1, Λ, V, Ge, o s , o s , Us) is an instance of 
PTC. This temporal calculus is called the State-based Temporal Calculus, or 
STC for short. 
The sole purpose of introducing STC is to map formulae from Temporal 
Logic to predicates in LPstate. This mapping is in fact quite simple: 
def Pr : LPState «- Formula 
with PrFa = osatF 
There is a correspondence between the modal operators of STC and formu­
lae from Temporal Calculus: 
• •„ (Pr F) σ = σ sat ( always I F ) 
[ definition of o
e
} 
{ ΊΧΡ a) = IN } 
{k' = k-t,k>t =>A'>0} 
{a(k'+t) = ao(+k)t} 
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• o
s
 (Pr F) σ = osat( sometime I F > 
• o
s
 (PrF)c = asat( next I F) 
• (PrF) U
s
 (Pr G)o = csat(until \F,G) 
We prove the first equality, the others are similar: 
•
s
 (Pr F) σ = {property of •, above } 
V(£ ' : IN . (Pr F) a°(+k )) = ( definition of Pr} 
V(Jfe' : IN . o°(+k) satF) = { definition sat ] 
σ sat ( always I F ) [] 
5.2.3.6 Comparison and Discuss ion 
By providing a specific temporal calculus, and a mapping from Formulae to 
elements in this calculus, we have shown that modal algebras are at least as 
expressive as temporal logic. So, for specification purposes, the algebraic 
approach is quite sufficient. There is no need for a separate logic to express 
system properties. 
In fact, temporal calculi can be more expressive, because we have a richer 
set of predicates. It can be shown that Pr F is always a direct extension of 
some predicate Ρ : Model—>B : (Pr F) = Ρ. However, in LPA, for arbitrary 
sets A, there exist predicates that can not be expressed as direct extensions, 
that is, there are predicates that are not determined by a single state, but 
also by states from the past. This, of course, also holds for LPState, and hence 
more properties can be expressed in LPgtate then can be expressed in 
Temporal Logic. 
However, one of the reasons for introducing temporal logic is that it is 
decidable, that is, there exist algorithms that for any given formula F and 
any given model M determines whether M sat F. This area felt outside the 
scope of the research described here, but it is unlikely that such algorithms 
exist for any temporal calculus. 
One might consider this a drawback of temporal calculi. This is, however, 
not true. Apart from the question whether decidability is a desirable prop­
erty (which we believe is not) some limited temporal calculi may be decid­
able, and it is quite likely that the temporal calculus that is generated by Pr 
is decidable, simply because the symbolism used in both this calculus and in 
Temporal Logic is almost identical. One can even the same formulae, either 
to stand for an algebraic expression or for a logic formula. However, all this 
is quite tentative, as no work has yet been done in this area. 
5.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have studied Boolean algebra, as well as some of its 
extensions, called modal algebra, and some instances of modal algebra. It 
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was shown that some temporal calculi are at least as expressive as temporal 
logic, a fact supporting our claim that logics are unnecessary for engineering 
purposes. 
The results so far have been theoretical in nature. No experience exist on 
the practical applicability of the temporal calculi discussed in this chapter, 
nor on the possibility or desirability for machine support of these calculi. 
Research into these areas is highly recommended. 
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State Machines 
Communicating state machines are a natural model for the specification of 
communicating systems. A communication between a system and its envi-
ronment is modelled by an interaction (i.e. the observation of the values of 
the state quantities). Systems are specified by sequences of interactions. 
Although temporal calculi are quite suited for such specifications, they may 
be too abstract, in the sense that the internal structure of the system is not 
suggested by the specification. A more concrete specification is based on 
subsystems (or processes) with their interconnections and possible inter-
actions. 
In this chapter, we discuss some techniques in which the interactions 
between a system and its environment play an explicit role. The systems 
specified here are not only characterised by their state, but also by the 
interactions which are allowed to observe the state. In many cases, the state 
itself is even derived of the sequences of interactions. 
In this chapter, some tiny specification formalisms are introduced for two 
purposes. First, many existing techniques are based on some language. To 
study these techniques it is best to define a similar language within the 
framework of Funmath. And indeed, they allowed a distinction, and hence 
clarification, of the concepts specification, realisation and behaviour and 
their mutual relations. Secondly they provide examples of how syntax and 
semantics of languages can be expressed in Funmath. It will be shown, how-
ever, that the semantic domains of these formalisms constitute an algebra, 
and that Funmath can be used to express the domains and the operations 
on them directly. This implies that for practical purposes, a separate 
specification formalism is unnecessary, since the algebras can be used. The 
formalisms here are intended only to assist in developing the theory. They 
are not recommended for practical applications. 
Chapter 6 
6.1 Regular Systems 
The following treatment of regular systems and finite automata is heavily 
inspired by [GIN68]. However, the steady use of functions in the 
description, albeit not revolutionary, seems to be new. 
Definition 6.1.1 Semiautomata 
A semiautomaton A is a triple (S, Σ, M) where S is a finite set of states, Σ is a 
finite set of input symbols (Σ is also called the alphabet of A) and M is an 
infix function - M - : ZxS —>S (M is called the transition function). 
[End of definition] 
A semiautomaton is a formalisation of a machine that is in a state s : S and 
reads a symbol a : Σ. After reading a, the automaton enters the state a M s. 
Note that state changes discretely, that is, the machine is in a state s until 
it suddenly jumps to another one. The state can only change when an input 
symbol is read. It is not possible to change the state without reading input, 
although input may be read without state change (this occurs if a M s = s for 
some s : S and a : Σ). 
The phrase "A reads input a" only provides an intuitive model underlying 
semiautomata. Although this interpretation is often used in automata the­
ory, it is not a fundamental concept. In more abstract terms, one can say 
that "A engages in an α-interaction with its environment". Such an interac­
tion is not necessarily the reading of the symbol a. It can be any interaction 
in which the value a is exchanged. In other words: automata can be used to 
describe a much broader class of systems than the rather limited one of 
input consuming machines. For this reason we will often speak of "perform­
ing an α-action" rather than "reading the symbol a", and the set Σ will more 
generally be referred to as a set of actions. 
So far, we only studied the input of a single symbol (i.e. the execution of a 
single action). However, automata theory is generally more concerned with 
sequences of inputs (execution of a sequence of actions). The behaviour of an 
automaton under a sequence of inputs can be expressed by a function M 
based on M: 
def - M - : l ' x S - ) S 
with Iocs : S . ε Ms =s, 
& loc α,α, s : ΣχΣ xS . (α>-σ) Ms = aM(aMs) 
The notion of a semiautomaton can be extended to an automaton: 
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Definition 6.1.2 Automata 
An automaton A is a quintuple (S, Σ, s0, M, F) where (S, Σ, M) is a semiau-
tomaton, 5 0 E S is a designated element of S, called the initial state, and F is 
a set of designated states (FçS) called the final states οι A. 
[End of definition] 
Clearly, for automata, M can be extended to M in a way similar to semiau-
tomata. Now, automata theory deals with those sequences σε Σ such that σ 
M «o e F. These sequences are said to be accepted or recognised by the 
automaton A. The set of sequences accepted by the automaton A is called 
the language οι A. In our more general action interpretation of automata, 
we can also say that the language of A describes the set of all possible 
sequences of actions that a system may perform. 
Let Autz be the set of all finite automata with alphabet Σ. The function Лд 
assigns to each automaton Λ ε Aut^ the language that is accepted by A: 
def Лд : Σ *-Aut¿ 
with Лд (S, Σ, s0, M, F) = ( σ: Σ* I <sMs0eF\ 
The range ( Лд } consists of those languages for which there exists an 
automaton that accepts it. Such languages are called regular. 
Two automata A and A' are said to be equivalent (denoted by A = АО if 
they accept the same language: 
def =R : (Autz)2 -> В 
with (Аг
я
А') = (ЛдА = ЛдА') 
The function Л
д
 also induces the natural projection from AutL onto the set of 
all equivalence classes of=: 
def 1д : TAuti «- Aut-z 
with і д A = I A': Autz \ Лд A = ARA'} 
Heene [KLE56] showed that each regular language L : [ Лд} can be charac­
terised by a so-called regular expression, and conversely, that any language 
generated by a regular expression has an automaton that accepts exactly 
that language. This explains the central role of regular expressions in 
automata theory. We will now define regular expressions by means of a set 
of parse trees together with a flattening function. These regular expressions 
are syntactic objects, and they will sometimes be referred to as 'formal' 
regular expressions, to distinguish them from the regular expression subset 
of Funmath, which will be introduced later. 
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Definition 6.1.3 Regular Expressions 
Let Σ be some arbitrary set of actions, and Σ' = Σ υ (φ, л). Let Θ = Σ' u (+, ·, 
*, pack, (, ) ), then the set RE of parse trees of regular expressions over θ is 
defined by: 
def RE: Δ
θ 
with RE = RT | «+ I RT.RE)) 
def RT: ΔΘ 
with RT = RF I «• I RF, RT)) 
def RF: ¿^ 
with RF = £ | « pack I RE)) | « * I RF)) 
The flattening function mapping parse trees on strings over is defined by: 
def φ: Σ* <- RE 
with loc rt, re : RTxRE . φ (+ I rt, re) = (φ rt) -H- '+' -Η- (φ re) 
& loc rf, Η : RFxRT. φ (• I rf, rt) = (φ rf) -Η- '·' +f (φ ri) 
& locr/":ÄF.<p<* I г/) = (φ rt)-н-'*• 
& loc re : RE . φ (pack I re) = ' (' -н- (φ re) -н- ') ' 
& loc χ: Σ . φ ( χ ) =τ χ 
Finally, the set of regular expressions can be defined simply by: 
def RegExp: TL* 
with RegExp = (φ) 
Without proof, we state the following properties of RE, φ and RegExp: 
• φ is injective, and hence φ" = С - I exists, this allows us to use trees in 
an unambiguous way, and indeed, in the sequel, we will prefer RE over 
RegExp. 
• Г, E :($RT) χ (φ RE) Л T'+' E 1 = (+ Ι ΙΊΊ,ΙΕΊ) 
• V F, Τ : (φ RF) χ (φRT). Œ F '· ' Τ 3 = <· Ι Ι ί Ί , Ι 7 Ί ) 
• ^ : ф Д ^ . І [ ^ " * " і = < * I IFl) 
• VE:îpRE A'i' Е')Ч= <pack I ІЕЪ) 
• V χ: Σ . Ι χ Ι = (χ) 
In order to define a function A
s
 : TL *-RE, that maps regular expressions to 
the accepted language, some auxiliary functions are needed: 
def - ® - : TL* ж IN -> TL* 
with A ® 0 = ι e 
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A ® (n+1) = { α - Η - σ | α , σ : Α χ (A ín)} 
Using this infix operator, we define: 
def -9:TL*^>TL* 
with A® = и (л : IN .A® η) 
Compare ® and ® to the operators Τ and ", defined in section 2.11.2. 
def A
s
 : TL'Ì-RE 
with loc Τ, E : (φ RT) χ (φ ДЕ). 
Λ5 II Γ '+' Ε 1 = As ITU υ As lEl 
& loc F, T:(yRF)x(<pRT). 
A
s
 II F '·' Τ I = {σ -Η- ρ | σ, ρ : A
s
 IF! χ Λ5 171) 
& loc F : φ RF. A
s
l F *"l = (A
s
lFlf 
& І о с Е і ф Д Е . Л5ІІ 'С Я') ' I =ASIE1 
& loc *: Σ' Л χ e (ф, л) . A
s
 Ι χ 1 = ι τ χ 
& A
s
 Ι φ 1 = 0 
& Λ5 Ι л 3 = ι ε 
Kleene's result can be easily formulated as: { Λ5 ) = { А
я
 }. A system whose 
behaviour can be described by a regular language is called a regular system. 
In the theory developed so far, regular expressions are introduced as syntac­
tic objects. The reason for this is that we want to be able to reason about the 
expressions themselves. Usually, however, we simply want to use regular 
expressions to specify languages only, and to reason about systems and not 
about the expressions. In this case, it is much easier to define the regular 
expression operators directly in Funmath, and hence incorporate the 
regular expressions in Funmath: 
def - 4- - : TL* χ TL* -> TL* 
with G -5- Я = G υ Я 
def - · - : TL* χ TL* -> TL* 
with G · Я = { σ -н- ρ Ι σ, ρ: G У Η] 
def - ώ : TL* -» TL* 
with G* = G® 
def '-' : Σ -> TL* 
with 'χ' = ι τ χ 
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Using these operators, the semantics of formal regular expressions can be 
alternatively defined by: 
def A
s
 : TL*<-RE 
with loc Τ, E :(фДГ)х(<р RE). A S I T ' + ' El = As ITI + A s ΙΕΙ 
& loc F, Τ : (φ RF) χ (φ RT). A
s
 Ι F'-' Τ Ι = A
s
 Î.FI · As Ϊ 7 Ί 
& l ocF : (pAí \A s l [F"*" ] ] = (AsIIF]l)e 
& locE:^RE.Asl'(,E'),l=AslEl 
& loc χ: Σ' Λ χ e (ф, Λ] . A
s
 Ι χ 1 = У 
& A
s
 Œ ф 1 = 0 
& Ag Ι л 3 = ι ε 
Now, a Funmath regular expression is a Funmath expression in which only 
the operators +, ·, v and '-' occur. Note that we do not have to introduce the 
special constants л and ф, since ε and 0 can be used directly. Each Funmath 
regular expression stands for the language accepted by its formal counter­
part. For instance: Λ l a + b · c l = a + ('ft' · 'c'). 
This shows that for engineering purposes, there is no need for a separate 
formal language. The algebra (TL , ε, 0, +, ·, ' ') is quite sufficient for practi­
cal purposes. 
The interpretation Ag imposes an equivalence on RE: two regular expres­
sions are equivalent under A
s
 if and only if they define the same language: 
def - =
s
 - : RE* RE ->B 
with (re0 =s re{) = (As reQ = A s re{) 
The natural projection l
s
 maps each regular expression onto its equivalence 
class under s
s
: 
def i
s
 : TRE <- RE 
with i
s
 re = {re' : RE \ re' =
s
 re) 
The set of all equivalence classes under s
s
 is equal to the range {i
s
) of i
s
. 
Note that [l
s
] is traditionally denoted by ^ ^ / = 5 . The construction of [i
s
] 
has important applications for the specification of regular systems. A 
regular system S is fully specified by the set L
s
 of possible sequences of 
interactions with its environment, and by definition, this set is a regular 
language. For each regular language L there exist at least one regular 
expression re such that Ag re = L. We can now consider re as a specification 
of the system S if A
s
 re = L
s
. However, each regular expression re' e lg re 
describes the same language, and hence is a specification of the same 
system. This implies that there is a one-to-one mapping between systems 
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and equivalence classes in [i
s
]. Hence, these equivalence classes form a 
natural model for the class of regular systems. For this reason, we identify 
the set of regular systems SYS with the set of equivalence classes {4-
s
J. 
A finite automaton A that accepts the regular language L
s
 can be consid­
ered a possible realisation of the system S. A regular expression re specifies 
an automaton A if and only if A
s
 re = AR A, conversely, we say that A 
realises the specification re. This is denoted by A h re: 
def - И - : Autz χ Я£ -> В 
with (А 1= re) = (AR A = A
s
 re) 
Note the overloading of the symbol К In chapter 5, the expression σ Κ Ρ 
asserted that σ satisfies the predicate Ρ at time 0. In this chapter , the 
expression A h re asserts that the automaton A accepts the language of the 
regular expression re, and hence, that A is a realisation of the specification 
re. At a meta level, both expressions are of the form obj N spec, asserting 
that the object obj satisfies the specification spec. 
Clearly, if Ahre, then for any A ' e 4-д A, and for any re' e i
s
 re we have 
A'kre'. From the rather abstract point of view we have taken so far, both A 
and A' could be used as a realisation of the specification re. However, it is 
quite possible that there are reasons to prefer A over A ', for instance 
because A has fewer states. Suppose that we have some realisation function 
F : Aut% *~ ^^> t h a t constructs a realisation of a specification, based on its 
syntactic structure. The mapping F provides a systematic way to derive a 
realisation from a specification. We are not yet interested in a definition of 
F, but we require that for any specification re, F re realises re, formally: V 
re: RE .Fret re. 
We have now developed enough terminology to state an engineering 
problem. Given a specification re, derive a specification re', such that re =5 
re', for which F re' is optimal (with respect to some criterion) in the class iR 
(F re). In other words: both F re and F re' realise the specification re, but 
F re is 'better' in some technical sense. To derive re', it would be most help­
ful if a set of semantics conserving transformation laws could be provided. 
We will proceed to investigate some of these laws. 
Note that two Funmath regular expressions are equal if and only if their 
formal counterparts are equivalent. Hence, equal Funmath regular expres­
sions specify the same system. Furthermore, the regular operators of 
Funmath provide an algebra that could be used to compose larger systems 
from smaller components, and to analyse the behaviour of larger systems in 
terms of the behaviour of their components. For this reason, it is useful to 
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have some laws that hold for Funmath regular expressions. We will give 
some of the most obvious of these laws, without attempting to be complete. 
None of the laws will be proved here, see [GIN68] for some of the less trivial 
proofs. 
1) С Я : а , ) 2 . С + Я = Я + С 
2) V G, H, J: (Σ*)3 . (G-i-Η) i J=G + (H + J) 
3) VG-.Σ' .G + 0 = G 
4) V G, Я, J: (Σ*)3 . G(HJ) = (GH)-J 
5) V G: Σ*. G-d e) = G 
6) ν σ : Σ * . σ · 0 = σ 
7) V G,Я, J: (Σ*)3 . G-(H+J) = (GH) + (G-J) 
8) V G: Σ \ G*-G* - G* 
9) V G: Σ*. (G* f = G ö 
6.2 Behaviour, Specifications and Realisations 
There are three key notions in the theory of systems developed so far: 
behaviour, specifications and realisations. We stated that a system is com-
pletely determined by its possible interactions with the environment. The 
allowed sequences of interactions between a system and its environment is 
called the behaviour of that system. The behaviour is a language, which in 
the case of regular systems is a regular language. Such a language can be 
specified by a regular expression, and hence regular expressions are a 
formalism for the specification of regular systems. Whether we consider 
formal regular expressions or Funmath expressions involving regular opera-
tors is immaterial in this respect. At the realisation side, we can construct a 
finite state machine that exactly accepts that language. Such a machine was 
considered as a realisation of the system. 
Now, for given system behaviour, there may exist a variety of regular 
expressions, each specifying the same behaviour. For a given mapping λ 
from regular expressions to finite automata (λ is called the realisation func­
tion), each regular expression e represents a possible realisation λ e of the 
system. The optimal realisation can be found by formal manipulation of the 
regular expression, and some rules were given for semantics preserving 
transformation of regular expressions. It is the task of the designer to find 
an optimal realisation using such transformations on an initial specifica­
tion. 
From an engineering point of view, the use of regular systems and 
regular expressions can be criticised. Many interesting behaviours can not 
be formulated as regular languages, so a more general model is needed. On 
the other hand, to make efficient use of the possibility of semantics 
preserving transformations, one would like a stronger formalism: more 
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operators, more primitive constants to use in expressions, and, above all, 
more transformation rules. 
One can not change any of the notions mentioned above, without affecting 
the others. Allowing more general behaviour rules out finite automata as 
realisations, as irregular behaviour can not be realised with them. Also, 
regular expressions can not be used as a specification formalism anymore. 
So, extending the set of allowed behaviours has ramifications for both the 
set of realisations and the set of specifications. In a similar way, the set of 
specifications influences the set of behaviours and the set of realisations. As 
the regular expressions are rejected in favour of a stronger specification 
formalism, it is not at all clear that the languages defined by expressions in 
that enriched formalism are still regular, and neither can it be guaranteed 
that these specifications can be realised by finite automata. 
We have to look for new and more powerful definitions of the concepts of 
behaviour, specification and realisation. However, the strong mutual rela­
tions between these three have to be maintained. The specification formal­
ism should be rich enough to express all intended behaviour, and 
conversely, each expression should unambiguously characterise some 
system behaviour. At the realisation side, it should be possible to realise all 
specified behaviours. 
In the sequel, we will investigate some alternatives for the key elements 
in the theory. Labelled transition systems are proposed as an alternative to 
finite automata for the realisation of systems. The language ClearWater will 
be proposed as an alternative to regular expressions for the specification of 
systems, and finally, the so-called intuitive behaviour algebra is introduced 
as a way to model a larger class of systems. However, some general theory 
on the relation between specifications, realisations and behaviours is devel­
oped first. 
6.2.1 Constructing Specifications, Realisations and Behaviours 
It is interesting to study the relation between the three sets mentioned 
above in some detail. Assume a set Sys of system behaviours, a set Spec of 
system specifications and a set Real of system realisations. For regular sys­
tems, we had Sys = { Лд }, Spec = RE or Spec = "the set of Funmath expres­
sions involving regular operators only", and Real = Αιιί
Σ
. 
On these sets, we can define the functions SpecSem : Spec —» TL , 
RealBehav : Real -» TL and Implement : Spec -» Real. SpecSem s is the 
semantics of the formal specification s, that is, it is the behaviour that s 
describes. RealBehav г is the actual behaviour that the realisation г shows. 
In the previous development of regular systems, we had RealBehav = Лд, 
and SpecSem = A
s
. The realisation function λ was only briefly mentioned. 
The following diagram shows these sets and functions: 
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Fig. 6.2.1.1. Sets and functions in the theory of Behaviour, 
Realisations and Specifications. 
Using RealBehav and SpecSem, the relation г £ s (informally: "г is a real­
isation of the specification s") can be defined. The most straight forward way 
to do so is by requiring that г t s if RealBehav r = SpecSem s, but less 
restrictive requirements, such as RealBehav г с SpecSem s, may be quite 
sufficient for practical purposes. See e.g. the work of Brinksma et al 
([BSS87]) and Tretmans ([TRE92]) for examples of possible implementation 
relations in the context of Lotos. 
The function Implement is said to be correct if for all specifications s : 
Spec, Implement s N s, in other words, if RealBehav (Implement s) = 
SpecSem s. This leads to the following correctness criterion: a realisation 
function Implement is correct with respect to RealBehav and SpecSem if and 
only iîRealBehav » Implement = SpecSem. 
A trivial way to reduce this structure of three sets is by identifying two or 
even three sets with each other. The functions between them are reduced to 
the identity. This is for instance done in Lotos, where specifications and 
realisations are expressed as Lotos processes, and hence, Spec and Real 
coincide. 
The mapping SpecSem induces an equivalence =§ on Spec. The natural 
projection i s maps specifications on their equivalence classes, and elements 
e : ( І 5 } can be considered as abstract representations of behaviours 6 : Sys. 
In the example of regular systems, we even had an isomorphism between 
Sys and { i
s
 }. This isomorphism came about by the definition of Sys (as the 
range { Л
д
 )) and Kleene's theorem. 
Note that ( i$ ) a n ( ^ &ys a r e n ° t necessarily isomorphic. It is quite 
possible that Spec is not expressive enough, that is, there may be a beha-
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viour b : Sys, such that there is no specification s : Spec such that SpecSem s 
= b. In this case, of course, there is also no element с : { l
s
 ) such that e 
represents b. 
However, from a practical point of view, the behaviours in Sys that can 
not be expressed by specifications in Spec may not be interesting. For 
instance, the inexpressible behaviours are only random or chaotic processes, 
for which no practical use exist. In this case, { 4-g J exactly corresponds to 
the subset Sysj
nt of interesting or useful behaviours. By carefully designing 
Spec and SpecSem, the range of SpecSem coincides exactly with the set of 
interesting behaviours. 
Following the lines above, we have to define two sets, Spec and Sys, and 
define a mapping SpecSem between them, only to characterise the subset of 
Sys in which we are interested. This can be done in a more direct way, by 
leaving Sys implicit. We define Spec, and rather than using some function 
SpecSem to construct a factorisation of Spec, we define some equivalence = 
on Spec (for instance by providing laws). Then, the range { l„ ) natural pro­
jection 4-
=
 induced by this equivalence is by definition the set Sys of system 
behaviours, all of which are considered interesting. This is indeed the 
approach taken in for instance CCS [MIL80]. 
Although this approach is appealing from a practical point of view (we 
don't have to assume more sets than necessary), it has its theoretical draw­
backs. Having two sets Spec and Sys defined explicitly, we can study the 
expressiveness οι Spec and the structure of the "uninteresting" behaviours, 
that is, the behaviours that are not in the range of SpecSem. Furthermore, 
the laws for = that were given without justification can now be justified by 
showing that the law preserves the semantics defined by SpecSem. 
Of course, at the realisation side the same constructions can be made. In 
many formalisms, there is even no difference between the sets Spec and 
Real, and the realisation function is simply the identity on Spec. However, 
an explicit definition of Real allows us to study the relation between specifi­
cations and their realisation in some detail. 
In summary, there are two ways to construct sets and equivalences. We 
could start by assuming three sets with appropriate mappings between 
them. These mappings induce equivalences on their domain, and these 
equivalences could be used to construct factorisations of the domains, these 
factorisations can be related to the sets we started with. 
Another approach starts by defining just a single set of specifications with 
appropriate equivalences. Using this equivalence, the set may be factorised, 
and these factor sets can be taken for the sets of behaviours and realisa­
tions. In extreme cases, the identity is taken for one or even both of these 
equivalences, identifying specifications with realisations and/or behaviours. 
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6.3 Labelled Transition Systems 
Labelled transition systems form an alternative to finite automata as reali­
sations of systems. They difFer from finite automata in three ways: first, the 
number of states need not be finite, second, the transition function yields a 
set of states rather than a single state, and finally, there is no notion of final 
state. Although the first generalisation is independent of the other two, we 
will study them in combination. The only reason for this is that transition 
systems as such are often encountered in the literature (e.g. [BRI88] and 
[PL083]) on communicating systems, while the simpler generalisations of 
finite automata are not. 
Definition 6.4.1 Labelled Transition Systems 
A labelled transition system (or LTS for short) is a quadruple (S, Σ, T, s0), 
where S is a non-empty and possibly infinite set of states, Σ is a non-empty 
set of actions (or symbols), T: LxS—»25 is called the non deterministic transi­
tion function and s 0 : S is the initial state. 
[End of definition] 
The simple extension from finite to possibly infinite automata is interesting 
in itself. That is, the class of languages for which there exists a possibly 
infinite automaton accepting that language properly encompasses the regu­
lar languages. As an example consider the language of all finite palindromes 
over some alphabet Σ. It is well-known that this language is not regular. 
However, the following automaton with an infinite number of states will 
recognise it: 
• S = Σ χΣ is the state set (this set is not finite!) 
• Σ is the alphabet 
• (ε, ε) : S is the initial state 
• M i s the transition function, where M is defined by: 
def -M-. ΣχΑ->β 
with Va Μ (σ, ρ) = (α^σ, ρ^α) 
• F = ( (σ, ρ): S Ι σ = ρ} is the set of final states. 
It is easy to see that an input sequence σ will bring the automaton in the 
state (σ, Rev a), where Rev σ is the reversed of σ, and hence σ leads to a 
final state if and only if Лги σ = σ, that is if σ is a palindrome. 
The actions of the automata studied so far were modelled by a transition 
function M : ΣχΑ—»S. This function provides for each state and each possible 
input symbol the next state of the automaton. So, the next state is com-
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pletely determined by the current state and the next input symbol. In some 
cases one might be interested in less deterministic behaviour. Non deter­
minism is a useful tool to avoid over specification. Such non determinism 
can be expressed by a more general transition function T: ExS—>2S. This 
function provides a set of possible states for any state s and possible input 
symbol a. The intuition behind this is as follows: if the automaton is in state 
s and the next symbol on the input is a, then the automaton will proceed to 
some s' :aTs, but it can not be determined to which one. It is also not guar­
anteed that the automaton proceeds to s' when it is again in state s and the 
input is again a. 
Conventionally, the actions of LTSes that occur in the literature are 
specified by a set of transition relations, rather than a non determinstic 
transition function. There is a transition relation R
a
 с SxS for each a : Σ. 
The LTS can proceed from state s to state s' under the action a if and only if 
(s, s') e R
a
. However, our non deterministic transition functions are equally 
expressive, and have shown to allow easier and more elegant proofs. For a 
given non deterministic transition function T, we can construct the 
transition relation R
a
 simply by: 
R
a
 = I (s, s') : SxS I s'e aTs] 
Conversely, for a given set of transition relations, a non deterministic tran­
sition function Τ can be constructed: 
def - Τ - : ZxS->2S 
with aTs = {s': S I (s,s') e R
a
) 
To keep a closer connection with the intuition behind s ' e aTs (the LTS can 
proceed from state s to state s' under the action a), as well as to stay more 
closely in line with conventional notation, we write s—a—*s' which means 
exactly the same: s—α—«' = (s' e α Γ s): 
def - — - - > - : S x I x S - > B 
with s—ct-»s' = s' e aTs 
Two derived functions are useful: 
def - ace - : SxZ->B 
with (s acea) = (aTs*0) 
def - rej - : SxL->B 
with (s rej a) = (aTs = 0 ) 
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Note that the definition of these function uses a non deterministic transition 
function T, which is not a parameter. This requires that ace and rej can only 
be used in an environment where Τ is implicitly understood. When neces­
sary, we write acCf and rejj· to avoid confusion. 
In the discussion of finite automata, we introduced the function M. : 
Σ xS-*S, to study the behaviour of an automaton with transition function M 
under sequences of actions, rather than under a single one. Such an exten­
sion can also be defined for non deterministic transition functions: let T: 
ZxS-»2S be such a function, then Σ can be defined as follows: 
def - T - . - z ' x S - ) ® 
with loc s : S . e £ s = i s 
& loc α,σ, s: ΣχΣ*χΑ . (α^σ) T s = U (s': aT s .oils') 
Analogous to s—a—*s' we write s—σ—>s': 
def - — - - » - : S χ Σ *x S -» В 
with s—cT->s' = s' e cTs 
Having the one-sided extension Σ of T, the extensions of ace and rej to 0££ 
resp. rei will be straightforward: 
def -ace-: SxS-^B 
with (s 0£C ο) = (α Σ s * 0 ) 
def -rei-: δχΣ*-»Β 
with (εΓ£ία) = (αΣ8 = 0) 
Having developed this general theory, we will now look at some specific 
LTSes, namely those in which the non deterministic transition function is in 
fact deterministic, that is those for which α T s is a singleton for any a : Σ 
and s : S. we will refer to such transition functions as pseudo-non determin­
istic transition functions, or PND transition functions for short. 
Consider some state set S and some action set Σ, and let Т^: LxS-*TS be 
a PND transition function. Clearly, we can construct a normal transition 
function MT: lyS-*S such that V a, s: Σ χ δ . о TM s = ι(α MT s). We will 
briefly investigate the meaning of s—a-*s' and S^S^ÌS' (both only defined 
in TM) with respect to Mf. 
Lemma 6.4.1 
(s—a—>s') = (s' = a MT s) 
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Proof 
(definition of—a-») 
(construction 0ΪΜγ\ 
(set theory) 
s—a-*s s 
s' s а Тм s = 
a e ι(α MT s) s 
a = a M γ s [] 
Lemma 6.4.2 
(s—σ-^s') = (s' = σ MT s) 
Proof 
The proof is by induction to the length of σ: 
First consider the case that #σ = 0, i.e. σ = e. 
s—ε—»s' s (definition of: l=±) 
s'eeZjv/S = 
s' e i s s 
s' = s = 
(definition of Tjtf) 
(set theory) 
(definition of My) 
Now assume the lemma holds for all sequences ρ with #p < n. Let σ be a 
sequence such that #σ = η, and consider the sequence α>-σ (whose length 
clearly is n+1): 
s—(a^q)->s' 
s (definition of—a->) 
€ ( O ^ O ) T M S 
(definition of Tjtf) 
e U t s ' i o î V s . o T j i i s l 
(α Гд/ s = ι(ο Mf s), hence s' = a M γ s], and set theory) 
e 5 Í j í ( o í í r s ) 
(induction hypothesis) 
= σ MT(a MfS) 
(definition Μγ) 
= (a>-a)Mrs 
U 
Labelled transition systems provide a way to define a large class of allow­
able behaviours. However, due to the non deterministic nature of LTSes and 
the absence of a set of final states, the mapping from LTSes to system 
behaviours is ambiguous. Suppose that we have some LTS Г = (S, Σ, Τ, s0) 
with acceptance function ace, and rejection function rej. A sequence σ : Σ* 
may be accepted, rejected or, due to the non determinism, both accepted and 
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rejected. It is not possible that a sequence is neither accepted nor rejected. 
There are several ways to define the set of allowable behaviours: 
• A sequence is allowed if it can not be rejected 
• A sequence is allowed if it may be accepted 
The mapping of LTSes to behaviours depends on the choice that is made 
here. 
LTSes have a major drawback: it is hard to define operations on them. From 
an engineering point of view, it is very useful to have such operations to 
construct larger LTSes from smaller ones. However, as LTSes are quadru­
ples, the definition of those operations requires four parts, one for each 
component. This in itself is confusing, but it becomes even harder as the 
operation on the transition function involves nontrivial higher order func­
tions. For this reason we will not yet define any such operation. In the next 
sections, we will introduce some structures that can be mapped onto LTSes. 
Definition of operations on these structures is easier, and the corresponding 
operations on LTSes follow implicitly. 
6.4 ClearWater 
In this section, we define a set PE of parse trees of process expressions. A 
linear representation of elements in PE will be introduced, by providing a 
flattening function (few- The range {«pew) ^ s a language called ClearWater1. 
ClearWater was intended as a formalism to replace regular expressions as a 
specification formalism. The semantics of ClearWater expressions is given 
in terms of LTSes. 
6.4.1 Syntactic Considerations 
The set PE of process expression parse trees is defined by induction over IN, 
to ensure finiteness of the parse trees. For the definition of PE, we assume 
two non empty sets, namely the set PL of process labels and the set AL of 
action labels. It is convenient, although not strictly necessary, to assume 
that AL η PL = 0 . The set of all parse trees is denoted by Δ. 
def PE_ : Ϊ»Δ <- IN 
with PE0 = stop 
& PEX = PE0 | « inst I PL » 
& loc η : IN Λ η > 1. 
PE
n
 = РЕ
п
_, 
l r
rhe name ClearWater is historic. ClearWater was first used as a Simple Process Algebra, 
called SPA. Of course, SPA is clear water, which inspired the name. Furthermore, those of 
you with a basic knowledge of the popmusic from the early seventies will agree that it is 
time for a ClearWater Revival! 
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We can now finally define PE simply by: 
PE = U n : IN . PEn) 
The flattening function <pcw is defined as follows: 
def Symbol : Τ 
with Symbol=AL u P L u [ ' ( ' , ' ) ' , ' ; ' , ' + ' , ' I I ' . s t o p } 
def cpcw : Symbol «- PE 
with cpCWr (stop) = 'stop' 
& loc pi : PL : (p
c w
 ( inst I pi ) = 'p i ' 
& 1 ο ο β , / · : Ρ £ ; 2 . φ
ο ν
< + I e,/-> = 
'Г-Ифсиге)·*") + (" "H-((pcw/)-*')' 
& loc e, f: PE2 . (p
c w
( Il I e, f) = 
'('-»-(cpcwe)-»") II ("-H-íípcwfl+O' 
& loc a, e : ALxPE . cpcw < ; I a, e > = "a ; " -н- (9 C W e) 
Due to the profuse occurrences of parentheses in flattenings, the function 
<pCw is injective. The language ClearWater is simply the range of <Pciv: 
def ClearWater : ^Symbol*) with ClearWater = {y
cw
 ) 
Process expressions (and their flattenings) are referred to by the following 
names: 
(stop) 
( inst 1 pi) 
(; Ια,Ε) 
( + 1 Efì, E,) 
( Il Ι E
n
, E,) 
inaction 
process instantiation 
action prefix 
choice composition 
parallel composition 
If e : PE, then the syntactic complexity of e (denoted by se e) is defined as the 
smallest η such that e e PE
n
. The syntactic complexity is a measure for the 
depth of the parse tree e. To avoid circularities in the definition of the 
semantics of ClearWater, we will also need another measure on the 
complexity of process expressions. This complexity will be referred to as the 
dynamic complexity dc. To define the dynamic complexity, the notion of 
environment has to be introduced first. 
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A process label ρ : PL is a place holder for some ClearWater expression с 
The environment defines for each ρ : PL to which expression ρ is bound, so 
the environment is a function env : PL —> PE. In practical specification lan­
guages, there should be some way to denote env, as well as the expression in 
which process labels bound by env occur. However, we will not extend Clear-
Water to this end, but eimply assume that an environment exists, using 
Funmath to define it explicitly whenever necessary. 
The dynamic complexity is a semantic function on IN„ = IN u (ι <»). On this 
set we have the following properties for the special object °°: 
• °°« IN 
• V(n : IN„. η < °°) 
• V(n : IN„ . (n + » = ») л (°° + η = »)) 
def dc:(PL^PE)xPE^9i„ 
with loc env : PL^PE . dc (.env, I 'stop ' 1 ) = 0 
& loca, E: AL* (¡few PE) .de (env, l "а ; " El = l 
& loc env, pi : (PL^PE) χ PL . 
dc (env, I'pl' l) = dc (env, env I'pi1 1) + 1 
& loc env, E, F : (PL->PE) χ (y
cw
 ΡΕ) χ (qfcw PE). 
dc (env, lE'+'Fl) = dc (env, IE1) + dc (env, IF1) 
& loc env, E, F : (PL->PE) χ (<p
cw
 ΡΕ) χ (q>
cw
 PE). 
dc (env, Ι E 'I I El) = de (env, IE1) + dc (env, ОТ) 
An environment is called proper if dc (env, I'pl' 1 ) e IN, for all pi : PL. It is 
easy to show (by induction on the syntactic complexity) that, when env is 
proper, dc (env, e) e IN for all e : PE. In the sequel, we require that all 
environments are proper. 
There are many environments that are not proper. Consider for instance 
the environment env, such that env Œ 'pi ' Í = E 'pi ' I . Suppose dc (env, IT 
'pi1 l) = n, then: 
η = { definition of η } 
dc (env, I 'pi ' 1 ) = { definition of dc } 
dc (env, env I 'pi ' 1) + 1 = ( env I 'pi ' 1 = I 'pi ' I } 
dc (env, I 'pi ' I ) + 1 = ( definition η ) 
ra + 1 Π 
Clearly, the only η : IN_ satisfying this is », and hence, env is not proper. 
On the other hand, there are many environments that are proper. Con­
sider for example the environment env, such that for any pi : PL there exists 
an a : AL and an с : PE, such that env I 'pi ' 3 = Œ "a ; " ((few e) ^· For this 
environment, de (env, env Œ 'pi ' I ) = 1, for all pi : PL, and hence, env is 
proper. 
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There are several conditions on the syntactic structure of env Í 'pi ' 3 
that guarantee that env is proper. See for instance [THI87]. However, for 
the purpose of this thesis, these conditions need not be formulated. We will 
simply assume (and when necessary, prove) that all environments are 
proper. The set of all proper environments is denoted by PropEnv: 
def PropEnv : T(PL->PE) with PropEnv = 
{env : PL^PE \V(pl:PL .dc (env, env I 'pi · I) e IN } 
6.4.2 Semantics of ClearWater 
The semantics of a ClearWater expression e and proper environment env is 
given by a labelled transition system (PE, AL, Τ env, e). So, each state in 
this LTS corresponds to some ClearWater expression and vice versa. The 
expression e itself acts as the initial state. The action labels occurring in 
ClearWater expressions are the actions of the LTS. The transition function 
Γ is a bit more complicated, and is defined using the environment env, 
which is assumed to be proper. 
def Trans : {ALxPE -> TPE) <- PropEnv 
with Trans env = Τ 
where - Γ - : ALxPE -» <PPE 
with loc a : AL. a Τ l' stop' 1 = 0 
& loc a, pi : AL χ PL .aTl< pl4 =a T(env pi) 
& loc a, b,E : AL χ AL χ (y
cw
PE). 
аТІ"Ъ ; " Е ] 1 = (а=6)?(іІЯ11)-І0 
& loc a, E, F : AL χ (Ц>
С
 /РЕ) χ (<fc
w
PE). 
aTl'CE") + ("F')"H = 
(а Γ lEl) υ (a ΤIFI) 
& loc a, E, F : AL χ ((p
c w
PE) χ (<?CwPE). 
aTl'i'E") M ("F')'l = 
«Il I (aTlEl),(aTlFl))) 
The definition of the semantics of parallel composition, might need some 
explanation. Informally, α Τ e is the set of states that can be reached from e 
under the action a. The set (( II Ι А, В )), where A and В are sets of states, is 
the set of all parallel compositions of the form a II b, where а : A and b : B. 
Hence, the set (( II I (а Те), (a Τ f) ))is the set of all parallel compositions of 
the form e' II f, where e' : а Те (and hence e' can be reached from e under 
the action a) and f : a Τ f (and hence, f' can be reached from /"under the 
action a). Taking this all together, we can give the following informal expla­
nation for the semantics of the parallel composition: the set of states that 
can be reached from ell f under the action α is exactly the set of parallel 
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compositions e' II ƒ*, where e' сап be reached from e under a, and f can be 
reached from /'under a. 
The well definedness of this definition is guaranteed by the fact that the 
syntactic complexity of ClearWater expressions is finite and that environ­
ments are proper. Operationally spoken, this guarantees that the recursion 
so heavily used in Τ will eventually terminate, as the arguments of each 
recursive call either are of lower syntactic or dynamic complexity, and these 
complexities can never become smaller than 0. Mathematically, the finite 
syntactic and dynamic complexity guarantees the existence of a least fix-
point for the equation defining T. 
An equivalent, but perhaps more readable, definition of Trans can be given 
in terms of the e—a—*f notation introduced earlier. By definition, e—a—*f = 
f e e Τ a. This implies t h a t e Та = {f:S I e—a^f). The following definition 
of Trans is obtained from the one given above, by making suitable substitu­
tions for all occurrences of expressions of the form e Та. 
def Trans : (ALxPE -» TPE) *- PropEnv 
w i t h Trans env = Τ 
where - Τ - : ALxPE -» TPE 
with 
loc a : AL . ( s : PE | I ' stop' I —a-> s) = 0 
& loc a, pi : AL χ PL . 
{s :PE | I ' p l ' ] l — a - > s } = is.PE \ (envpi) —a->s] 
& loc a, b, E : AL χ AL χ (cp
c w
PE). 
{s:PE | l "b ;"E1—a->s} = (.a=b)? (ι ІЯІ) \<Z 
& loca, E, F : AL χ (φ
α
\νΡΕ) x (<PcwP£) · 
{s : PE I I ' (' £ ") + (" F V I —a-> s} = 
( s : PE I CÊl·-a->s ] и { s : PE \ IFI—a->s ] 
& loca, E, F: AL χ (<?CwPE) x (<î>cwPE) • 
[s:PE\l'('E") M ( " ί " ) Ί — a - * e } = 
«Il I [s:PE\ lEl—a^s ),{s:PE \ ÍFl—a^s ) )) 
Using the function Trans, definition of the semantics of a process expression 
tree is easy: 
def λ : LTS <- PExPropEnv 
w i t h λ (e, env) = (PE, AL, (Trans env), e) 
6.4.3 A Note on Style of Semantic Definitions 
Formalisms like Lotos [IS089], [B&B87] and CCS [MIL80] are defined in a 
way very similar to ClearWater. They also have some well defined syntax 
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(or, at least, a well defined set of well-formed expressions), and their seman­
tics is also based on labelled transition systems. However, these LTSes are 
not defined using a non deterministic transition function T, but rather by a 
three-place predicate Ρ : B<-(S χ A χ S). The relation between Ρ and Τ is 
straight forward: 
P(s, a,$') = (s' e aTs) = s—a-*s'. 
Notwithstanding the strong correspondence between Τ and P, there is an 
important difference in the style used to specify P. Of course, Ρ can be con­
sidered a function, and a purely functional definition can be given. This, 
however, is almost never done. Rather, some specific logic is defined, using a 
class of terms (often denoted by some variant of the e —-—• f notation) as 
well as a set of axioms and derivation rules. Now P(s, a, s') is true if and 
only if the corresponding term s—-—>s' can be derived in this logic. 
This logic approach suffers from two disadvantages, a philosophical and a 
practical one: 
To begin with the philosophy: to prove properties of expressions in Lotos 
and CCS, a specific logic is needed, whereas in applied mathematics such 
logics are never introduced. There is ample evidence that in applied mathe­
matics (and, unlike popular belief, computing science is a branch of applied 
mathematics) and even in most of pure mathematics, predicate logic is quite 
sufficient. At the application side, engineers never use specific logics to 
design aeroplanes or to build bridges, and they succeed quite well in these 
tasks. 
Creating a specific logic is not only unnecessary, it is even dangerous, as 
one cuts the ties with the well-established body of mathematics. Well-known 
results can not be used, as they are valid in predicate logic, but not neces­
sarily in the specific logic. To incorporate them, the theory has to be 
redeveloped, which of course, is a tremendous waste of time and talent. 
From a practical point of view, the logic approach is less powerful than 
the functional one. Basically this is because the logic can not cope with neg­
ative premises. A proof rule is usually of the form: 
sp •** >^o,s1 °' >tlt-sn °' ><„ 
s—2->i 
which reads informally: if the terms s 0 —^
i
—*t 0 , s 1 —^—^t l t -s n —^—>i„ 
can be derived in the logic, then s—-—)t can be derived as well. In pure 
predicate logic this is equivalent to: 
P(s0, a0, t0) л P(slt alt t{) л ... л P(sn, an, tn) => P(s, a, t) 
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So, derivation rules are implications rather than equivalences. However, it 
is not possible to prove within the logic that a term can not be derived. So, it 
is formally impossible to prove the derivational counterpart of the proposi­
tion -<P(s, a, t). (Even worse, there is no syntactical representation in the 
derivational system to denote this, but this could of course be easily reme­
died). 
As an example of this shortcoming, it is impossible to show formally that 
s t o p —-—> s t o p can not be derived in the logic, although it is easy to see 
informally that this is an underivable term. On the other hand, in the equa-
tional semantics we have used to define ClearWater, it is easy to show that 
P(stop, a, stop) = 0. 
In defence of the derivational approach, one may argue that practitioners 
will very rarely make formal derivations, and also that the derivational sys­
tems commonly used are so simple that it is almost trivial to see which 
terms are derivable and which are not. However, this statement is not very 
sound, as it in fact affirms the opinion that formal semantics itself is use­
less. 
Even if the style of semantic definition is of not much concern to the users 
of the formalism, it is the most important tool of the language designer. 
Without negative terms, some operators can not be defined formally at all. 
Suppose we want to introduce a priority operator Θ in ClearWater. Infor­
mally, the semantics of e Φ fis: g e a Τ (e θ / ) if and only if α Te, o r a Te = 
0 and g e a Tf. So, actions of e have priority over those in f. The component 
/"can perform an a action only if e can not perform that action. 
The formal semantics of this operator involves the notion of impossibility 
of an action. Derivationally, one has to show that e——>g can not be 
derived for any action a and state g. This is impossible within the logic, and 
hence the operator cannot be defined. However, it is almost trivial in the 
functional definition of Trans: 
The defining clause for the Θ operator in Trans reads: 
loc a, e, f: AL χ ΡΕ χ PE . 
α Τ < θ Ι e, f) = {a Te = 0 ) ? (α Τ f) 4 (α Te) 
Extending the derivational logic to be able to define this operator requires 
so-called stratifications and is rather complicated, as is clearly demon­
strated in the work of J.-F. Groóte [GR091]. 
6.5 Behaviour Algebra 
Now, we have introduced Labelled Transition Systems to express realisa-
tions and ClearWater to express specifications, we need one more set to fit 
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in our general framework: the set of system behaviours. Preferably, some 
operators can be defined on that set, and the resulting algebra can be used 
directly, as an alternative to the detour using a separate formalism to 
express specifications. 
At first sight, one might expect that languages can be used to denote sys­
tem behaviour. However, the non determinism inherent in LTSes makes 
this impossible. A finite automaton divides the set of sequences of symbols 
in two disjunct subsets: those that are accepted (these sequences belong to 
the language of the automaton) and those that are rejected. A single regular 
language describes exactly the set of sequences that are accepted. However, 
the case for LTSes is different. An LTS over the action set Σ divides the set 
of sequences Σ in three disjunct subsets: the set Σ
α
 of sequences that must 
be accepted, the set Σ8 of sequences that might be either accepted or rejected 
and the set Σ„ of sequences that will never be accepted (Σ
α
 : always 
accepted, Σ3 : sometimes accepted, Σ„ : never accepted). 
To fully specify the behaviour of a system one either needs two languages 
(e.g. Σ
α
 and Σ„) or two of these languages have to be united. Having two lan­
guages to specify system behaviour is a bit clumsy, and uniting two 
languages will blur the distinction between sequences in the united sets. 
For instance if Σ = Σ
α
 u Σ
β
, and σ : Σ, then it is unclear whether σ must 
always be accepted, or that σ is sometimes accepted. Although at certain 
stages of the design of a system this distinction may be irrelevant, it is 
better to make the distinction explicitly in the theory. It remains of course 
possible to make unifications whenever necessary or desirable. 
Rather than using languages for the description of system behaviour, we 
propose so-called processes for this purpose. Each ClearWater expression 
and each LTS can be mapped on some process. Let Σ be some set of actions, 
then a process over Σ is a set of branches over Σ. A branch over Σ is a pair (a, 
B) where a : Σ is the initial action of the branch, and В is a process (called 
the continuation of the branch). Compare this definition to that of Aczel 
[ACZ88]. Note the mutual dependence in this definition: processes are 
defined in terms of branches, and branches are defined in terms of 
processes. We will later show that this may give rise to paradoxes, but first 
we show how processes can be used to give a semantics to ClearWater, and 
how the behaviour of LTSes can be expressed as a process. In Funmath, pro­
cesses and branches are defined simultaneously: 
def Troc, 'Branch : (T<-1? 
with <Proc Σ = R'Branch Σ) 
л тапспЪ = LxCProc Σ) 
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As any Ρ : Troc Σ is a set, the usual set operators can by applied to processes. 
However, due to the specific structure of these sets, additional operators can 
be defined on processes. In particular we will need the following dyadic infix 
operators: 
p o l y E : T . def - par - : (TrocL? -> ТтосЪ 
with Ρ par Q = {(a, (P' par Q')) | (a, P'), (ò, Q') : PxQ Λ a = b ] 
poly Σ : T. def -pre - : Σ χ Troc Σ -> Troc Σ 
with a pre Ρ = ι (α, Ρ) 
The intuition behind processes is simple. A process Ρ сап do the action a if 
and only if there is some branch b such that the initial action of 6 is a. This 
intuition is captured in the following function definitions. 
poly Σ : T. def step : Troc Σ χ Σ χ Troc Σ -> В 
with step (Ρ, a, Q) s (α, Q) e Ρ 
poly Σ : Τ. def walk : Troc Σ χ Σ* χ Troc Σ -> Β 
with loc Ρ, Q : (Troc Σ)2 . walk (Ρ, ε, Q) = (Ρ = Q) 
& loc Ρ, α, σ, Q : ÎVoc Σ χ Σ χ Σ* χ З ос Σ . u/αΖΑ (Ρ, α>-σ, Q) 
= 3(Ρ' : Troc Σ . step(P, α, Ρ') л walkiP', σ, Q) 
The functions step and шаМ are used in the following additional functions 
on processes: 
poly Σ : T. def - allows - : (Troc Σ ) χ Σ - » Β 
with Ρ allows a = 3(Q: Troc Σ . stepiP, a, Q)) 
poly Σ : T. def - accepts - : Troc Σ χ Σ* -* В 
with Ρ accepts σ = 3(Q : !Ргос Σ . walk(P, σ, Q)) 
poly Σ : T. def - cont - : (2Voc Σ)2 -» 6 
with Q coni Ρ Ξ 3 (а : Σ . stepiP, a, Q)) 
ρ ο ^ Σ : Τ . def -cont-set- •.Σy.TτocΣ-* T(TгocΣ) 
with α cont-set P={Q: Troc Σ | síep(P, α, Q)} 
poly Σ : T. def -continuation - : (,TгocΣ)2 -» В 
with Q coni Ρ = 3 (σ : Σ*. ωα/Α(Ρ, σ, Q)) 
poly Σ : Τ. def - continuation-set - : Σ* χ iVoc Σ -* ίΡ(ÍVoc Σ) 
with σ continuation-set P=[Q : íProc Σ I walk(P, σ, Q) ) 
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6.5.1 A Process Semantics for ClearWater 
Let e : { <p
cw
 ) be a ClearWater expression, and env : PropEnv be a proper 
environment. In this section, we define a semantic function A
s
 : Troc AL <— 
ΡΕ χ PropEnv that assigns a process to any pair (e, env). 
def A
s
 : Troc AL i-ΡΕ χ PropEnv 
with loc env : ProcEnv . 
A
s
 d'stop'1,env) = 0 
& loc env, pi : ProcEnv χ PL . 
A
s
 (ï'pl 4,env) = AS (envpi) 
& loc env, a, E : ProcEnv χ AL χ φ № . 
A
s
 (Œ "а ; "E 1, erau) = α pre (A
s
 CEI) 
& loc erat;, Я, F : ProcEnv χ φΡΕ χ φΡΕ . 
As d'CE") + ( " F V J . e i u O s A s E B l u A s E F l 
& loc env, E, F : ProcEnv χ φΡΕ χ φΡΕ . 
A
s
(.l'('E") Il (" ί") ' 1, enu) = 
(A
s
lEl)par(A
s
lFD 
The function A
s
 induces an equivalence on ClearWater: two ClearWater 
expressions, e and ƒ say, are equivalent if for any proper environment env, 
A
s
 (Hel, env) = A
s
 (I/I, env): 
def - =s - : P£xPE -> В 
with (e =
s
f) = V( eni» : PropEnv . A
s
 (e, env) = A
s
 if, env)) 
Many laws on =
s
 can be formulated and proved using this definition. We 
mention a few. The proofs are often trivial and left to the interested reader. 
Let e and f be arbitrary parse trees in PE, and E and F two sequences of 
symbols, such that E = (pcwe and F = <¡>cwf> then: 
• IE'+' F1=SIF'+'E 1 
• IE'\\'F1BSIF'\\'EI 
• IE"+ stop" l=slEl 
• Ι E " | | stop" 1 =s I s top 1 
6.5.2 The Behaviour of Labelled Transition Systems 
Labelled Transition Systems can also be mapped to processes. Each state $ 
corresponds to a process £, in such a way, that s—a->s' if and only if (a, si) ε 
S. the whole transition system is mapped on the process that corresponds to 
the initial state of the system. The Funmath definition is: 
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poly Σ : Τ def Лд : Troc Σ <- LTS1 
with Лд (S, Σ, Τ, s) = 
[ а, Лд (S, Σ, Γ, s') Ι α, s' : Σχδ Λ s—a-^s'} 
It follows immediately from the definitions that Лд (S, Σ, Τ, s) allows a if 
and only if SQ ace a. The proof that Лд « λ = Λ5, and hence that λ is a correct 
implementation with respect to Л
д
 and A
s
 is somewhat involved. As an 
example, we show that Лд (λ (I E V F 1, env)) = A
s
 (l E '+' F 1, env) The 
proof of this equation for other ClearWater expressions is left to the reader. 
Lemma 6.5.2.1 
V (E, F : q>cWPE . AR (λ (С E V FI, env)) = AS(IE V FI, env)) 
Proof 
The proof is by induction on the syntactic complexity sc ¡L E '+' F 1. Note 
that sc l E '+' F1 > sc lEl and sc Œ E'+' F 1 >sc IFÌ. There are three base 
cases, namely 
1) E =F= s top 
2) E = stop, F = a for some a : AL 
3) E = a, F = b, for some a, b : AL2 
Base case 1) - Л
д
 (λ. (I s top '+' s t o p ! , env) = A
s
 (Œ s top '+' s top I, env) 
Proof: 
Лд (λ (Œ s top '+' s top I, env)) 
= (definition of λ) 
Лд (PE, AL, (Trans env), l s top '+' s top 1) 
= (definition Лд) 
{(α, Лд (РЕ, AL, (Trans env), \LE1) 
| a, E :ALx <pcW ΡΕ Л lEl e a (Trans env) l s top '+' s top 1} 
= (definition Trans env] 
{(a, Лд (PE, AL, (Trans env), lEl) 
\ a, E : AL χ tp
c w
 P £ Λ 
ІЕЯІ e α (Trans env) Œstopl ν I E ! e α (Trans env) IstopH } 
= [a (Trans env) I s topI = 0} 
0 
= (definition A
s
] 
A
s
 I s t o p l и Л
s
 I a t o p ! 
= (definition A
s
] 
A
s
 Estop '+' s t o p ! 
[] 
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Base case 2) - this case needs to be proved by induction on the dynamic 
complexity of α and env a. As env is proper, dc (env a) < dc a, which is the 
basis for the induction. A detailed proof is omitted. 
Base case 3) - this case needs to be proved by induction on the dynamic 
complexity of α and env a too. A detailed proof is omitted. 
Induction Hypothesis - Let sc С E '+' F I = п. Assume that for all G : ipcw PE 
Λ sc G < η we have Лд (λ (CGI, env)) = A
s
 (CGI, env). 
Induction Step - The induction step uses the observation that [fa | α : A и 
B] = {fa | a:A)u{fa I a:B): 
AR(\(lE'+'Fl,env) 
= {definition λ) 
Л
л
 (PE, AL, (.Trans env), IE '+' Fi) 
= {definition Лд) 
{(α, Лд (PE, AL, (Trans env), CGI)) 
Ι α, G : AL χ (Pcw'PS Λ ŒGI e a (Trans env) IE '+' Fl ) 
{ By definition of Trans: a (Trans env) IE'+'F1 = 
a (Trans env) ¡LEI и a (Trans env) IF! ) 
{(а, Лд (PE, AL, (Trans env), ICH)) 
I a, G : AL ж (р
СИ
г ΡΕ Л 
ŒG1 e (σ (Trans env) ШЪ и a (Trans env) IF1) ) 
= [ Observation above) 
{(α, Лд (РЕ, AL, (Trans env), IGD) 
I a.G.ALx (pCw РЕ Л CGI e a (Trans env) CEI ) и 
{(a, Лд (PE, AL, (Trans env), CGI)) 
I a, G : AL χ (p
c w
 ΡΕ Λ CGI e a (Trans env) IF1 ) 
= {Induction Hypothesis) 
Λ5 (CEI, env) и As (CEI, env) 
AS(IE'+' Fl.env) 
[] 
6.5.3 Other Semantic Domains 
When we discussed regular systems, it was shown that formal regular 
expressions were unnecessary, as the calculus ({ Лд ) , + , · , ® '-') was quite 
sufficient. For each formal expression there is a corresponding algebraic 
expression that defines exactly the same regular language. We will now 
turn our attention to a similar calculus on processes. 
Consider the calculus (ÍVocZ, 0 , pre, u , pa r ) . It is obvious that the 
semantics of any process expression in ClearWater can be expressed in 
terms of this calculus only. So, for practical purposes, there is no need for 
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ClearWater. However, there may be a need for simpler semantic domains, 
using languages rather than processes to describe the behaviour of time 
dependent systems. Such domains can be obtained from Troc Σ by suitably 
chosen functions, mapping processes to languages. In this section, we will 
discuss two such functions. 
Suppose V i s a semantic domain, and f : Troc Σ -* V is a function mapping 
processes to simpler semantic interpretations, then A's = f° A
s
 is a function 
mapping ClearWater expressions on these simpler interpretations. Obvious­
ly, A's induces a natural equivalence ~s on PE. This equivalence is coarser 
than =
s
 that is, e =g /"=* e ~s f. 
The equivalence =g can be characterised by laws, that can be proved from 
the definition of A'
s
. Conversely, a set of laws that characterises the equiva­
lence completely could be provided, and the resulting partitioning in equiva­
lence classes could than be taken as the semantic domain. This approach is 
indeed often found in the literature. 
The first function is called L
a
. Informally, L
a
 Ρ is exactly the set of sequen­
ces in Σ* that Ρ may accept. The formal definition of L
a
 is: 
poly Σ : T. def L
a
 : Troc Σ -» Σ* 
with L
a
 Ρ = ( σ : Σ* \ Ρ accepts σ ) 
The elements of L
a
 Ρ are called traces of P. Two processes Ρ and Q are said 
to be trace equivalent (denoted by Ρ = ( r Q) if they have the same set of 
traces: L
a
P =L
a
 Q. Experience from work done at Eindhoven University 
indicates that distinction of processes up to trace equivalence is quite suffi­
cient as a model for practical description of behaviour. 
We say that a process Ρ rejects a sequence α>-σ if there is no branch b : Ρ 
such that b 0 = a. Note that no process rejects the empty sequence. A 
process Ρ deadlocks on a sequence σ if σ = σ 0 -Η- cít and there is a process Q, 
such that walk(P, σ 1 ( Q) and Q rejects Oj. The following function definitions 
formalise these concepts: 
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poly Σ : T. def - rejects - : Troc Σ χ Σ - » Β 
with loc Ρ : Troc Σ . Ρ rejects e = О 
loc Ρ, a, o: Troc Σ χ Σ χ Σ . 
Ρ rejects (α>-σ) = -KP allows a) 
poly Σ : T. def - deadlocks - : Troc Σ χ Σ -* В 
with Ρ deadlocks σ = 
3(Q, Οχ, σ2 : Troc Σ χ Σ* χ Σ* Λ Oj -Η- σ2 = σ . 
walk(P, σ
ν
 Q) л (Q rejects σ2) 
Note that Ρ deadlocks σ only indicates that σ may result in a deadlock. It 
does not assert that σ will always do so. Even if there exist a process Q and 
two sequences a
x
 and σ 2 such that σ = Oj -Η- σ 2 and walkiP, σ 1 ( Q) л (Q 
rejects σ2), then there may also exist another process Q', such that walk(P, 
σ 1 ( Q') л walkiQ', Oj, "), for some process Q", which implies that Ρ accepts a. 
The function L¿ is defined analogous toZ^: 
poly Σ : Ί. def Ld : Troc Σ -> Σ* 
with L¿ Ρ = { σ : Σ* | Ρ deadlocks σ } 
Just like L 0 Ρ is the set of sequences that may be accepted by P, Ld Ρ is the 
set of sequences that may cause deadlock in P. Due to non determinism in 
P, L
a
 Ρ and Ld Ρ are not necessarily disjunct. However, it is easy to see that 
L
a
PuLdP=L'. 
Using L
a
 and L¿, four sets of sequences can be defined: 
• Σ* \ (L¿ Ρ) The set of sequences that must be accepted 
• L
a
P The set of sequences that may be accepted 
• L j Ρ The set of sequences that may not be accepted 
• Σ \ (L
a
 P) The set of sequences that will never be accepted 
Depending on the application, any of these can be used to describe the 
behaviour of a system. 
6.5.4 The Fundamental Paradox 
Although the calculus of processes as proposed in the previous section offers 
an elegant way to describe system behaviour in a eet theoretic context with­
out having to define a separate specification formalism, there is a funda­
mental paradox that has to be solved. 
Let Ρ с Troc Σ and α : Σ. Then, by definition, the pair (a, P) is a branch, 
and the singleton ι (α. Ρ) e Troc Σ. This implies that for any subset Ρ с Troc 
Σ, there exists at least one element (a, P) e Troc Σ. Let a be an arbitrary 
element of Σ, and consider the function: 
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poly Σ : T . def f : 'Broc Σ <- <R<2TOC Σ) 
w i t h fV=(a, V) 
It is trivial to see that f is injective. This implies that the cardinality of 
Troc Σ is at least equal (and possibly even larger) than the cardinality of 
ΊΚΤτοο Σ). This, however, contradicts a result of Cantor, stating that the 
cardinality of any set is always smaller than the cardinality of its power set. 
Obviously, tProe Σ is "too large" to be a set. Some measures have to be 
taken to solve this paradox. 
6.5.5 Some Solutions to the Fundamental Paradox 
A fundamental solution to the fundamental paradox would be the develop­
ment of a new set theory like theory, based on some variant of the well-
known Zermelo Fraenkel axioms of Set Theory ([SUP72]). Such an approach 
would be similar to that of Aczel ([ACZ88J), who discovered a conflict 
between his set theoretic formalism for processes and the Foundation 
Axiom. However, it is not known whether such a new theory is possible, and 
developing it is far beyond the scope of this monograph. 
A more straight forward method is by simply rejecting the set of 
processes to represent behaviour, and to use some factorisation of 
ClearWater or similar formalisms instead. This is indeed the approach 
taken in CCS: starting with a collection of terms representing processes, 
and an equivalence on that collection, the set of behaviours is constructed as 
a factorisation of the collection of terms with respect to the equivalence. A 
major problem in such approaches is the definition of the equivalence. As 
there is no way to define the equivalence as a natural equivalence induced 
by the mapping from terms to processes, the equivalence has to be charac­
terised by laws. However, although the definition by law is quite formal and 
precise, one has only informal arguments and intuition to rely on in the 
selection of laws. As this intuition is far from trivial, a very large number of 
laws and equivalences have been proposed, each with its own advantages 
and shortcomings. 
The last method to solve the fundamental paradox involves layering of 
the sets of branches and processes. The set P
n
 Σ contains processes of depth 
at most n. A branch b :B
n
 has a continuation process whose depth is at most 
ra-1. This solves the paradox, because for any subset ρ : Τ B
n
 there is a 
branch {a, b) : B
n+i, and not a branch (a, b) : Bn. So, the correspondence 
between B
n
 and 'PB
n
 that was the basis for the paradox can no longer be 
established. Formally, a layered model is defined in Funmath as follows: 
def Ρ_-,β_-:ΙΝ->Τ-νΓ 
with P„ Σ = ? U ( i : IN Λ i < η . Β,; Σ ) 
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л 1 ο ο Σ : Τ . Β
ο
Σ = 0 
& loc η, Σ : IN χ ΤΛ η > О . ß„ Σ =Σ χР„_
г
 Σ 
The set of processes of arbitrary depth is simply: 
def Proc : T-»T 
with Proc Σ = U η : IN . P
n
 Σ) 
The mapping A
s
 : PE-*Proc needs some special attention. In order to map 
specifications to behaviours in the layered model, the interpretation 
function has to be layered as well. We will denote this layered interpretation 
by the roman capital L: 
def L_ - : IN -» {ΡΕ χ PropEnv) -» Proc AL 
with loc env, pe : ΡΕ χ PropEnv . 
LQpe = 0 
loc η, env : IN χ ProcEnv . 
L
n
(l,stop"i,env) = 0 
& loc η, env, pi : IN χ ProcEnv χ PL . 
L
n
 (I 'pi ' Ι,βηϋ) = L„ (envpi) 
& loc η, ели, a, E : IN χ ProcEnv χ AL χ φΡ2? . 
L
n
 (Œ "a ; " E I, enu) = α pre (L
n - 1 CEI) 
& loc η, env, Ε, F : IN χ ProcEnv χ φΡ£ χ φΡ£ . 
L„ ( Ι ' ( ' £ " ) + ("P')']l,ereu) = L „ l [ E I u L „ l [ P ] l 
& loc η, env, Ε, F : IN χ ProcEnv χ φΡΕ χ φΡΕ . 
L
n
(l'CE") | | <" .F У 1 , епи) = (!.,, IBI) p a r CL,, I f ! ) 
Note the definition of L„ (I "a ; " E I, enu) that is defined in terms of L,,^ 
whereas all other definitions are in terms of L
n
, except for L 0 which is 
always 0 . Layered interpretations induce an equivalence on PE as well: pe^ 
= pe
x
 if and only if V(n : IN . L
n
 pe0 = Ln pe{). 
6.7 Conclusions 
In this section, the role of languages for the specification of state machines 
was studied. Three notions played a key role: specifications, interpretations 
and behaviour. In the case of finite transition systems, it was shown that 
systems could be specified by expressions over the algebra of regular lan­
guages. A separate specification language was not necessary. 
Finite state machines are too weak for practical applications, as many 
interesting behaviours are not expressible as regular languages. Labelled 
Transition systems were proposed as an alternative. The language Clear-
Water was introduced as an alternative for formal regular expressions, and 
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the set of processes replaced the regular languages. Functions mapping 
specifications to realisations and behaviours were studied in some detail. 
Unfortunately, it turned out that the "set" of processes is not a set at all, 
as it violates a result of Cantor, stating that any set has more subsets than 
elements. Some possible solutions to this fundamental paradox were pro­
posed. Regrettably, none of the proposals could be studied in detail, this has 
to be kept for future research. No matter how much interesting work there 
is still left, this monograph needs t be completed. It's about time... 
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Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift gaat over tijd. In het bijzonder gaat het over de unificatie 
van wiskundige formalismen om tijdsafhankelijk gedrag van systemen te 
beschrijven en te analyseren. De taal Funmath wordt gebruikt als uitdruk-
kingsmiddel voor de wiskundige theorie die in dit proefschrift wordt ontwik-
keld. 
Een systeem is een onderscheidbaar en observeerbaar deel van de wereld. 
Onderscheidbaar wil zeggendat we van ieder element van de wereld kunnen 
zeggen of het tot het systeem behoort of niet. De systeemgrens is het abstrac-
te raakvlak tussen het systeem en zijn omgeving. In het algemeen vindt er 
op de systeemgrens interactie plaats tussen het systeem en zijn omgeving. 
In dit proefschrift wordt aangenomen dat een systeem volledig gekarakter-
iseerd is door een verzameling meetbare of observeerbare grootheden (druk, 
temperatuur, geheugengebruik etc.). Deze verzameling wordt de toestands-
ruimte van het systeem genoemd. Een interactie kan dan gezien worden als 
het vaststellen van de toestand op een bepaald moment, vandaar dat 
interacties ook worden aangeduid met de term observatie. 
Een systeem is dynamisch als de toestand kan veranderen in de tijd. Een 
systeem is discreet als de toestandsruimte in wiskundige zin discreet is. 
Discrete dynamische systemen spelen een belangrijke rol in de informa-
tica. Iedere computer kan als een discreet en dynamisch systeem gezien 
worden, maar wij zijn voornamelijk geïnteresseerd in systemen die bestaan 
uit een samenstel van deelsystemen. Dergelijke samenstelsels treft men bij-
voorbeeld aan bij datacommunicatienetwerken en bij gedistribueerde com-
puters. 
Een wiskundig formalisme is een notatie om bepaalde begrippen uit te 
drukken een redeneerstijl waarin over die begrippen kan worden gerede-
neerd. Voor de beschrijving van tijdsafhankelijk gedrag is een groot aantal 
formalismen bekend uit de literatuur. Deze formalismen hebben echter een 
aantal nadelen: 
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a) Ieder formalisme is slechts bruikbaar om één bepaald wiskundig model 
uit te drukken. Andere modellen, die dikwijls nodig zijn om andere 
aspecten van het systeem te beschrijven, kunnen alleen uitgedrukt 
worden in andere formalismen. 
b) De formalismen staan geïsoleerd van elkaar en van de rest van de 
wiskunde. Resultaten die zijn behaald met het ene formalisme zijn niet 
zonder meer te gebruiken bij de behandeling van het gedrag met een 
ander formalisme. Dit is met name een tekortkoming in het licht van 
opmerking a) hierboven. 
c) De formalismen zijn rigide, en laten aanpassingen door de gebruiker 
niet of slechts moeizaam toe. 
Deze stand van zaken is onbevredigend voor het gebruik van dergelijke 
formalismen voor het ontwerp van practische systemen, omdat: 
a) Ontwerpers kunnen effectiever werken als nieuwe formalismen incre-
menteel kunnen worden ingevoerd, waarbij gebruik kan worden ge-
maakt van bestaande kennis en voortgebouwd kan worden op bekende 
formalismen. 
b) Bij het ontwerp van practische systemen is het noodzakelijk meerdere 
modellen te hanteren om het gedrag volledig te beschrijven en te analy-
seren. 
c) Nieuw verworven inzichten die ontstaan door ervaring met het gebruik 
van een formalisme, leiden vaak tot de wens het formalisme aan te pas-
sen en uit te breiden. 
Hoewel de bestaande formalismen allemaal geïsoleerd van elkaar en van de 
rest van de wiskunde staan, is het dikwijls wel mogelijk om de semantiek 
van die formalismen uit te drukken in de wiskunde. Dit heeft echter geen 
practische consequenties voor de gebruiker van het formalisme, omdat de 
wiskundige uitdrukkingen die voor zon semantische beschrijving gebruikt 
worden zich niet lenen voor de manipulaties die voor de toepassingen 
vereist zijn. 
Als een voorbeeld hiervan kan een klassiek geval uit de semantiek van 
programmeertalen dienen. Van veel imperatieve talen kan een denotatio-
nele semantiek gegeven worden die de programma's in die taal uitdrukt als 
wiskundige functies. Voor de programmeur, die de taal gebruikt om er pro-
gramma's in te schrijven, is dat echter van geen enkel belang. Ondanks het 
bestaan van deze functionele semantiek zijn de krachtige en elegante tech-
nieken van het functioneel programmeren niet bruikbaar om programma's 
in de genoemde imperatieve taal te schrijven. Op gelijksoortige wijze garan-
deert het bestaan van een wiskundige semantiek voor een formalismen voor 
de beschrijving van dynamische systemen allerminst dat dat formalisme op 
een practisch betekenisvolle manier in de wiskunde is ingebed. 
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In dit proefschrift wordt gebruik gemaakt van de taal Funmath om de 
wiskundige theorie uit te drukken. Funmath is een algemeen toepasbaar 
declaratief formalisme, dat oorspronkelijk is ontworpen voor toepassingen 
in de electrónica (ontwerp van analoge en digitale schakelingen). Inmiddels 
is gebleken dat Funmath ook succesvol toegepast kan worden in tal van 
andere toepassingsgebieden. Anders dan bij de hierboven genoemde 
formalismen is er bij het ontwerp van Funmath naar gestreefd de taal zo 
algemeen mogelijk te houden door algemeen bruikbare wiskundige concept-
en ( т .п . verzamelingen en functies) als semantische basis te kiezen. Fun­
math kan op drie manieren worden gebruikt bij de beschrijving van dyna­
mische systemen: 
a) Als formalisme om verschillende aspecten van systeemgedrag uit te 
drukken. Hierbij wordt Funmath op dezelfde wijze gebruikt als de 
eerder genoemde formalismen, maar het voordeel is nu dat Funmath 
beter in de wiskunde is ingebed, zodat het formalisme minder geïsoleerd 
is. 
b) Als formalisme op meta-niveau, om andere, bestaande, formalismen in 
in te bedden en de semantiek van die andere formalismen uit te druk-
ken. Dat dat mogelijk is, is geen verrassing: De meeste formalismen zijn 
semantisch gezien in de wiskunde uit te drukken en onze claim is dat 
alles dat in de wiskunde is uit te drukken ook uitgedrukt kan worden in 
Funmath. Dit soort inbeddingen van een formalisme in Funmath wor-
den met een technische term aangeduid als shallow embeddings. Bij 
shallow embedding gaan de manipulatieve eigenschappen van het inge-
bedde formalisme verloren. 
c) Door middel van goed gekozen operatoren kunnen bestaande forma-
lismen in Funmath worden ingebed zonder verlies van de conceptuele, 
notationele of manipulatieve voordelen van het ingebedde formalisme. 
Het voordeel van deze aanpak is dat het ingebedde formalisme wordt 
uitgedrukt met gewone wiskundige functies en verzamelingen, en dat 
alle voordelen van het gebruik van die concepten eveneens behouden 
blijven. Dit soort inbeddingen worden ook wel aangeduid met de term 
deep embedding. 
De deep embedding van bestaande formalismen, als eerste stap op weg naar 
unificatie van de veelheid van formalismen die thans in gebruik zijn, is het 
centrale thema van dit proefschrift. 
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit zes hoofdstukken. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een 
informele inleiding gegeven in het onderzoeksgebied. Met name de discrete 
dynamische systemen en hun rol in de informatica komen uitgebreid aan 
bod. Het hoofdstuk is, anders dan de overige meer technische hoofdstukken, 
bedoeld voor een breed publiek. 
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In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de taal Funmath uitvoerig geïntroduceerd. Hoewel 
Funmath slechts een middel is bij het schrijven van dit proefschrift, en geen 
doel op zichzelf, is zo'n uitvoerige inleiding zeker op zijn plaats. Ten eerste 
in de literatuur geen volledig overzicht beschikbaar was op het moment dat 
deze dissertatie werd geschreven, en ten tweede omdat de auteur van dit 
proefschrift een belangrijk aandeel heeft gehad in de ontwikkeling van Fun-
math. 
In hoofdstuk 3 worden drie toepassingen van Funmath uitgewerkt, die 
een groter toepassingsgebied hebben dan dit proefschrift alleen. Ten eerste 
wordt getoond hoe een deel van de lineaire algebra in Funmath kan worden 
uitgedrukt. Daarna worden bomen en grammatica's in Funmath beschre-
ven. Dit leidt tot een declaratieve definitie van een ontleder voor een 
formele taal. Tot slot worden algebra's op een declaratieve wijze in Funmath 
ingevoerd. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een begin gemaakt met de verwezenlijking van het 
belangrijkste doel van dit proefschrift: inbedding van bestaande 
formalismen in Funmath. In dit hoofdstuk wordt de informele uiteenzetting 
van het systeembegrip zoals dat aan bod kwam in hoofdstuk 1, verder 
uitgerwerkt en geformaliseerd. Daarnaast worden de begrippen specificatie 
en specificatie formalisme ingevoerd. Een bestaand raamwerk (nl. dat van 
Larsen) wordt in Funmath beschreven. In dit raamwerk kunnen formalis-
men gekarakteriseerd worden aan de hand van tal van eigenschappen. 
Helaas hoort een belangrijke eigenschap daar niet bij: de manier waarop 
tijd wordt behandeld in een formalisme. Om deze tekortkoming op te lossen 
worden in het laatste deel van dit hoofdstuk tijdmodellen ingevoerd en 
bestudeerd. 
In hoofdstuk 5 worden methoden uit de logica, nl. predicaat logica en 
temporele logica op algebraische wijze behandeld, nl. als Booleaanse, 
respectievelijk modale algebra. Met name de wijze waarop temporele logica 
vervangen wordt door instanties van modale algebra is een geslaagd voor-
beeld van deep embedding. 
In het laatste hoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 6, worden toestandsmachines behan-
deld. Aan de hand van de bekende theorie van de eindige automaten worden 
de begrippen specificatie, realisatie en systeemgedrag nader gedefinieerd. 
Specificaties worden uitgedrukt met reguliere expressies, realisaties zijn 
eindige automaten die de taal herkennen die door zo'n reguliere expressie 
wordt gedefinieerd, en systeemgedrag is uit te drukken met behulp van 
algebra's over reguliere talen. 
Reguliere talen en eindige automaten zijn echter te zwak om een prac-
tise!» toepasbaar ontwerpformalisme voor toestandsmachines op te baseren. 
Om deze bezwaren te ondervangen worden de eindige automaten vervangen 
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door gelabelde transitiesystemen, en de reguliere expressies door zinnen uit 
de experimentele taal Clearwater. De relatie tussen Clearwater expressies 
en gelabelde transitiesyetemen wordt uitvoerig onderzocht. Er wordt 
gepoogd de string algebra's die in het eindige geval gebruikt werden om 
systeemgedrag te beschrijven te vervangen door de algemenere gedrags-
algebra's en zodoende deep embedding van Clearwater in Funmath mogelijk 
te maken. Helaas blijkt dit te leiden tot paradoxen. In het kort wordt 
aangegeven hoe dergelijke paradoxen vermeden kunnen worden. 
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Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift 
IT'S ABOUT TIME 
Using Funmath for the specification and analysis of discrete 
dynamic systems 
Huub van Thienen 17 januari 1994 
1. Consequent gebruik van het functie-begrip leidt tot elegante 
unificatie van vele wiskundige concepten. 
2. De taal Funmath is bij uitstek geschikt om onder meer de 
concepten uit te drukken die een rol spelen bij de declaratieve 
beschrijving van discrete dynamische systemen. 
3. Een wiskundig formalisme wint aan expressiekracht als het de 
gebruiker de mogelijkheid biedt om toepassings-specifieke ad hoc 
notaties in te voeren. Een dergelijke faciliteit bemoeilijkt de im-
plementatie van gereedschappen voor de geautomatiseerde 
ondersteuning van deze talen echter ten zeerste. 
4. Door een geschikte keuze van de operatoren is het mogelijk 
modale algebra 's te definiëren waarvan de expressies 
syntactisch identiek zijn aan de formules van de temporele 
logica. Dergelijke algebra's bieden dezelfde manipulat ieve 
mogelijkheden als de temporele logica, maar zijn daarnaas t 
volledig ingebed in de rest van de wiskunde. 
5. Birkhoff en Bartee voeren in het bewijs van Theorem 3 een 
"obvious bijection" in tussen Ή1 en B", waarin een willekeurige 
Boole-algebra is. Zo'n "obvious bijection" bestaat niet, en invoe­
ring ervan is ook niet nodig om de juistheid van de stelling aan te 
tonen. Een vereenvoudiging van het bewijs wordt bereikt door de 
referentie aan 'S en de "obvious bijection" te schrappen. Hierdoor 
wordt het bezwaar dat de auteurs tegen op hun eigen bewijs 
aanvoeren ("...proof may be hard to follow a t this stage...") 
grotendeels ondervangen. Zie GARRETT BIRKHOFF AND THOMAS 
С BARTEE, Modern Applied Algebra, McGraw-Hill, 1970. 
6. Een belangrijk voordeel van functionele prorammeertalen ligt in 
het feit dat de ontwerpalgebra's waarin functionele program-
ma's formeel uit een (eveneens functionele of declaratieve) 
specificatie kunnen worden afgeleid eenvoudiger zijn dan 
overeenkomstige algebra's voor imperatieve programma's. Zowel 
bij het ontwerp van functionele programmeertalen als bij het 
leren functioneel programmeren moet daarom bijzondere 
aandacht aan deze algebra's gegeven worden. 
7. De Euclidisch-axiomatische meetkunde is ten onrechte 
geschrapt uit het onderwijsprogramma van de middelbare 
scholen. 
8. De universiteit dient in de eerste plaats de kwaliteit en daarna 
pas de vrijheid van onderwijs en onderzoek te garanderen. 
9. In de propagandafilms van de overheid om het carpoolen te 
stimuleren, vertoont "Theo" sexistisch gedrag dat in andere 
overheidspropaganda juist wordt afgekeurd. 
10. De toegangsbeperkende maatregelen die het directoraat B-facul-
teiten van de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen heeft genomen in 
het kader van de criminaliteitspreventie binnen haar gebouwen 
zijn zowel onnodig ingewikkeld als ontoereikend. Ze lijken der-
halve eerder tegen de studenten en medewerkers van die facul-
teiten gericht dan tegen potentiële criminelen. 


